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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis examines an empirical and academic puzzle of military innovation: How techno-

logical innovations cease to be new. The successful application of emerging technologies de-

pends largely on whether and how the military organization succeeds in integrating the new 

technology into its organizational practice. This acknowledgement is crucial and forces us to 

put the implementation of new technology at our center of attention. Research on military 

innovation has not studied innovation implementation specifically and can thus not currently 

account for how innovations are incorporated into practice. The thesis sets out to address 

this shortfall. To investigate this, the thesis introduces the concept of routinization, i.e. the 

process by which technological innovations are implemented into the organizational practice 

of the military organization and thus become part of its standard practice. As there is no 

single theory of routinization, the thesis employs an explorative approach and examines the 

U.S. Armed Forces’ experience with implementing technological innovations during the First 

and Second Offset strategies. The thesis finds that implementation is driven by very different 

factors from innovation initiation and adoption. Contrary to what existing research leads us 

to expect, routinization is predominantly driven by ‘military matters’, i.e. it is influenced by 

the military issues and benefits tied to the activity of waging war and employing the weapon 

in operations. Raising the perspective, the thesis assess routinization to be a highly ‘rational’ 

process which is also deeply embedded with – even dependent on – the ordinary task of 

developing the military organization in a long-term perspective and synchronizing the ele-

ments of materiel, organization, doctrine and personnel into a holistic and capable fighting 

force. These findings have implications for research and practice. Not only does the thesis 

introduce a novel, and neutral, way to assess the outcome of military innovation and present 

a new direction for innovation research to engage with issues of implementation and routini-

zation. It also provokes an adjustment of our existing understanding of the phenomenon 

‘military innovation’, and it exposes difficult dilemmas for current practice and the political 

ambition to create an agile technological innovation milieu. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Emerging technology and military innovation are increasingly dominant issues on the defense 

agenda. But if we look beyond the adoption of new technology, the implementation of tech-

nological innovations is not gaining equal attention. Implementation comes with entirely dif-

ferent challenges from innovation adoption, even to the degree that innovation implementa-

tion currently constitutes an empirical, i.e. practical, as well as academic puzzle. This thesis 

investigates both of these puzzles. It examines how technological innovations become stand-

ard practice of the military organization, conceptualized as the process of routinization of 

technological innovations.  

 

1.1 Our current predicament  

One of the most pressing concerns for defense policy makers and military organizations to-

day is to puzzle out and cope with the opportunities and challenges which arise from emerg-

ing technologies. Analysts, military professionals and politicians alike agree that technologies 

such as artificial intelligence (AI), hypersonic vehicles, quantum computing and robots are 

changing both the global order and the character of warfare.
1

 Moreover, the perceived rapid 

pace of change is regarded as being alarming and challenging, while at the same time con-

taining great opportunities for improving military effectiveness and practice. Some argue that 

what we are experiencing is a new revolution in military affairs, where the emergence of such 

disruptive technologies will “overtake existing military concepts and capabilities and necessi-

tate a rethinking of how, with what, and by whom war is waged.”
2

 Whatever term we employ 

 

 

1 See e.g. Subcommitee on Emerging Threats and Capabilities and Committee on Armed Services, United 

States Senate, “Hearing to Receive Testimony on Accelerating New Technologies to Meet Emerging 

Threats” (Washington, D.C., April 18, 2018), https://www.armed-services.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/18-

40_04-18-18.pdf; Michael C. Horowitz, Lauren Kahn, and Christian Ruhl, “Policy Roundtable: Artificial In-

telligence and International Security,” Texas National Security Review, June 2, 2020, Online edition; Michael 

O’Hanlon and David Petraeus, “America’s Awesome Military,” Foreign Affairs 95, no. 5 (2016): 11–17; 

Williamson Murray, America and the Future of War: The Past as Prologue, 2017; William T. Eliason, “An 

Interview with Robert O. Work,” Joint Forces Quarterly 84 (2017): 6–11; Simona R. Soare and Fabrice 

Pothier, “Leading Edge: Key Drivers of Defence Innovation and the Future of Operational Advantage” (Inter-

national Institute for Strategic Studies, November 2021). 
2 Christian Brose, “The New Revolution in Military Affairs. War’s Sci-Fi Future,” Foreign Affairs 98, no. 3 

(June 2019): 122; Robert O. Work and Shawn Brimley, “Preparing for War in the Robotic Age” (Washing-

ton, D.C.: Center for a New American Security, January 2014), 7–9. 
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to conceptualize and frame this situation, the incontrovertible fact is that emerging technolo-

gies will have a critical impact on current and future warfare. Technological innovation is thus 

one of the key military and political issues confronting modern military organizations today.  

 This is even more pronounced when we look to the United States, which is the 

focal country of this thesis: In the United States specifically, the copulation of ‘technology’ 

and ‘innovation’ has today become elevated to constituting a strategic challenge and has 

emerged as a frontier of great power rivalry. Here, the risk of losing the technological edge 

and superiority to competing rivals such as China and Russia is in the center.
3

 To illustrate, 

many experts believe that an arms race over military applications of AI is likely to appear 

within the next 15 years.
4

 Meanwhile, it is commonly agreed that emerging technologies such 

as robotics, have the potential to magnify the “capacity, lethality and opportunity” of U.S. 

military forces, having tactical to strategic effect.
5

 In such a perspective, long-term strategic 

competition is the center of attention of the U.S. national defense strategy and that competi-

tion is played out in the field of technological innovation. Here, technological innovation is 

both seen as the challenge, the solution, the means and the ends: While the United States is 

threatened by the development and application of advanced technologies by competitor 

states, harnessing and taking not only the advantage but the lead of the technological (r)evo-

lution is seen as the solution to overcome this issue.  

 This places high demands on the U.S. military as well as the civilian bodies that 

govern it. The critical issue that constitutes our current predicament is that we have no firm 

grasp of the implications which the introduction of emerging technology in warfare will have 

nor of the challenges which precede and follow. While all defense planning must necessarily 

 

 

3 Elsa B. Kania, “Strategic Innovation and Great Power Competition,” The Strategy Bridge, January 31, 2018, 

https://thestrategybridge.org/the-bridge/2018/1/31/strategic-innovation-and-great-power-competition; Depart-

ment of Defense, “Summary of the 2018 National Defense Strategy. Sharpening the American Military’s 

Competitive Edge,” 2018, 2–5, https://dod.defense.gov/Portals/1/Documents/pubs/2018-National-Defense-

Strategy-Summary.pdf; Advisory Panel on Streamlining and Codifying Acquisition Regulations, “Section 

809 Panel Interim Report,” May 2017, 2, http://web.archive.org/web/20210228071806/https://sec-

tion809panel.org/; Jesse Ellman, Lisa Samp, and Gabriel Coll, “Assessing the Third Offset Strategy” (Wash-

ington, D.C.: Center for Strategic & International Studies, March 2017), 1, https://csis-website-prod.s3.ama-

zonaws.com/s3fs-public/publication/170302_Ellman_ThirdOffsetStrategySummary_Web.pdf; Robert O. 

Work, “The Third U.S. Offset Strategy and Its Implications for Partners and Allies.” (Speech, Willard Hotel, 

Washington, D.C., January 28, 2015), https://dod.defense.gov/News/Speeches/Speech-View/Arti-

cle/606641/the-third-us-offset-strategy-and-its-implications-for-partners-and-allies/; Michèle Flournoy and 

Gabrielle Chefitz, “Sharpening the U.S. Military’s Edge: Critical Steps for the Next Administration” (Wash-

ington, D.C.: Center for a New American Security, July 13, 2020), https://www.cnas.org/publications/com-

mentary/sharpening-the-u-s-militarys-edge-critical-steps-for-the-next-administration. 
4 Horowitz, Kahn, and Ruhl, “Policy Roundtable.” 
5 See e.g. Jeffrey E. Kline, “Impacts of the Robotics Age on Naval Force Design, Effectiveness, and Acquisi-

tion,” Naval War College Review 70, no. 3 (2017): 68. 
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grasp with the issue of uncertainty in future war,
6

 this is also true when it comes to emerging 

technologies. Uncertainty has been said to be the chief constraint on the decision process 

involving innovative technology.
7

 Deciding, for instance, whether a new device is worth the 

investment needed to perfect it, is “largely a matter of reducing uncertainties to manageable 

dimensions.”
8

 The very novelty of emerging technologies means that our expectations about 

them – how they will be used, who will use them and why – are constructed around consid-

erable uncertainty, while having significant implications for security.
9

 This conundrum is the 

essence and the challenge of dealing with emerging military technologies. Adding to the chal-

lenge of uncertainty, voices have raised concern that the United States’ ability to convert 

technological progress into military power is hindered and that, in the worst case, the U.S. 

Armed Forces are currently ill-prepared to capitalize on the technological evolution.
10

 Ac-

cording to the issue unfolded above, this means the U.S. is in jeopardy of losing the techno-

logical edge and with that it risks losing the great power competition. 

 

1.2 The core issue: Implementation  

Narrowing down the issue of technological innovation, uncertainty and great power compe-

tition, the thesis finds implementation to be at the core: It is a long noted fact that the mere 

existence and adoption of new military technologies is no guarantee of their practical utility.
11

 

 

 

6 Colin S. Gray, Strategy and Defence Planning: Meeting the Challenge of Uncertainty (Oxford: Oxford Uni-

versity Press, 2014). 
7 Robert L. Perry, “Innovation and Military Requirements: A Comparative Study” (Santa Monica: RAND, 

1967); Merton J. Peck and Frederic M. Scherer, The Weapons Acquisition Process: An Economic Analysis 

(Boston: Harvard University, 1962). 
8 Perry, “Innovation and Military Requirements: A Comparative Study,” vii–viii. 
9 Frank L. Smith, “Quantum Technology Hype and National Security,” Security Dialogue 00, no. 0 (Online 

version 2020): 2, https://doi.org/10.1177/0967010620904922. 
10 Kline, “Impacts of the Robotics Age on Naval Force Design, Effectiveness, and Acquisition”; Greg Smith, 

“Organization and Innovation. Integrating Carrier-Launched UAVs,” Naval War College Review 70, no. 3 

(2017): 79–100; Department of Defense, “Summary of the 2018 National Defense Strategy. Sharpening the 

American Military’s Competitive Edge”; “Statement of Dr. Eric Schmidt” (Statement to the House Armed 

Services Committee, April 17, 2018), https://docs.house.gov/meetings/AS/AS00/20180417/108132/HHRG-

115-AS00-Wstate-SchmidtE-20180417.pdf. 
11 See e.g. Robert H. Scales, Jr. and Paul K. Van Riper, “Preparing for War in the 21st Century,” in Future 

War Anthology, Revised Edition (Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania: U.S. Army War College, 2000), 32; Colin 

S Gray, Another Bloody Century: Future Warfare (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 2006), 21; Bruce R. 

Nardulli and Thomas L. McNaugher, “The Army: Toward the Objective Force,” in Transforming Americas 

Military (Washington, D.C.: National Defense University Press, 2002), 116; Steven A. Pomeroy, An Untaken 

Road: Strategy, Technology, and the Hidden History of America’s Mobile ICBMs (Annapolis: Naval Institute 

Press, 2016), 19–20; I. B. Holley, Technology and Military Doctrine: Essays on a Challenging Relationship 

(Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama: Air University Press, 2004), in passim; Anthony H. Cordesman, “Com-

pensating for Smaller Forces: Adjusting Ways and Means through Technology,” in Strategy and Technology, 

ed. Anthony H. Cordesman and James Blackwell (Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania: U.S. Army War College, 
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New technology has to be well integrated in the organizational structure and practice before 

the operational and/or strategic advantages it offers can be gained. Simply being technological 

‘first movers’ is not enough. It follows that the successful military application of emerging 

technologies depends on whether, and how, the military organization succeeds in integrating 

the new technology into its organizational practice. As the military organization’s fighting ca-

pability is altered by the introduction of novel technology, so does the organization undergo 

and undertake change in order to absorb the technology into its practice.
12

  

 In this perspective, one can regard the process of implementation as the translation 

of technological innovation into increased military effectiveness – and in the case of the 

United States, also the realization of strategic goals. When the U.S. places the prevalence of 

great power competition in its ability to innovate technologically, the deciding issue is to be 

found in the ability to integrate emerging technologies into the everyday practice of the mili-

tary organization, thereby actually translating new technology into power. This is why we need 

to confront the challenge of innovation and emerging military technologies by posing ques-

tions about integration and implementation and specifically inquire into the nature of the 

change process that occurs here. This is as pressing task as studies on emerging technologies 

as well as military innovation do not currently deal with implementation. This has essentially 

resulted in a deep lack of knowledge about the process of implementation as well as the 

potential issues, concerns and rewards of technology integration.  

 

1.3 Aim: Examining routinization of military technological innovations 

Implementation is thus an unexplored part of military technological innovation which after 

all should be at the forefront of the debate and inquiry into the subject of emerging technol-

ogies, military innovation and future war. Aiming to reduce the uncertainty and strengthen 

our grasp of the implications of emerging technology, the thesis seeks to remedy this state of 

affairs. Studying military innovation and emerging technologies in the United States’ armed 

forces, the thesis starts off with a declaration: It is not a tale of awesome and destructive 

 

 

1992), 5; Williamson Murray, “Military Adaption in War” (Alexandria: Institute for Defense Analyses, 

2009), 8:15; Richard Burt, “New Weapons Technologies: Debate and Directions,” in The Impact of New Mili-

tary Technology, Adelphi Library 4 (Montclair: International Institute for Strategic Studies, Gower Publish-

ing Company Limited and Allanheld, Osmun and Co. Publishers, Inc., 1981), 47; Robert R. Tomes, “An His-

torical Review of US Defense Strategy from Vietnam to Operation Iraqi Freedom,” Defense & Security Anal-

ysis 28, no. 4 (December 2012): 69, https://doi.org/10.1080/14751798.2012.730722. 
12 Chris C. Demchak, Military Organizations, Complex Machines: Modernization in the U.S. Armed Services 

(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991); Smith, “Organization and Innovation. Integrating Carrier-Launched 

UAVs,” 81; Edward Luttwak, Strategy: The Logic of War and Peace, 2. ed. (Cambridge: Belknap Press, 

2001), 99. 
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technologies in play or of cool futuristic gadgets in the making. Rather, it is an inquiry into 

the – in comparison - dull processes in the back scene of action. Implementing technological 

innovations into military organizations is one such process and thus the subject of concern 

and scrutiny here. The thesis acknowledges that there is a processual intermediate stage – or 

connecting link – between the decision to adopt a technology is made and the reaping of its 

benefits. The thesis examines the intermediate stage, i.e. the implementation of new technol-

ogies in military organizations. As its most central contribution, the thesis unfolds the matter 

by introducing the concept of routinization, essentially asking how innovations cease to be 

new and foreign phenomena to the military organization and instead become an integrated 

and routine part of the military practice.  

Having situated implementation of emerging technologies as the core issue of our 

current predicament, the ensuing part of the introduction will elaborate on the issue of rou-

tinization and frame the challenge in an innovation perspective. This will also spell out the 

thesis’ approach, relevance and contribution in more detail. The chapter finishes by present-

ing the research question. 

 

1.4 Approach: Exploring innovation in the historical context 

Recent scholarship acknowledges emerging technology as a challenge in that it increasingly 

attempts to decipher the implications of it. Most prevalent is research set in an International 

Relations perspective (and with a primary focus on AI), studying the implications for inter-

national strategic stability, global security and the international balance of power.
13

 Implica-

tions for arms control as well as legal and ethical issues are also of concern,
14

  and on the 

 

 

13 Daniel W. Drezner, “Technological Change and International Relations,” International Relations 33, no. 2 

(2019): 286–303; Horowitz, Kahn, and Ruhl, “Policy Roundtable”; Todd S. Sechser, Neil Narang, and Caitlin 

Talmadge, “Emerging Technologies and Strategic Stability in Peacetime, Crisis, and War,” Journal of Strate-

gic Studies 42, no. 6 (2019): 727–35, https://doi.org/10.1080/01402390.2019.1626725; Ivan V. Danilin, 

“Emerging Technologies And Their Impact On International Relations And Global Security,” Hoover Institu-

tion, no. 118 (October 3, 2018), https://www.hoover.org/research/emerging-technologies-and-their-impact-

international-relations-and-global-security; Michael C. Horowitz, “Artificial Intelligence, International Com-

petition, and the Balance of Power,” Texas National Security Review 1, no. 3 (2018): 37–57; Margaret E. 

Kosal, ed., Disruptive and Game Changing Technologies in Modern Warfare. Development, Use, and Prolif-

eration (Cham: Springer, 2020); Rupal N. Mehta, “Extended Deterrence and Assurance in an Emerging Tech-

nology Environment,” Journal of Strategic Studies, June 3, 2019, 1–25, 

https://doi.org/10.1080/01402390.2019.1621173; no author, “Hypersonic Weapons and Strategic Stability,” 

Strategic Comments (The International Institute for Strategic Studies, March 2020), https://www.iiss.org/pub-

lications/strategic-comments/2020/hypersonic-weapons-and-strategic-stability. 
14 Heather Williams, “Asymmetric Arms Control and Strategic Stability: Scenarios for Limiting Hypersonic 

Glide Vehicles,” Journal of Strategic Studies 42, no. 6 (2019): 789–813, 

https://doi.org/10.1080/01402390.2019.1627521; Eric Talbot Jensen and Ronald T. P Alcala, The Impact of 

Emerging Technologies on the Law of Armed Conflict (New York: Oxford University Press, 2019); C. An-

thony Pfaff, “The Ethics of Acquiring Disruptive Military Technologies,” Texas National Security Review 3, 

no. 1 (2020 2019): online edition, no pagenumbers; Andree-Anne Melancon, “What’s Wrong with Drones? 
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more military technical side, scholars study emerging technologies’ implications for e.g. force 

design and the defense industry.
15

 Common for these studies is the lack of attention given to 

the actual process of technology implementation. 

 Hence, the thesis takes an alternate and dual approach: First, it recognizes the chal-

lenge the United States face when dealing with emerging technology in its historical context. 

Having a pronounced historical mindset allows us to recognize that the core of the issue as 

presented above is not a new phenomenon, and can thus be illuminated by historical explo-

ration. We have, in short, historical experience to draw upon and inform us. Second, the 

thesis then frames the issue as one of military innovation. It regards the process that occurs 

with the introduction, implementation and routinization of emerging technology as a change 

process within the military organization, and as such the study is conceptualized as a contri-

bution to the literature on military innovation, and not, for instance, International Relations. 

Both propositions of this two-pronged approach are unfolded below.   

 It is commonly understood that “innovation-driven technological superiority” has 

been a central aspect of US defense strategy since World War II.
16

 However, the significance, 

or centrality, of technological innovation has ebbed and flowed. Broadly speaking, it is fair 

to claim that in relation to the 2000s, where counterinsurgency and counter-terrorism was on 

the defense agenda, we have seen a strategic and operational conceptual shift towards great 

power competition during the Obama, Trump and Biden administrations. As noted above, 

the perceived growing challenge from an assertive and increasingly powerful China and Rus-

sia is played out in the area of technological innovation. This is not to say that advanced 

technology was unimportant in the operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, where for instance 

the use of drones and body armor that could protect from automatic rifle fire was mission-

essential.
17

 But technological innovation was not conceptualized to be the determining factor 

in the operational and strategic rivalry. This has changed. Today, as noted above, technolog-

ical innovation is seen as an urgent imperative and challenge.  

 

 

Automatization and Target Selection,” Small Wars & Insurgencies 31, no. 4 (2020): 801–21, 

https://doi.org/10.1080/09592318.2020.1743486. 
15 Kline, “Impacts of the Robotics Age on Naval Force Design, Effectiveness, and Acquisition”; Marc R. De-

Vore, “Armaments after Autonomy: Military Adaptation and the Drive for Domestic Defence Industries,” 

Journal of Strategic Studies, May 30, 2019, 1–35, https://doi.org/10.1080/01402390.2019.1612377. 
16 Flournoy and Chefitz, “Sharpening the U.S. Military’s Edge”; Thomas G. Mahnken, Technology and the 

American Way of War (New York: Columbia University Press, 2008), 5. 
17See e.g. Mahnken, Technology and the American Way of War, chapter 6. 
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This shift is captured in the Third Offset Strategy launched by the Department of 

Defense in 2014.
18

 The Third Offset Strategy recognized that after 25 years of military-tech-

nological superiority, the U.S. advantage was rapidly eroding. Thus, in order to compete 

against rival great powers, it was found necessary to “reconfigure” the military organizational 

and operational concepts to support and increase technological innovation.
19

 As stated by 

then Deputy Secretary of Defense, Robert O. Work, the U.S. aim was to strengthen the 

conventional deterrence “by offsetting or pursuing a combination of superior technological 

capabilities and innovative operational and organizational constructs that offset the strengths 

of our potential adversaries.”
20

 Central in this is then to develop, apply and integrate (largely 

commercially developed) technology.
21

  

 The crux of the matter is that this situation, this logic and this context echo the two 

previous U.S. offset strategies conceived during the Cold War, which both sought to gain the 

competitive edge against the competing great power – the Soviet Union - by leveraging ad-

vanced technological innovation. In the case of the First Offset Strategy from the mid-1950s, 

this was done through the fielding and employment of tactical – as opposed to strategic - 

nuclear weapons in the U.S. Army. The Second Offset Strategy, from the mid-1970s, lever-

aged the proliferation of precision guided munitions, wide-area surveillance technologies and 

spaced-based military communication and navigation. Today, in the Third Offset Strategy, 

focus is on technologies such as unmanned autonomous strike aircraft and human-machine 

collaboration. Though the Third Offset Strategy ceased to be named an official strategy dur-

ing the Trump administration and during the course of writing of this thesis, the ideas (and 

technologies) at its heart survived in the current National Defense Strategy.
22

 

 Though central elements - the people, the technologies, the operational concepts - 

at the nucleus of the three offset strategies have changed, the context and the basic dynamics 

remain the same. The preceding offset strategies tell us that it is a recurring (military) strategic 

 

 

18 See e.g. Robert O. Work, “Remarks by Defense Deputy Secretary Robert Work at the CNAS Inaugural Na-

tional Security Forum” (Center for a New American Security, December 14, 2015), 

https://www.cnas.org/publications/transcript/remarks-by-defense-deputy-secretary-robert-work-at-the-cnas-

inaugural-national-security-forum; Chuck Hagel, “A Game-Changing Third Offset Strategy [Text of Remarks 

Made by Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel at the Reagan National Defense Forum],” War on the Rocks, No-

vember 17, 2014, https://warontherocks.com/2014/11/a-game-changing-third-offset-strategy/. 
19 Flournoy and Chefitz, “Sharpening the U.S. Military’s Edge.” 
20 Work, “Remarks by Defense Deputy Secretary Robert Work at the CNAS Inaugural National Security Fo-

rum.” 
21 A central tenet of the Third Offset Strategy is to leverage commercially developed technology, i.e. dual-use 

technologies. However, this is not relevant for the specific focus of this thesis and will not be commented 

upon further.  
22 P. Gentile et al., “A History of the Third Offset, 2014-2018” (Santa Monica: RAND, 2021), 65–69. 
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solution to increase deterrence by offsetting the military balance by relying on technological 

superiority (as opposed to numbers). Essentially, the offset strategies are about presiding the 

great power competition when shifts toward (conventional) parity threatens stability and mil-

itary confrontation between state powers is higher. Further, a central feature common to all 

three cases is the conceptualization of technology embodied in the notion of its revolutionary 

potential: As we regard today’s emerging technologies as having overturning (and unidenti-

fied) implications for the conduct and character of warfare, so was the understanding of tac-

tical nuclear weapons and of precision-guided munitions at the time.   

 On the whole, such a reading of the previous offset strategies illuminates the his-

torical context of the current situation in which the United States finds itself today. It is what 

the current defense challenges echo and can be mirrored in and thus what we ultimately can 

draw lessons from.
 23

 Today, it is highlighted by defense officials and by strategy documents 

that the technological component is not the only factor that matters in the offsetting of this 

great power competition: Technology cannot act alone, so it is the “operational and organi-

zational constructs” that follow and allow the advantage to be realized. This is where the 

problem sketched in the first part of the introduction comes full circle and we return to the 

issue of implementation and the change process that occur: New technology necessarily en-

ters into a social context in which it needs to become an integrated part of practice; it needs 

to be routinized within the military organization. This conceptual and practical issue is con-

stant and transverses the three offset strategies.  

 Viewed in this light, this is not a study of the offset strategies. Rather, the thesis 

employs the three offset strategies as a reference to determine and discover the historical 

context for an analysis of the present. It allows us to realize that when dealing with the issue 

of routinization of technological innovations today, we have sound historical experience to 

explore and draw from. The history of technology implementation from the First and Second 

Offset strategies holds the potential to shed light on current challenges.   

 The second part of the two-pronged approach is to frame the challenge of emerging 

technologies as one of military innovation, as the introduction of new technology constitutes 

a change process within the military organization. While the thesis positions itself as a con-

tribution to the field of Military Innovation Studies, it will draw on two different fields of 

 

 

23 This link was also specifically articulated by the architect of the Third Offset Strategy, Deputy Secretary of 

Defense Robert O. Work, at the official launch of the strategy. See Work, “Remarks by Defense Deputy Sec-

retary Robert Work at the CNAS Inaugural National Security Forum”; Robert O. Work, “Reagan Defense 

Forum: The Third Offset Strategy. As Delivered by Deputy Secretary of Defense Bob Work” (Reagan Presi-

dential Library, Simi Valley, November 7, 2015), https://www.defense.gov/Newsroom/Speeches/Speech/Ar-

ticle/628246/reagan-defense-forum-the-third-offset-strategy/. 
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literature: Primarily Military Innovation Studies and civil innovation literature, and on some 

occasions it will make reference to defense acquisition research. Military Innovation Studies 

possess the primary explanatory power of innovation inside military organizations and tell us 

something about how military organizations innovate and how they undertake change. Civil 

innovation literature, on the other hand, provides us with the core concept of routinization 

and gives us a basic understanding of how such a process may occur. In this way, civil inno-

vation literature is used to broaden the horizon of Military Innovation Studies and shed light 

on critical gaps in the literature on military innovation. What civil innovation literature cannot 

inform us about is how the concept of routinization manifests itself in the military setting. By 

merging the two fields, we may develop the very first depiction of the change process that is 

routinization and gain an understanding of how innovations are integrated into the routines 

of the military organization.  

 

1.5 Relevance and contributions  

Now that we have sketched the overall matter and approach, I will briefly introduce and 

elaborate on the issue of innovation routinization. Thus, we will leave behind the practical, 

or empirical, puzzle and the specific situation of the United States for a while and raise the 

perspective to a more conceptual level. This will allow me to unfold the aim, research im-

portance and the specific contributions of the thesis – in other words, it turns to the academic 

puzzle.  

 

Unfolding the issue: Implementation as ‘the critical gateway’ 

When organizations adopt any kind of innovations, it is done with high expectations of im-

provements in organizational productivity and performance.
24

 Military organizations are no 

exception to this rule. Technological innovations are often equalled with progress,
25

 because 

technology can act as a means to reduce the costs (in both blood and treasure) of war while 

improving its effectiveness.
26

 However, as noted above, new technology has to be well inte-

grated in the organizational structure and practice before the advantages it offers can be 

 

 

24 Katherine J. Klein and Joann Speer Sorra, “The Challenge of Innovation Implementation,” The Academy of 

Management Review 21, no. 4 (1996): 1077. 
25 David Edgerton, The Shock of the Old: Technology and Global History since 1900 (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2007). 
26 John Yoo and Jeremy Rabkin, Striking Power. How Cyber, Robots, and Space Weapons Change the Rules 

for War (New York: Encounter Books, 2017); Horowitz, Kahn, and Ruhl, “Policy Roundtable.” 
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gained. I have referred to this circumstance as being the processual intermediate stage be-

tween the decision to adopt a technology and the reaping of its benefits. It follows that every 

new military technology comes with no inherent but only intended benefits which are subject 

to realization or failure when the organization processes the technology.  

 Research has recognized doctrine and operational concepts as the essential ‘inte-

gration medium’ by which new technology is brought into the military organization.
27

 How-

ever, new technology does not itself necessarily warrant new or basic changes to doctrine,
28

 

which is why it may be misleading to assess technology integration according to doctrinal 

change. Military organizations must possess organizational capital to transform in the face of 

these innovations,
29

 and these facts draw attention to implementation as a broader change 

process. 

 Meanwhile, it has also been noted that militaries in fact often have difficulty inte-

grating new equipment and new practices into their existing force structure.
30

 Further, some 

innovations that are initially successful or have high intended benefits fail to become part of 

the habits and routines of the military organization in question.
31

 Research has in fact sug-

gested that successful innovation remains the exception rather than the rule.
32

  

 These facts alone constitute a puzzle of military innovation, considering that new 

technologies emerge all the time, so integration of innovative technologies in the military 

organizations is – at least in theory –a routine task and part of their everyday business. The 

puzzle gains in complexity when consulting research on technological and military innova-

 

 

27 Robert R. Tomes, US Defense Strategy from Vietnam to Operation Iraqi Freedom: Military Innovation and 

the New American Way of War, 1973-2003. (Routledge, 2007), 83. 
28 Richard K. Betts, ed., Cruise Missiles: Technology, Strategy, Politics (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Insti-

tution, 1981), 7. 
29 Michael C. Horowitz, The Diffusion of Military Power: Causes and Consequences for International Poli-

tics (Princeton Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2010), 10–12. 
30 Horowitz, Kahn, and Ruhl, “Policy Roundtable.” 
31 Shannon Wiltsey Stirman et al., “The Sustainability of New Programs and Innovations: A Review of the 

Empirical Literature and Recommendations for Future Research,” Implementation Science 7, no. 1 (Decem-

ber 2012): online version, no page numbers, https://doi.org/10.1186/1748-5908-7-17; Enola Proctor et al., 

“Outcomes for Implementation Research: Conceptual Distinctions, Measurement Challenges, and Research 

Agenda,” Administration and Policy in Mental Health and Mental Health Services Research 38, no. 2 (March 

1, 2011): 66, https://doi.org/10.1007/s10488-010-0319-7; See Thomas P. Ehrhard, “Unmanned Aerial Vehi-

cles in the United States Armed Services: A Comparative Study of Weapon System Innovation” (Disserta-

tion, Washington, D.C., Johns Hopkins University, 2000), 162–63, 304–29 for the case of a failed routiniza-

tion, that of integrating the QH-50 Drone Anti-Submarine Helicopter in the U.S. Navy 1960-1971. 
32 Ron Adner, The Wide Lens: A New Strategy for Innovation (New York: Portfolio/Penguin, 2012), 4. 
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tion: Research on defense acquisition and weapons development has long dismissed the no-

tion of weapon acquisition as being a ‘rational’ process or decision.
33

 Instead, research has 

shown that nations develop and/or buy new weapons driven by a complex interplay of organ-

izational, economic, technological, cultural, bureaucratic and political considerations, and 

not by rational calculations about national strategic objectives.
34

 In a similar fashion, the field 

of Military Innovation Studies has long demonstrated that military innovation is extremely 

complex
35

 and is not the product of purely analytical or rational decisions. These conclusions 

allow us to reason and hypothesize that making new technologies part of the core practice of 

the organization might not be a completely rational or straightforward process either, but 

rather one that is complicated and currently nontransparent.  

 Innovation literature dealing with the civil world has long noted this condition: That 

there is often a contrast between the intended benefits of an innovation and the actual process 

 

 

33 Michael H. Armacost, The Politics of Weapons Innovation: The Thor-Jupiter Controversy (New York: Co-

lumbia University Press, 1969), 3–4; Ronald Huisken, The Origin of the Strategic Cruise Miissile (New 

York: Praeger, 1981), xiii; Lauren Holland, Weapons Under Fire (New York and London: Garland Publish-

ing, Inc., 1997); Stephen Peter Rosen, Winning the Next War: Innovation and the Modern Military (Ithaca: 

Cornell University Press, 1991), 52. 
34 Christopher Gainor, “The Atlas and the Air Force: Reassessing the Beginnings of America’s First Intercon-

tinental Ballistic Missile,” Technology and Culture 54, no. 2 (2013): 346–70, 

https://doi.org/10.1353/tech.2013.0069; William M. McBride, “Strategic Determinism in Technology Selec-

tion: The Electric Battleship and U.S. Naval-Industrial Relations,” Technology and Culture 33, no. 2 (April 

1992): 248, https://doi.org/10.2307/3105858; Matthew C. Ford, Weapon of Choice: Small Arms and the Cul-

ture of Military Innovation (New York: Oxford University Press, 2017); John Ronald Fox, Arming America: 

How the U.S. Buys Weapons (Boston: Harvard University Press, 1974); John Ronald Fox, Defense Acquisi-

tion Reform, 1960-2009. An Elusive Goal (Washington, D.C.: Center of Military History, United States 

Army, 2011); John T. Dillard, “Centralized Control of Defense Acquisition Programs: A Comparative Re-

view of the Framework from 1987 - 2003:” (Monterey: Naval Postgraduate School, 2003), 

https://doi.org/10.21236/ADA418761; Robert N. Gamache, “The Defense Acquisition Challenge: A Strategy 

for Improving Weapon System Affordability” (Fort McNair, Washington, D.C.: National Defense University, 

1993), https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a276677.pdf; Holland, Weapons Under Fire; Thomas L. 

McNaugher, The M16 Controversies: Military Organizations and Weapons Acquisition, Praeger Special 

Studies (New York: Praeger, 1984); Robert F. Coulam, Illusions of Choice : The F-111 and the Problem of 

Weapons Acquisition Reform (Princeton, 1977); Graham Allison and Frederic A. Morris, “Armaments and 

Arms Control: Exploring the Determinants of Military Weapons,” Daedalus 104, no. 3 (1975): 99–129; 

Rosen, Winning the Next War; David C. Trybula, “‘Big Five’ Lessons for Today and Tomorrow,” Civilian 

Research Project (Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania: U.S. Army War College, 2012); Mark A. Mandeles, The 

Development of the B-52 and Jet Propulsion. A Case Study in Organizational Innovation (Maxwell Air Force 

Base, Alabama: Air University Press, 1998), https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a341727.pdf; Dima Ad-

amsky, “The Art of Net Assessment and Uncovering Foreign Military Innovations: Learning from Andrew 

W. Marshall’s Legacy,” Journal of Strategic Studies, 2020, 29, 

https://doi.org/10.1080/01402390.2020.1776121; Ted Greenwood, Making the MIRV: A Study of Defense De-

cision Making (Cambridge: Ballinger, 1975). 
35 Williamson Murray, “Innovation. Past and Future,” in Military Innovation in the Interwar Period, ed. Wil-

liamson Murray and Allan R. Millett (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 300–328. 
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and result of implementation.  Here, it is widely acknowledged that though implementation 

appears at face value to be one of the few truly clear-cut, linear elements in the innovation 

process (we tend to think that once the adoption decisions are made, action will follow), the 

reality is far more complex.
36

 Scholars in this field have discarded the notion of implementa-

tion as an “implicit assumption” and instead they demonstrate that deployment of the tech-

nological innovation does not follow automatically after the decision to adopt it has been 

made. Implementation, and successful implementation in particular, is not a certainty and is 

not easy.
37

 In fact, implementation is highlighted as one of the most complex parts in the 

(technological) innovation process.
38

  Further, civil innovation scholars have a long-standing 

tradition of specifically studying implementation because they recognize it as the critical link 

in the success or failure of a program/project:
39

 Poor implementation may vitiate an otherwise 

good program, and therefore implementation may be regarded as “the critical gateway”
 

be-

tween the decision to adopt an innovation and the routine use of it. Put simply, the technology 

needs to be implemented, or all the effort is wasted.
40

  

 

 

36 Louis G. Tornatzky and Mitchell Fleischer, The Processes of Technological Innovation (Massachusetts/To-

ronto: Lexington Books, 1990), 198; Everett M. Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations, Fifth edition (New York: 

Free Press, 2003), 429; National Science Foundation, The Process of Technological Innovation: Reviewing 

the Literature (Washington, D.C.: National Science Foundation, 1983), 134; Deborah Ghate, “From Pro-

grams to Systems: Deploying Implementation Science and Practice for Sustained Real World Effectiveness in 

Services for Children and Families,” Journal of Clinical Child & Adolescent Psychology 45, no. 6 (2016): 

817, https://doi.org/10.1080/15374416.2015.1077449; Andrew H. Van de Ven and Marshall Scott Poole, 

“Methods for Studying Innovation Development in the Minnesota Innovation Research Program,” Organiza-

tion Science 1, no. 3 (1990): 314–17, https://doi.org/10.1287/orsc.1.3.313; Gerald Zaltman, Robert Duncan, 

and Jonny Holbek, Innovations and Organizations (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1973), 70. 
37 National Science Foundation, Technological Innovation, 134. 
38 Tornatzky and Fleischer, The Processes of Technological Innovation, 231–32. 
39 Ibid., 190; Paul Berman and Milbrey W. McLaughlin, “Federal Programs Supporting Educational Change, 

Vol. VIII: Implementing and Sustaining Innovations” (Santa Monica: RAND, 1978), 4; Robert K. Yin, 

“Changing Urban Bureaucracies: How New Practices Become Routinized” (Santa Monica: RAND, 1978), 

https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/reports/2008/R2277.pdf; Robert K. Yin, “Life Histories of Inno-

vations: How New Practices Become Routinized,” Public Administration Review 41, no. 1 (1981): 21–28; 

Carl May and Tracy Finch, “Implementing, Embedding, and Integrating Practices: An Outline of Normaliza-

tion Process Theory,” Sociology 43, no. 3 (June 2009): 535–54, https://doi.org/10.1177/0038038509103208; 

Carl May, “Towards a General Theory of Implementation,” Implementation Science 8, no. 18 (2013): 1–14; 

Jonathan D. Linton, “Implementation Research: State of the Art and Future Directions,” Technovation 22, no. 

2 (February 2002): 65–79, https://doi.org/10.1016/S0166-4972(01)00075-X; Paul Berman and Milbrey W. 

McLaughlin, “Federal Programs Supporting Educational Change, Vol. I: A Model of Educational Change” 

(Santa Monica: RAND, 1974); National Science Foundation, Technological Innovation, 219; Edward J. 

O’Connor et al., “Implementing New Technology: Management Issues and Opportunities,” The Journal of 

High Technology Management Research 1, no. 1 (1990): 69–89; Mary Ann Scheirer, “Approaches to the 

Study of Implementation,” IEEE Transactions on Engineering Management 30, no. 2 (1983): 76–82. 
40 Klein and Sorra, “Innovation Implementation,” 1057; Linton, “Implementation Research,” 66; Tornatzky 
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 This twofold issue of importance and complexity of implementation is the key to 

understanding military innovation in general and technological innovation specifically, and 

so it is a crucial deficiency of the literature on military innovation and defense acquisition 

that this condition is not clearly reflected or dealt with. The thesis seeks to restore this short-

coming. It starts by recognizing that the decision to adopt a new technology represents only 

the beginning of the introduction of a new technology in the military organization. How in-

novative technologies cease to be new and instead become an integrated and standard tool 

in the military tool chest is another, and much more complicated, story.  

 This thesis seeks to unfold this story by introducing the concept of ‘routinization’ 

into the military setting and thus examine the routinization of military technological innova-

tions. Routinization refers to the fact that in order for technological innovations to become a 

standard part of practice of the organization, the technology has to become routinized. Rou-

tinization involves both the practical implementation and social acceptance of its targeted 

users
41 

and it thus marks the end of a successful innovation process. In short, one can view 

the successful routinization of a new technology as a transition to a new state of normal and 

of long-term organizational change. Calling to mind the challenge for the United States as 

sketched in the introduction, this also entails the attainment of strategic and military strategic 

goals as well as the actual translation of technology into power. 

 

Research importance and contributions  

As noted, the thesis addresses an unexplored void in existing literature. International Rela-

tions research does befittingly not deal with the issue of implementation of emerging tech-

nologies in the perspective of organizational change. We should look to the field of Military 

Innovation Studies for treatment of such issues. Military Innovation Studies examine how 

and why military organizations innovate, but the field is surprisingly silent on the issue of 

implementation. Collectively, the field has done a magnificent job in repudiating the tradi-

tional notion that military organizations are rigid and resistant to change,
42

 and has demon-

strated that military organizations actually do innovate, and that now and then they are good 

 

 

41 It should be noted that Dombrowski and Gholtz have developed a theory of “implementation of military 

innovation”. It is an interesting contribution to both the acquisition literature and the literature on military 

transformation, however it is not related to this thesis’ notion of implementation and innovation. Peter J. 

Dombrowski and Eugene Gholz, Buying Military Transformation: Technological Innovation and the Defense 

Industry (New York: Columbia University Press, 2006). 
42 Bradd C. Hayes, “Introduction,” in The Politics of Naval Innovation (New Port: U.S. Naval War College, 

1994), 6–7; Barry R. Posen, The Sources of Military Doctrine: France, Britain, and Germany between the 

World Wars (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1984), 224. 
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at it. However, civil innovation literature, with its focus on implementation and routinization, 

tells us that organizational innovativeness does not necessarily entail an equally good ability 

to implement innovations.
43

 Thus, there is not a correlation between the ability to design, 

field and adopt technological innovations and actually making them part of the core function 

of the organization. This conundrum is not displayed within Military Innovation Studies at 

the moment, and it results in incomplete (or at worst faulty) understanding of military inno-

vation in general and specifically technological innovation. As Chapter 2 will elaborate, the 

field simply does not deal specifically with implementation nor does it recognize the im-

portance of implementation as a part of its conceptualization of ‘innovation’. In this way, the 

thesis will aim a fundamental critique of Military Innovation Studies. Currently, the field ap-

pears myopic as it cannot account for the complexity of the long-term aspects of the innova-

tion process which routinization constitutes. In other words, Military Innovation Studies dis-

regard the intricacy of how an innovation goes from being ‘new’ to ‘normal’. 

 Building on insights from civil innovation literature, I then propose that we must 

conceptualize innovation as a process consisting of several stages, where implementation and 

routinization are sub-processes which are essential for the overall outcome of the innovation 

process and therefore also require individual attention. Bringing the term routinization into 

the military domain can help us conceptualize a part of the military innovation process which 

is neglected and so, by enlarging the vocabulary of Military Innovation Studies, it can yield 

new evidence about why some innovations are successful while others fail. With our feet 

planted firmly in Military Innovation Studies, but with inspiration from the civil domain, we 

need to advance the research agenda and conceptually distinguish effects, or outcome, of the 

routinization process from the operational effectiveness of a technology, because it is critical 

to know if failure or success of a new technology occurred because the technology was inef-

fective in the new setting or if a ‘good’ technology was integrated incorrectly.
44

 In this light, an 

organization’s failure to achieve the intended benefits of a technological innovation does not 

necessarily reflect a failure of the innovation per se, i.e. a ‘bad’ innovation – it can also be a 

failure of routinization.
45

 In organization studies, scholars increasingly identify implementa-

tion failure, and not innovation failure, when the intended benefits of the innovation adopted 

do not occur.
46

 The domain of military studies should also embrace this focus and thus obtain 

 

 

43 Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations, 411–13. 
44 Proctor et al., “Outcomes for Implementation Research,” 66. 
45 Klein and Sorra, “Innovation Implementation,” 1055. 
46 Ibid. 
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new evidence into the process of military innovation and technological innovation. As such, 

the thesis proposes a new direction for Military Innovation Studies to complement the exist-

ing ones.  

 The thesis addresses both a conceptual and practical challenge. The study will not 

only contribute to the scholarly literature, but aims to have some value for practitioners as 

well: It will help us analyze and anticipate the future processes and challenges related to the 

introduction and routinization of emerging technologies. Studying implementation and rou-

tinization is not only academically intriguing, but is very much a ‘real life’ issue.  Future policy 

initiatives and procurement activities must account for the long-term consequences and im-

plications of innovation as well as emerging technologies, and must therefore also – the thesis 

argues - deal with routinization.
47

 This is even more urgent when we consider that research 

has suggested that a failed implementation experience may have a lasting effect on the organ-

ization’s future ability and willingness to implement innovations.
48

 This means that an unsuc-

cessful routinization may give rise to future failures, while successful routinization may facili-

tate the introduction of future technologies. Perhaps more tangible is the fact that failed rou-

tinizations in the form of terminated weapons systems not only result in staggering amounts 

of wasted tax dollars. They can also lead to a loss of public and political confidence in the 

military organization, as has been the case several times when the U.S. military has mishan-

dled billion-dollar procurement programs. More importantly, failed or mediocre routiniza-

tion of a technology may lead to operational malpractice, which may in turn have disastrous 

consequences on the battlefield. As the thesis will show, there are multiple challenges and 

complications involved in the process of routinizing innovations. These are not known at the 

moment, even though they ought to be.  

Overall, the thesis makes a fourfold contribution: It will design a conceptual frame-

work of routinization of military technological innovations, it will provide research and prac-

tice with a new conceptual means to assess innovation outcome, and it will generate empirical 

evidence on the relationship between technological innovation and routinization in the 

United States Armed Forces. Collectively, this constitute a substantial new development 

within the field of Military Innovation Studies and encourages a reconceptualization of our 

understanding of the phenomenon ‘military innovation’. Put in more specific terms, the the-

sis’ contribution rests on five interrelated building blocks: First, it identifies implementation 

 

 

47 Yin, “Life Histories of Innovations,” 21. 
48 Klein and Sorra, “Innovation Implementation,” 1071; Ehrhard, “UAVs in the United States Armed Ser-
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as an understudied part of the military innovation process. Second, it conceptualizes and 

establishes a typology of routinization to mitigate this fact. Third, doing this, the thesis brings 

in civilian innovation literature to shed light on a military issue. Fourth, it fuses the concept 

of routinization with the four traditional theoretical positions of Military Innovation Studies. 

Fifth, it exposes this conceptual framework to two empirical cases of the U.S. Armed Forces, 

thus further illuminating the dynamics of routinization. Sixth, it synthesizes the findings of 

the thesis and puts it into the perspective of research and briefly of practice. 

  

1.6 Research question and cases 

This task fosters the basic analytical curiosity: How can we conceptualize routinization as the 

manifestation of innovations? How and why is routinization of new military technologies in 

military organizations brought about? What are the primary drivers influencing the process? 

To investigate the issue and derive empirical evidence, the research question is narrowed 

down to focus specifically on the United States’ military. As the Third Offset Strategy is pre-

sented as the strategic imperative for technological innovation today, it is pertinent to examine 

the First and Second Offset strategies in order to understand the opportunities and challenges 

of military innovation in the future. Routinization in the First and Second Offset Strategy will 

be examined by analyzing cases where technological innovations were adopted and imple-

mented. Exploring the phenomenon of innovation routinization in the U.S., the thesis then 

asks:  

How did routinization of technological innovations unfold during the First and Sec-

ond Offset strategies?  

This main research question includes an analytical interest in both process and outcome. 

Therefore, the thesis deals with sub-questions inquiring about the result, dynamics and 

course of routinization. It poses broader questions such as: In what context did the routini-

zation process take place and what drivers influenced its course? More specific questions 

also guide the analysis: What organizational efforts and implementation activities were un-

dertaken to support the integration of the technology into the organization? By which means 

was the technology ‘absorbed’ into the organization? How, whether and why was the tech-

nology advantageous – or disadvantageous - to the service practice and service mission? How 

did the organization and the ‘users’ prioritize the technology, and how, or to what degree, 

did the technology come to be regarded as a normal and cherished part of standard practice? 

The background for asking these questions are found within the literature review and con-

ceptual framework (Chapter 2.) 
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  As the research question reflects, the thesis will analyze two historical cases of tech-

nology implementation in the United States Armed Forces. The cases are the technologies 

which each offset strategy was centered around: 

• Honest John: Tactical nuclear weapons and the U.S. Army, 1954-1963 (The 

First Offset Strategy) 

• Paveway: Precision-guided munitions and the U.S. Air Force, 1968-1991 

(The Second Offset Strategy) 

The cases are clearly different in time and nature. The inherent diverse nature of different 

technologies will necessarily come with specific integration challenges – some abstract, some 

concrete - but the aim is to capture the general dynamics involved in this process. Rather 

than regarding this fact as a problem, the thesis embraces an explorative research approach 

which - on the basis of the conceptual framework as formulated in Chapter 2 - will guide the 

analysis but will remain open-ended and true to its purpose of essentially shedding light on 

an existing, but currently un-conceptualized problem within the military domain. Each case 

is interesting and illustrative in its own right, but collectively they may decipher routinization 

as a general phenomenon within military innovation.  The thesis reveals that contrary to what 

the field of Military Innovation Studies would anticipate, routinization is a process predomi-

nantly driven by ‘military matters’, influenced by the military issues and benefits tied to the 

activity of waging war and employing the weapon in operations. It finds routinization to be a 

highly ‘rational’ process deeply embedded with - and even decided by - the organization’s 

ability to ingrain routinization as part of the long-term, and ordinary, task of developing the 

military organization and synchronizing elements of materiel, organization, doctrine and per-

sonnel into a holistic and capable fighting force. As will be explicated, this has important 

implications for how we usually understand military innovation as well as for research, prac-

tice and policy.  

The thesis will proceed as follows: Chapter 2 provides an account of the concept 

of routinization. It will establish the conceptual framework of the thesis by introducing and 

reviewing the scholarly fields and hence the conceptual roots which this study is based on: 

The civil innovation literature and Military Innovation Studies. Chapter 3 presents the re-

search design. It frames the thesis as an explorative study and bridges the conceptual frame-

work and case analyses by pronouncing a methodology based on hermeneutical interpreta-

tion of case studies. Chapter 4 and 5 are dedicated to the two case analyses. The thesis comes 

full circle in Chapter 6, which presents the conclusions. This chapter spells out the analytical 

findings and relates them to existing research. It also presents some broader implications for 

the phenomenon of military innovation – in both research and practice.  



 

 

 

Chapter 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

 

This chapter takes a deep dive into the subject of this thesis: Routinization of military tech-

nological innovations. It does so by first providing a conceptual understanding of the term. 

This is rooted primarily in civil innovation literature, as this is the field that has originally 

framed the issue of innovation routinization. However, civil innovation literature does not 

provide a rich contextual explanation of the broader driving forces behind routinization, be-

cause the literature is highly ‘managerial’ in its outlook and thus also conceptually narrow. In 

other words, there is no general theory of routinization which this study can draw from and 

base itself upon. Routinization generally remains a relatively poorly understood phenome-

non. This is further pronounced when we look to Military Innovation Studies; the field which 

this thesis identifies with. Military Innovation Studies has not framed or singled out imple-

mentation and routinization as a separate issue within innovation. The literature review pre-

sented here thus serves three purposes: First, it conceptualizes routinization, explaining what 

it is. Second, it situates the concept of routinization within Military Innovation Studies, argu-

ing for the relevance of including such a focus. This highlights the thesis’ academic puzzle, 

where the introduction was more attentive to the empirical puzzle. Third, it reviews both 

civilian and military innovation literature with a view to identifying how these two fields would 

explain routinization: As there is no theory of routinization, and Military Innovation Studies 

has not yet studied it, I synthesize the theoretical constructs of the field and explicate how 

these literatures would expect routinization to happen. In other words, the pre-existing theo-

retical constructs of the fields are used to provide a preconception, or initial understanding, 

of the dynamics at play and driving forces behind routinization. 

Let us start by taking a few steps back and briefly examine the overall term of ‘in-

novation’ and ‘technological innovations.’ Innovation has evolved to become an omnipresent 

concept that is used widely and cursorily within current military thinking and defense plan-

ning. It has also become attached with positive value. In its original meaning, however, inno-

vation is simply something that is new. A technological innovation is therefore essentially a 

technology that is new to a given organization.
49

 This means that not all technologies are 

innovations just like the technology does not have to be a new invention per se, as long as it 
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is a novelty to the organization in question. For instance, the forthcoming Indian procure-

ment of the US MQ-9 Reaper drone will constitute an innovation to the Indian Armed 

Forces despite the fact the Reaper has been used by the US military for 20 years.
50

 Further, 

the term does not imply anything about the size or magnitude of the innovation, for instance 

how disruptive the technology is to the implementing organization’s current practice or how 

‘high-tech’ the technology is. However, research on innovation in both the civil and military 

domains is often normative in its point of departure to such a degree that we may say that 

there exists a pro-innovation bias.
51

 Innovation tends to be consistently regarded as a good 

thing, because new interventions - whether an idea, policy, practice, or technology - are 

viewed as useful in terms of being profitable, constructive, or simply solve a specific prob-

lem.
52

 Innovation, and certainly military innovation, is rarely questioned as something to 

strive for. As Andrew Van de Ven and Marshall Poole noted in their seminal innovation 

research in 1990, new ideas which are not perceived to be useful are rarely called innovations, 

but mistakes.
53

 This pro-innovation bias is indeed strong within Western military organiza-

tions at the moment, and especially within the U.S. defense establishment. Here, a great deal 

of time, attention and resources are committed to fostering and promoting ‘innovation’. The 

crucial conceptual issue with this bias is that the ‘usefulness’ of an innovative idea, practice 

or technology can only rightly be determined after the entire innovation process is completed, 

i.e. after it has been (or attempted to be) implemented and routinized. This thesis advances 

the argument that we should treat technological innovations as being neutral and not inher-

ently positive. The study of technological innovation must regard new technology as a neutral 

construct in order to objectively assess the challenges, benefits and implications involved in 

the innovation process. The benefits of the technology can only be obtained if the technology 

is routinized within the organization’s standard practice. Technological innovations are thus 

 

 

50 Aritra Banerjee, “India’s ‘Big Ticket’ MQ-9 Reaper Drone Deal ‘Stuck’ With The US; Can PM Modi Fast-

Track The Acquisition?,” The EurAsian Times, September 24, 2021, https://eurasiantimes.com/indias-big-
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Indian Military,” The EurAsian Times, November 21, 2021, https://eurasiantimes.com/mq-9-reaper-drone-
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here understood simply as weapons systems that are new to the U.S. armed service in ques-

tion.  

 

2.1 Conceptualization: What is routinization? 

As innovation broadly, and technological innovation specifically, has now been established 

as a neutral concept, we turn to conceptualize routinization. Let us start by asking: What is 

routinization? Contrary to innovation, a basic ontological assumption of routinization is that 

it is a positively charged concept in the sense that it is the final outcome of a successful process 

of introducing and integrating a new practice - or in this case technology - into the organiza-

tion. In this way, it is the outcome that any new technological innovation and implementation 

practice aims to achieve.  In parts of the civil innovation literature, routinization is an acknowl-

edged indicator for determining when implementation can be considered a success, as it 

‘verifies’ that the implementation process is over and that the outcome is acceptable to the 

organization.
54

 Routinization expresses the idea that the technological innovation is “inserted 

into the organization’s practices in such a way that, over time, it ceases to be perceived as a 

novelty and starts to be taken for granted.”
55

 In short; when technological innovations become 

routinized, they lose their identity as ‘innovations’. The innovation process is concluded 

when the innovation has become routinized into the organizational practice. Robert K. Yin 

explores how new practices and (civilian) technological innovations become routinized, i.e. 

how they become part of “standard practice.”
56

 As an analytical and conceptual tool, Yin has 

formulated the “The Life History Approach” to the study of innovations. This approach 

implies that an innovation goes through different phases, or stages, during its ‘life’, that is 

from the time it was first adopted to the point where the innovation has more or less disap-

peared as an ‘innovation’ and is regarded as standard practice.
57

 Using the concept of ‘life 

histories’ is a means to capture and reconcile the duality of and between implementation and 

routinization, as well as an analytical tool to unfold the activities, tasks and challenges in this 

 

 

54 Linton, “Implementation Research,” 68; Tornatzky and Fleischer, The Processes of Technological Innova-
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process. The ‘life history’ metaphor is important to emphasize because it captures the differ-

ent phases which innovations, i.e. here technological innovations, go through before they 

become integrated into standard practice. Those phases are: Initiation, adoption, implemen-

tation, routinization.
58

 Conceptualized from the life history approach, the innovation process 

looks as presented below.
59

 It should be noted that this process represents an ideal type and 

that the reality is often much more complicated.
60

  

The technological innovation process conceptualized from the “life history approach” 

 

The figure illustrates not only that ‘innovation’ must here be conceived as a process,
61

 but 

likewise that implementation as well as routinization are processes within the accumulated 

process of innovation.
62

 Conceptualizing technological innovations as going through different 

stages during their lives allows us to organize what is a complex process and carve out the 

conceptual and analytical focus of this thesis. It enables us to appreciate the notion that each 

phase has distinctive characteristics,
63

 and to place this thesis in relation to other literature: 

The initiation and adoption phase is where the agenda-setting is made and where you match 

a solution to a problem – it is basically here that you decide on the innovation. In a military 

technological innovation process, this would concern what the weapon development and de-

fense acquisition literature covers; i.e. how and why military organizations choose and buy 

the technologies they do. Where most military innovation literature deals with the effects of 

the innovation itself, much of it does, however,  only cover the initiation and adoption phase. 

 

 

58 Ibid. Tornatzsky and Fleischer add the “evaluation stage” as the first step in the process of organizational 

change. It precludes the initiation stage. Tornatzky and Fleischer, The Processes of Technological Innovation, 
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ment, Implementation, Routinization National Science Foundation, Technological Innovation; For a summary 

of the various notion of stages, see Zaltman, Duncan, and Holbek, Innovations and Organizations, 60–63; 

and Scheirer, “Approaches to the Study of Implementation,” 77–78.  
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This will be further argued in the next section. This thesis zooms in on the phases of imple-

mentation and routinization. The ultimate goal of a successful innovation practice, writes Yin, 

“should be the establishment of the practice as a routine and normal part of agency opera-

tions.”
64

 Routinization is therefore the end goal of any innovation practice and also specifically 

the end goal of technology implementation. Implementation of a new practice or technology 

begins when an innovation has been adopted and ends when the innovation has been rou-

tinized.
65

 Routinization indicates that the innovation has become “an accepted part of the 

system.”
66

 A routinized technology is thus one that has “achieved a certain organizational 

status as well as one that is perceived as “standard” or “normal”.”
67

 A technology may be 

considered to be routinized at a given point in time if core elements of the innovation are 

maintained after the initial implementation support has been withdrawn and the technology 

is still “recognizable” to the organization (that it has not been modified into ‘something else’) 

and when adequate organizational capacity to continue operating the technology is main-

tained.
68

 Where scholars differ in how they define and separate implementation and routini-

zation, I understand the two terms to be interlinked: Implementation is the rather specific 

activity of putting an innovation to use,
69

 which involves the specific tasks and activities that 

take place within the different types of organizational resources such as personnel resources, 

budgetary resources, organizational governance, etc.
70

 Routinization can be said to capture 

the broader scope of implementation, recognizing the social context of the technology, i.e. 

the social setting and wider context in which the technology is embedded. If the changes 

necessary for increased ‘productivity’ through new technology could be limited to modifying 

machines or the physical facilities, implementation would solely be an engineering problem. 

However, change generally requires the actors and organizations involved to modify abilities, 

attitudes, behaviors, and assumptions for the technology to operate effectively in the new 

setting and to gain system acceptance for the new technology.
71

 To sum up, when I use the 
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term routinization, it also involves the process and activities connected to implementation, 

i.e. it is also ‘practical’ in nature. I understand routinization to mark the end of an innovation 

process. Yet, routinization is not just an event which indicates that innovation is complete (or 

incomplete), but a process in its own right. We may think of routinization as a transition from 

one state of normal to a new state of normal; a transition that both involves the practical 

aspects of implementation, but also the broader notion of system acceptance and the context 

of the social setting. It is a process that unfolds and occurs over time, where here the innova-

tion ceases to be new, the technology loses its identity as an innovation, and that it becomes 

a normal part of the everyday practice of the organization. 

    

Why routinization? Introducing an alternative to the way we assess military in-

novations  

The thesis departs from the realization that there is both a need for, and opportunity to, 

develop a scholarly focus on and understanding of routinization of innovations within military 

organizations. As mentioned previously, this thesis draws primarily on Military Innovation 

Studies and civil innovation literature, and to a lesser degree and where relevant, it touches 

upon defense acquisition research as these fields all hold some relevance for the study of 

technological innovations, but individually do not portray the challenge of implementing new 

technologies in military organizations.   

Broadly speaking, Military Innovation Studies deal with how and why military or-

ganizations undergo and/or undertake change. While routinization appears to stand in se-

mantic contrast to innovation, it is in reality a dependent relationship: Taken as a new prac-

tice, technological innovations have to become routinely embedded in the everyday life of 

the military organization before it can constitute a ‘successful’ innovation. Previously, I spoke 

of routinization as an innovation ‘outcome’. Looking specifically at how the field deals with 

innovation ‘outcome’, it does so in two ways: First, in basic terms of success and failure.
72

 

However, the field has had its own difficulties in operationalizing success or failure of inno-

vation and to find agreement as to what actually constitutes a military innovation.
73

 This is 

where the second approach of the field becomes relevant: Scholars tend to define success in 

terms of the degree or size of the changes caused by the innovation, i.e. whether or not an 
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innovation is incremental or large-scale. That an innovation is large-scale is often equated 

with a sign of success of the innovation. In order to determine its success, the accumulative 

effect of successful technological innovations have been described as a “major innovation” 

(in the words of Stephen Rosen), “significant increase” (in the words of Adam Grissom) or a 

“disruptive innovation” (in the words of Terry Pierce). The outcome of interest of this thesis, 

however, is not whether or not the technological innovation can be classified as a military 

innovation altogether according to these traditional notions about innovation as being signif-

icant in scope and impact.
74

 That view traditionally excludes minor reforms and those that 

have had ambiguous, or even negative, effect on military organizations.
75

 Another traditional 

indicator of successful military innovation has been doctrinal change.
76

 However, this appears 

as an ineffectual measure of outcome, because new technology may result in new doctrine – 

but not necessarily. The point here is that within Military Innovation Studies it is common 

practice to speak of the success of an innovation, but it has been notoriously difficult to op-

erationalize across different scholars, studies and disciplines. Thus, it has become standard 

to measure success by scope, magnitude and impact, where the ‘bigger is better’, and the 

more disruptive or large-scale a new technology or doctrine is, the more successful the inno-

vation.  

Assessing outcome is not the only failing of the field which can be redressed by 

readmitting ideas from the civil innovation literature. As this study is conceived as a contri-

bution to the field of Military Innovation Studies, it is important to make clear that it does 

not aim to discredit the scholarship on military innovation per se, in that it does not seek to 

refute its conclusions about how and why military organizations innovate. The critique is 

aimed at the fact that there is a tendency within the field to reduce and simplify the innovation 

concept: The field does not recognize the different phases involved in innovation, and so 
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when scholars examine ‘innovation’, they are primarily concerned with either the outcome 

(as was argued above) or the initiation and adoption of innovations. In short, scholars tend 

to collapse the four individual – but important - phases of the innovation process into these 

first two. Solely examining why military organizations initiate innovations and adopt the spe-

cific ones cannot, I argue, be set equal to examining ‘innovation’. Let me illustrate with the 

example of Stephen Rosen’s seminal study of respectively peacetime, wartime and techno-

logical innovation. Here, Rosen understands technological innovation as essentially only the 

process by which new weapons are created,
77

 which is why I argue that he presents an inapt 

framework of ‘military technological innovation.’ What he does instead is to propose an ex-

planation of why and how technological innovations are initiated. The root of his misconcep-

tion is presumably that Rosen does not regard technological innovation as involving social 

innovation, that is (in his words) “changing the way men and women in organization be-

have.”
78

 He sees technological innovations as being concerned with “building machines.” In-

troducing the concept of routinization leads us to appreciate the fact that the technological 

innovation process is indeed also about social and organizational innovation. To illustrate 

with another example: In her brilliant study of the U.S. Air Force’s adoption of the Predator 

drone, Caitlin Lee poses findings about ‘innovation’ and innovation outcomes, when her 

predominant focus is really on the first stage of the innovation process, the adoption.
79

 Fur-

ther, in the military domain, it is common to talk about “integration” of technologies within 

the organization.
80

 This term, however, is rather imprecise and generally applied in an un-

specified manner. Perceiving ‘integration’ as the act of implementing and routinizing new 

technologies from the conceptual and analytical constructs as proposed in this thesis, im-

proves and focuses this concept as well. 

In defense acquisition research, scholars deal with the success of the technology 

program in terms of specific performance measurements; whether the program is on time, 

schedule, within budget, has performance problems and so on.
81

 The issue within this litera-

ture – in relation to this thesis - is that it has a highly processually limited perspective and tells 
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us nothing about the life and fate of the technology inside the services. Civil innovation liter-

ature can help us problematize this: As we saw above, innovation scholars have examined 

the ‘life cycle’ of technological innovations and use the ‘life cycle’ as a conceptual metaphor 

for extracting the different stages involved in the life of a technological innovation. Techno-

logical innovations are regarded as having “some intellectual birthing(s), go through a devel-

opmental process, mature, and then at some point, after functioning for more or less time as 

part of the fabric of everyday life, die and are replaced by further innovations.”
82

 This enlarges 

the immediate domain of the acquisition literature in that it not only focuses on the creation 

and production stage of new technology, but brings forth the centrality of what we may term 

the ‘user stage’, i.e. where the technology is deployed with the user and implementation and 

routinization is begun. In this perspective, we learn that a technology program might be con-

sidered a failure from an initial acquisition perspective, while the implementation may be 

successful (or the other way around). One example of this is the Bradley Infantry Fighting 

Vehicle, which was an acquisition nightmare plagued by difficulties in the form of perfor-

mance problems, cost overruns and schedule delays. However, infantry fighting vehicles as a 

material category have since become an absolute cornerstone of mechanized warfare. Look-

ing at these points of evaluation, the integration of the Bradley into service delivery seems, at 

front value, to be a success. The point is here that ‘success’ may be something completely 

different when it comes to weapons development versus when it comes to how it is translated 

into service delivery and when it comes to the overall assessment of the innovation outcome. 

 The relationship between the focus of existing literature and the focus of this thesis 

can be conceptualized as follows within the ‘life history approach’ as illustrated below. As is 

evident, without analyzing routinization we cannot appreciate the entire nature of technolog-

ical innovation processes within military organizations.  
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This introductory review has argued that routinization is an alternative and fruitful framework 

for assessing and analyzing technological innovations in military organizations. Success of 

military innovations generally, and technological innovations specifically, is usually assessed 

according to either their program delivery or to their size and impact. However, analyzing 

technological innovations in a routinization perspective calls attention to implementation and 

routinization as decisive – and neglected - parts of the innovation process that thus deserves 

further scrutiny. Studying routinization is not only important because it is currently unclari-

fied and will bring new insights into, and perhaps a reevaluation of, the general phenomenon 

of military innovation. But it is also important because it provides us with a new ‘measure’ to 

assess the outcome of military innovation; whether an innovation is successful or not. I have 

argued that assessing an innovation according to whether or nor it has become routinized – 

and not how disruptive or large-scale it is - is a more neutral and thus appropriate way to 

assess innovation success or failure.   

The next part of this chapter will review the literature of Military Innovation Studies 

and civil innovation literature with a view to understanding how these fields anticipate why 

and how routinization happens and unfolds. It serves the purpose of gaining the best possible 

pre-understanding of routinization and the drivers behind the process.  

 

2.2 Reviewing the field: Explaining routinization in civil innovation literature  

As civil innovation literature grew into a large and diverse field during the 1960s and 1970s, 

organization studies dealing with implementation issues began to appear. They recognized 

implementation as a separate phase of interest and importance. However, few models ex-

plore the dynamics of implementation as a process within a ‘general theory’ of implementa-

tion. This was noted in 1983, has been decried elsewhere since,
 

and still largely holds true 

Innovation ef-
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Initiation Adoption Implementation
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Defense acquisition research 

Military Innovation Studies 
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even though a few attempts have been made.
83

  It is thus important to stress that there is no 

general theory of routinization. Civil innovation literature covers a wide range of different 

areas and subjects and I have approached the field in a broad manner, meaning that I have 

not been choosy in the selection of relevant literature. On the contrary, the intention has 

been to discover many versions and approaches to routinization in order to gain as wide a 

cognitive understanding of the concept as possible. For instance, the thesis has reviewed stud-

ies of implementation of program innovations in education, of implementation of change in 

urban bureaucracies, of technological innovations in urban bureaucracies, of (technological) 

innovations in health care organizations, of universal models of diffusion of innovations, and 

the process of organizational innovation as well as technological innovation in general.
84

 

These include both quantitative and qualitative studies as well as empirical and theoretical 

studies. My primary critique of the field concerns its conceptual capacity: It is surprisingly 

difficult to extract the explanation factors for routinization at the conceptual level because 

most of the studies are highly oriented towards practice and have the character of being ap-

plied research.
85

 This makes it extremely difficult to form a broader conceptual base that we 

may apply to a military setting. The course of action followed is therefore to review the liter-

ature, synthesize the arguments and translate, or group, them into broader conceptual expla-

nations. It should be stressed again, because not all innovation studies employ the concept 
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of routinization, that the review is also based on drivers of implementation. Also, some schol-

ars speak of related terms of routinization such as “institutionalization” or “sustainment”, but 

the concepts are almost undifferentiated.  

When reviewing such a large and diverse literature it quickly becomes apparent 

that each author provides a list of highly detailed factors which he/she deems to be essential 

for implementation and routinization. These factors range, for instance, from arguments 

about the importance of the presence of an ‘innovation champion’, to a sufficient supply of 

resources, to a recognition of the importance of the users’ (or the employees’) feeling of 

ownership in the innovation process. In other words, the review suddenly becomes an im-

mensely long laundry list of relevant factors for routinization. It is of no use to present such 

a list here; there is a need to foster a broader conceptual understanding of the dynamics and 

drivers involved. By further analysis, though, I find that the literature presents a constant 

tension or shift in focus between ‘the organization’ and the ‘users’. When analyzing routini-

zation, the literature both remarks a connection between the organization and the innovation 

as well as one between the users and the innovation. It has not, however, made out how these 

relationships interact to produce routinization. Katherine Klein & Joann Sorra can help us 

further expand on this. Writing in the Academy of Management Review and reviewing the 

contemporary literature on implementation, Klein & Sorra also recognized this condition; 

that the determinants of “implementation effectiveness” (their focus) appear from the re-

search as a “hodge-podge lacking organization and parsimony.”
86

 Klein & Sorra argued that 

essentially, implementation effectiveness is a function of a) the strength of the “organization 

climate” for the implementation of the innovation; and b) the fit between the innovation and 

the users’ values.
87

 In this way, they too identify a distinction between the users and the or-

ganization as two separate drivers of routinization. When explaining the degree of routiniza-

tion of an innovation, the civil innovation literature can thus be clustered around two catego-

ries which we may term ‘organizational prioritization’ and ‘users’ support’.  I will describe 

both in more detail. 

 ‘Organizational prioritization’ presents a top-down driven routinization process. It 

denotes that the degree to which the organization prioritizes the technology influences rou-

tinization. Prioritization is expressed through the measures the organization actually under-

takes to support the integration of the technology into service delivery and sustain its full life 
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cycle inside the organization. As implementation is perceived to “be action,”
88

 scholars have 

proposed a long list of such organizational implementation measures. For instance, the lead-

ership needs to provide general legitimacy to the project. Further, the leadership or another 

senior figure can act as an ‘innovation champion’, reducing employee resistance to innovation 

and obtain access to resources.
89

 Other organizational activities and measures to push rou-

tinization include, for instance, a supply of sufficient resources both in terms of staff and 

budgets, new or modified personnel training schemes and HR procedures,
90

 the removal of 

old practices and structures that inhibit use of the innovation,
91

 a change within the organiza-

tion’s mandate, rules of governance, procedures, etc.,
92

 as well as measures that may make 

the innovation shed the role of being a ‘special’ – and thus marginalized - project within the 

organization.
93

 Scholars have argued that less complex innovations are easier to implement, 

and that the innovation is easier to routinize if the innovation covers what is already a core 

practice of the organization and if it complements existing procedures and competences.
94

 

This is because the scale of changes is smaller and the number of measures taken is, at least 

in theory, fewer. Scholars also appear to agree that without support from top agency admin-

istrators, most innovations will fail to become routinized.
95

 In short, ‘organizational prioriti-

zation’ is the sum of measures that the organization takes to facilitate implementation and 

promote use of the innovation, and it includes measures that are practical and managerial in 

nature such as budget allocation, training programs, maintenance services and changes in 

governance. Such actions, policies and practices are deliberate and an expression of the de-

gree to which the organization, and the leadership of the organization, prioritize the technol-

ogy.  
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The other driving force of routinization I term ‘users’ support’. This is used to 

recognize the power of the users and their position as central actors in innovation routiniza-

tion. This perspective presents us with a routinization process that is driven from the bottom 

up and it turns towards the social context in which the technology is embedded. The influ-

ence and importance of users’ support is articulated by a wide range of scholars who argue 

that “the greater the actual support from whatever group is actually affected, the more likely 

an innovation will become routinized.”
96

 This has several aspects. For instance, if users are 

involved in the innovation process they will feel more ownership and thus routinization will 

be easier.
97

 Also, the more “flexible” innovations - which can incorporate inputs of and sug-

gestions of users - are more likely to become routinized.
98

 Researchers have also proposed 

that an innovation is more likely to become routine, if the innovation has demonstrated a 

“payoff” or “output” to the key personnel, i.e. that it can operate effectively and that they gain 

benefit or payoff from using it.
99

 In sum, this means that the targeted users must feel owner-

ship and acceptance of the new technology. Also, some have argued that the inherent char-

acteristics of an innovation may or may not fall in line with the organization’s values (as per-

ceived by organizational members). Klein & Sorra term this condition the “innovation value’s 

fit” and it describes the extent to which users perceive the innovation will foster (or inhibit) 

the fulfillment of their professional values.
100

  It has also been articulated as an innovation’s 

“authenticity”; that the innovation embodies the organization’s ideas,
101

 and as “compatibility” 

between the innovation and the users.
102

 In sum, research has collectively – but in different 

ways– identified the users, the employees, as the other driving force in routinization. Of 

course, it is interrelated with the first explanation which focused on the organizational imple-

mentation activities, as the organization can undertake measures to promote user acceptance. 

However, it also contains the notion about the importance of the social setting and context 

of the innovation, and specifically of culture and whether or not an innovation is in tune with 

existing organizational culture – which is not easily changed by implementation measures. 
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 Summing up, it is worth repeating that civil innovation literature identified two driv-

ers of implementation and routinization; the organization and the users, i.e. a top-down and 

bottom-up engine. Where implementation is perceived to be a very practical task to be car-

ried out by the organization, routinization also becomes a question of user acceptance. Ig-

noring or acknowledging the ‘human aspect’ can thus have decisive effects for routinization. 

This ultimately means that the fate of routinization is in the hands of the organization, as both 

the top-down and bottom-up driven processes occur inside, or are anchored within, the or-

ganization, and where the organization can also undertake initiatives to promote system ac-

ceptance. No explanations found in the civil innovation literature reached ‘outside’ the or-

ganization, for instance to the external environment. We are dealing with an internal expla-

nation force. This does not mean that the external environment is not subject to scrutiny 

within the literature. Rather, it means that the literature did not find the external context 

directly relevant for routinization or at least to such a low degree that it is not conclusive.
103

 

Previously, I criticized the civil innovation literature for being too conceptually narrow. This 

now presents itself as an obstacle, because the proposed explanation factors are presented 

disjointedly and are quite functional in nature. In other words, they are hard to make sense 

of as pieces in the larger innovation puzzle. This level of recognition and explanation is un-

satisfactory. It does not tell us what, in turn, fosters and influences these two drivers. Support 

(or the absence of support) from both users and organization is not something that pre-exists 

or simply occurs by itself. At this point we are not informed what causes and drives the top-

down and bottom-up process within the organization. We know that the extent to which an 

organization prioritizes the technology influences routinization. But what, for instance, leads 

a (military) organization to prioritize the new technology? Or to downgrade it? What factors 

may influence whether or not users support the technology? The civil innovation literature 

is limited in its capability to provide answers to these questions. What I am looking for is an 

understanding of the driving forces that provide the input and affect the behavior of the or-

ganization and users to produce outcome. In order to achieve this, I turn to the field of 

Military Innovation Studies. We must ask the literature what factors influence how and why 

the organization innovates. The remainder of the chapter will therefore review the literature 

on Military Innovation Studies, which will ultimately create a chasm and a synthesis between 

the civil and military literature on innovation – and with this, routinization.  
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2.3 Reviewing the field: Explaining routinization in Military Innovation Studies 

Since Barry Posen’s seminal work in 1984, military innovation has become an important and 

large area of study. It now comprises a field in itself, Military Innovation Studies, which en-

compass a range of different issues and subjects, all examining the core issues of how, why 

and when military organizations undergo different forms of change – be they doctrinal, or-

ganizational or technological.
 104

 As was the case with the civil innovation literature, the field 

will be reviewed with a view to identifying the drivers for routinization. I have already criti-

cized the field for collapsing the perception of innovation into one that actually only focuses 

on the initiation and adoption of innovations. Because scholars within the field only to a 

lesser degree have been concerned specifically with implementation and routinization, the 

review will draw out their fundamental assumptions about how change happens in the mili-

tary organization, thus deciphering what drivers the field would expect routinization to be 

influenced by. As Military Innovation Studies is by now a large and diverse field, it has also 

been reviewed several times. The gold standard is to regard the field as being comprised of 

four schools of thought identified by the factor to which they ascribe causal explanation value 

when explaining military innovation: civil-military relations, intra-service rivalry, inter-service 

rivalry and culture. The review will follow this traditional composition and finish with a syn-

thesis. 

 

Civil-military relations (the Civil-Military Relations School) 

In his pivotal study of military doctrinal innovation, Barry R. Posen sought to test the expla-

nation value of balance of power theory versus organizational theory.
105

 He found that doc-

trinal innovation is best explained by balance of power theory, while acknowledging that the 

behavior of military organizations can well be explained by organization theory.
106

 Posen 

formed the basis of the so-called Civil-Military Relations School because he proposed that 

civilian intervention is often a necessary driver of military innovation: Because military or-

ganizations are resistant to change by design, civilians must (en)force change upon the mili-

tary. But this explanation also reaches to the systemic level: Posen explains that civilian inter-

vention (and thus military innovation) is rare when threats in the security environment are 

(perceived by the civilians to be) low, and when threats are high, civilian intervention is more 
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likely. Synthesizing the explanation factors thus reveals a two-step explanation model of mil-

itary innovation: a) the system level is the first, or overarching, stimulus for innovation. More 

threat, more innovation. A state’s impetus to innovate is thus a function of its security envi-

ronment. It is driven by a need to survive, and must adapt and respond to changes in pressure 

and threat in the international environment.
107

 Military organizations are thus seen as being 

deeply embedded in and constituted by the environments in which they operate. But mean-

while, b) the ability to change comes from civilian intervention directly or indirectly by use of 

maverick officers in the innovation process.
108

 Posen’s analysis is echoed by other scholars. 

For instance, Deborah Avant studied doctrinal innovation in the United States and Britain. 

She also understands innovation as being a function of civil-military relations albeit in a dif-

ferent way.
109

 She relates changes in the strategic environment to responses by military organ-

izations and political leaders to accommodate these changes, but she further argues that this 

is done in accordance with their short-term strategies for retaining political power which “fil-

ters substantive policy aims to influence both civilian and military leaders’ interpretation of 

international forces and their perspectives on national security.”
110

 Kimberly Zisk studied So-

viet military innovation and partly ascribes to a ‘threat based’ explanation of innovation: Mil-

itary officers will innovate doctrine in reaction to shifts in enemy doctrines that threaten their 
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war plan.
111

 However, she proposes that the civil establishment influences innovation, be-

cause the inclusion of civil defense experts in debates about military doctrine may lead to 

new proposals about doctrinal innovation.  

The Civil-Military Relations School as formulated by Posen thus proposes an ex-

planation for innovation that is externally driven. Civilian intervention in military affairs is a 

key determinant of innovation, but in turn, the state of the security environment explains the 

causes of such intervention. This provides us with two overall drivers; that of the strategic 

environment and that of civil-military relations. Other scholars have echoed each of these 

explanations: One group argues for the relevance or primacy of civil-military relations. Albeit 

in different ways, they all find that the political level, both in the form of the presidential 

administrations and the legislative branch who controls the money flow, often have vested 

interests in specific innovation projects. This can be financial, personal or political interests. 

Civilian intervention in the innovation process will then be activated when interests are at 

stake, which, needless to say, has a direct influence on the innovation process.
112

 This argu-

ment is also found within defense acquisition research.
113

 Other scholars dealing specifically 

with technological innovation name the permissiveness or restrictiveness of the strategic en-

vironment as the main driver for innovation: Here, military technological innovation is a 

means to accommodate changes in the strategic environment; when the threat is high, inno-

vation is more likely - if the technology can meet the threat.
114

  

So what are the implications for routinization? If the Civil-Military Relations School 

is correct, routinization will be an externally driven and determined process. Thus, the pro-

cess of routinization is not isolated within the military, but is in constant communication with 

its ‘megasystem’ and will answer to changes and dynamics herein. More specifically, it leaves 

us with two expectations for the routinization process: First, we expect the state of the strategic 

environment to provide an impetus or counterincentive for routinization. The permissive-

ness or restrictiveness of the strategic environment – i.e. whether the threat is low or high - 

affects how the organization prioritizes the technology. A high threat will lead to a high degree 
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of routinization. This is a simplistic account, but it captures the essence of the arguments. 

Second, we expect civil-military relations to set constraints and opportunities for routiniza-

tion. More specifically, it suggests that the civil level will intervene in the military innovation 

process when they have interests vested in the technology (these can be economic, political, 

strategic, personal, etc.) or they perceive that the military organization itself fails to act on the 

perceived performance gap in the strategic environment. In short, civilian intervention pro-

vides an external push towards or away from routinization. 

 

Organizational competition 

Two schools focus on organizational competition as the primary driving factor for innovation. 

They focus on two different levels; one between the services (inter-service competition), and 

one between branches within the service (intra-service competition). The two schools are 

reviewed here under the collective heading of ‘organizational competition’.  

 

Organizational competition – between the services (the Inter-Service Competi-

tion School) 

The Inter-Service Competition model of military innovation holds that competition for re-

sources and prestige between the services of the military is a catalyst for innovation. The basic 

premise is this: Though the size of the defense budget changes, it is ultimately seen as a zero-

sum game by the services. The standard among military organizations is the division of the 

military organization into services reflecting core competencies:
115

 Army (with command of 

the ground), Navy (with command of the sea), and Air force (with command of the air).
116

 

Because the defense budget is a zero-sum game, inter-service rivalry in the form of competi-

tion over existing resources and future funding is seen not only as a natural state, but also a 

source of innovation. In the words of Terry Pierce, for service leaders it is all about “securing 

their piece of the security pie.”
117

 It should be noted that this explanation also reaches to a 

higher explanation level in that new missions, technologies and threats may create new or 
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eliminate old sources of funding, but the primary explanation is found to be in the competi-

tion and bargaining between services in that innovation is seen as the product of this compe-

tition. This explanation has been proposed by many scholars, specifically scholars concerned 

with technological innovation.
118

 Suffice it is to illustrate with a few examples: In his study of 

the ballistic missile program in the United States, Harvey Sapolsky finds that increased com-

petition between the services (the Air Force and the Navy) fostered faster innovation and at 

a cheaper price.
119

 As early as 1969, Michael H. Armacost argued that development, produc-

tion and deployment of two separate intermediate-range ballistic missile systems in the U.S. 

Air Force and the U.S. Army respectively – the so-called Thor-Jupiter controversy in the 

1950s – was a product the of competing interests and bargains - the inter-service competition 

- between the Army and Air Force.
120

 Studying cruise missiles, Douglas V. Smith has also 

argued that inter-service rivalry plays a dominant role in the ultimate success or failure of an 

innovation: A new technology can be seen as a threat to the mission and role of a service, as 

was the case with the Air Force and the introduction of cruise missiles. The Air Force saw 

sea based cruise missiles as encroaching on their primary mission, and therefore threatening 

the future of their manned bomber force. It caused the Air Force to attack the naval project 

“even before its mission could be clearly defined and without regard for the potential im-

portance of that mission to the overall national security strategy.”
121

 Essentially, the services 

fight amongst each other for resources and prestige, and this leads to innovation. 

 

Organizational competition – between the branches of a service (The Intra-Ser-

vice Competition School) 

The Intra-Service Competition School of thought argues that competition between branches 

of the same military service (e.g. between artillery and infantry within the Army) leads to 

innovation. Nina Kollars explains that concepts like rank, promotions and prestige are cen-

tral to the military and therefore also a potential source of competition and thus innovation.
122

 

However, as we saw in the paragraph above, competition within the branches of a service 
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also simply occurs in order to secure a larger size of the service budget and dominate the 

service with its view of war. The central scholar in this school of thought is Stephen P. Rosen 

and his seminal study Winning the Next War: Innovation and the Modern Military. Rosen 

finds different types of innovation to be driven by different systemic stimuli, and the point in 

relation to this thesis is that the systemic stimuli (such as a change in the strategic environ-

ment) are only catalysts: Intra-organizational competition is what translates stimuli into action. 

Innovation follows, in the words of Pierce, “when branches of the same service vie to become 

their service’s dominant guarantor of security.”
123

 When capabilities and concepts overlap 

between branches, competition occurs inside the services to determine who gets to define 

the service’s ‘way of war’. Senior leaders of the branches enter into a competition of who has 

the best concept for winning the next war and thus who become the service’s “dominant 

guarantor of security.”
124

 Innovation then occurs when a new warfighting concept, or “theory 

of victory”, gains support from senior military leaders and is endorsed by civilian leaders. 

Rosen’s innovation model thus becomes a two-step process: Service leaders develop a new 

“theory of victory” which challenges the old methods for waging war. Then they aim to make 

this new concept take hold and manage the political struggle that is inherent in any attempt 

to change the old ways. This requires – and this is the central tenant of Rosen’s theory, but 

rather irrelevant here – the creation of career paths for young mid-grade officers who can 

advance their career by supporting the new theory of victory.
125

 In short, when competition 

is high between service branches, innovation is the result. To initiate innovations, product 

champions in the form of senior leaders who champion new ways of war are required. To 

sustain innovations they open up promotion paths for other reformers. Central tenets of 

Rosen’s theory are found elsewhere in the innovation scholarship. For instance, Terry Pierce 

specifically subscribes to the intra-service school,
126

 while other scholars emphasize internal 

career advancement opportunities – that an innovation is a ‘path to power’ - as central to 

innovation success.
127

 

Summing up, the two schools both explain innovation to be the result of competi-

tion and bargains between or within the services in a fight for resources, prestige and/or who 
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gets to be the primary guarantor of security. This is the central argument to proceed with. 

Recent research has contributed to this theory by adding that competition may also occur 

between the military organization and other governmental agencies.
128

 What this means for 

routinization is that we should not expect routinization to be the outcome of an objective 

assessment of how much ‘security’ the technology can provide, but instead how well the tech-

nology serves a ‘political’ purpose for the service; most importantly a larger cut of the defense 

budget, increased prestige, increased service relevance, or in extreme instances, the organi-

zational survival of the service. This literature will expect that an organization prioritizes the 

implementation of the technology if the new technology serves one of these purposes. The 

opposite will thus also hold true: That if the technology does not serve to leverage one’s 

position in the competition, then routinization will be more difficult.  

  

Culture (The Organizational Culture School) 

The Organizational Culture school of thought argues that culture is the most important factor 

to explain why military organizations innovate, how they do it, and how innovation turns out.
 

This can be for instance be strategic culture, organizational culture, service culture, etc. Many 

authors find culture to have causal explanation value; some more pronounced than others. 

For instance, in her study of French and British military doctrine between the world wars, 

Elisabeth Kier argues that “[c]ulture has an independent causal role in the formation of pref-

erences.”
129

 Kier finds that culture accounts for military organizations’ doctrinal preferences, 

and so culture shapes the process of military innovation. In a similar manner, Caitlin Lee has 

employed causal theory testing to explain the role of culture in military innovation.
130

 Other 

scholars argue for the relevance of culture in various ways.
131

 For instance, Timothy Moy 
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proposes that the technological evolution in the U.S. military services was influenced by cul-

ture,
132

 while Terry Terriff argues that service culture was a determinant for the way the U.S. 

Marine Corps responded to the challenges it faced in the 1970s.
133

 Sharon K. Weiner’s study 

of the U.S. Army’s and Marine Corps’ integration of Mine-Resistant Ambush Protected ve-

hicles (MRAPs) in the mid 2000s, or rather the lack hereof, echoes this explanation, and in 

a similar vein, Thomas Mahnken concludes that technology sometimes shapes service cul-

ture, but more often, the culture of the U.S. armed services influences the technologies they 

choose to pursue.
134

 It is a common and unresolved discussion within both International Re-

lations
135

 and Military Innovation Studies, whether or not culture itself has causal value. The 

question remains whether culture constitutes an independent variable or the context.
 136

 The 

historical literature on military innovation also tends to emphasize the importance of culture 

in shaping military innovation,
 137

 but exactly as a context for innovation. In a similar manner, 

Andrew Hill has referred to culture as a “moderator of innovation”
138

 rather than a sole ex-

planation variable.  
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The debate about culture and military innovation is an unresolved academic dis-

cussion in itself. But the point here should be that few actually dispute that culture has an 

impact on the process of military innovation, and many scholars regard it as a moderator that 

is always present. What is up for discussion is the causal relationship, or in other words, the 

explanatory value attached to culture as the primary or even sole factor. Bearing in mind the 

purpose of this literature review, we ate able to spell out (albeit in a simplistic manner): Pro-

ponents of the cultural school would suggest that routinization is driven more by cultural 

factors than by organizational, political and systemic ones. More specifically, they would also 

expect that innovations which fit the organizational culture will become routinized, while in-

novations which do not fit existing culture will not become routinized. According to this view, 

a ‘cultural fit’ thus becomes a necessary precursor for routinization.  

 

2.4 Summing up: The conceptual framework 

In an ideal world, there would be a direct correlation between adopting a new technology 

and making it an unquestioned part of standard practice, i.e. achieving a high degree of rou-

tinization. However, research does not expect this to be the case. New technology must go 

through a translation process within the organization, where it is ultimately ‘decided’ if the 

technology will become a core practice. Civil innovation literature found that the degree of 

routinization was essentially internally driven, either driven top-down from the organization 

expressed as organizational prioritization or/and from the bottom-up, that is from the users. 

However, that did not explain what, in turn, drives and influences how the organization and 

users make these “choices”. To answer this, we turned to review the theoretical positions of 

Military Innovation Studies, with a view to identifying how this literature would expect rou-

tinization to happen and be driven.  

The review provided us with several insights. First, it led us to regard military inno-

vation as not being a ‘rational’ process, but one that is influenced by various factors. Four 

schools promoted essentially three different – and competing – explanations for military in-

novation; civil-military relations, organizational competition and culture. One could also add 

the strategic environment, or international balance of power, as a driver for innovation, as 

several of the schools in fact saw innovation as being instigated by changes in the strategic 

environment, so that innovation became a means to (in theory) increase the state’s security 

or power. Second, the schools can essentially also be regarded as providing an explanatory 

mechanism which is either external to the organization (the strategic environment, civil inter-

vention) or internal to the organization (competition, culture). But third, what they share is 

more interesting: Each school fundamentally explains military innovation as a function of 
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‘the extraordinary’. They have argued that forces other than military effectiveness and effi-

ciency are at play in innovation, or they even reject the notion of effectiveness and efficiency 

altogether.
139

 They all regard innovation as the product of, or a process influenced by some 

kind of intensified clash or contest; either in the form of a strategic environment with in-

creased rivalry, or in the form of pitched competition between services or branches to win 

funding, prestige and relevance, or as the organizational culture that either favors or discards 

the innovation. In other words, innovation is strictly tied to extraordinary circumstances and 

events which constitute a ‘pressure’, and where such a ‘pressure’ is needed to be present for 

innovation to happen. This also means that the ‘ordinary’ stands in the background: Innova-

tion is rarely, if ever, explained as a ‘simple’ or ‘normal’ change process occurring in the 

organization and carried out as part of the usual professional development of the military 

organization. This insight allows us to appreciate a clever observation made by Stuart Griffin. 

He argued that Military Innovation Studies is preoccupied with histories that follow the same 

narrative or dramaturgy: A successful or unsuccessful adaptation to a very specific challenge 

which is usually “a conflict with problematic characteristics or a new, game-changing technol-

ogy.”
140

  In Griffin’s words, this tendency is present probably because analyses of everyday 

organizational learning processes “are somewhat dry and uninspiring.” At the same time, as 

Griffin also points out, it may be an inherent bias that Military Innovation Studies focus on 

the drivers of large change and reform, when in reality “many of those drivers are inherent 

in the basic mechanics and cultures of organisational learning.” In other words, Military In-

novation Studies appears to have found that military innovation is an epic drama, where un-

usual events such as an increased threat or a competition for power is the main story line. 

This is of course to bring matters to a head, but it has important implications for how the 

field would expect routinization to take place. Judging from the literature, we should expect 

routinization to be influenced by, and thus be the result of, such ‘extraordinary’ elements, 

where increased competition on the strategic agenda, within the military organization or be-

tween the services, or a pre-disposed cultural affection for the innovation, influences how the 

organization and users push towards routinization. This perception actually stands in contrast 

to the research on civil innovation. The latter led us to understand implementation to be a 

rather tangible process, consisting of specific, targeted and ‘uneventful’ initiatives and actions. 

Further, it told us that implementation and routinization is ultimately in the hands of – and 
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thus under the control of - the organization, as initiatives undertaken to promote its sustain-

ment can be taken. For the purpose of simplicity, this general conceptualization can be illus-

trated as below. Figuring out the dynamics of the dichotomy in reality is our next step. 

 

By extending the routinization concept to the military domain, we can re-conceptualize as-

sessments of military innovations and open the black box of routinization, which appears to 

occur in the intersection between the everyday professional development of the organization 

and the dynamics of the social and systemic interaction. The danger that such analyses may 

be boring, dry or uninspiring – as Griffin warned - only gives more credit to the argument of 

exactly why it may be necessary to divert specific time and attention to the issue of imple-

mentation and routinization. It has the potential not only to amplify the field of Military In-

novation Studies, but to enrich our understanding of how military organizations function both 

in peace- and wartime. It is my assessment, this can best be done by undertaking explorative 

historical in-depth case studies, launched from a sound conceptual understanding of the field. 

Case study is the traditional method to gain empirical data within Military Innovation Studies. 

However, where this study takes a slightly different turn is that it does not seek to frame or 

‘test’ case studies within a narrow theoretical framework, and it does not seek to make existing 

theoretical explanations subject to competition nor weigh them against each other. Much 

research is characterized by scholars’ ongoing efforts to ‘test’ existing theory and build on 

existing theoretical explanations. This has stunted the growth of the field as it has begun to 

go around in circles. There is a need to move beyond these four traditional schools as they 
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cannot account for everything and may be regarded as having reached their limit of explana-

tory value.
 141

 I have argued that one of the phenomena they cannot account for, is innovation 

routinization. However, I find that we may move towards an understanding of routinization 

by employing the existing literature and theories as a conceptual framework to give us a pre-

understanding of routinization, which will then be further illuminated by explorative qualita-

tive case studies. This way, we may engage with the innovation literature, but essentially also 

break free from theoretical constraints and allow the empirical data to emerge from the cases, 

thus eventually leading us to a comprehensive understanding of routinization. The next will 

go into detail about this, as it presents the methodological approach of the thesis. 
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Chapter 3 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

 

This chapter presents the research design of the thesis, containing notes on methodology, 

case selection and source material. On the fundamental level, the study is designed as a qual-

itative explorative study. It identifies itself as being placed in the cross field between History 

and Political Science: The analytical evidence is drawn from two historical case studies con-

ceived within the historian’s mindset of providing rich and contextualized explanations, com-

bined with the political scientist’s need for a stringent and focused analysis anchored within 

the theoretical origins of the research field, in this case Military Innovation Studies. My ap-

proach is essentially hermeneutical in manner: Chapter 2 presented the conceptual frame-

work of the thesis, and this serves as my presupposition and initial – or provisional - under-

standing of routinization within military organizations. I then employ case study analysis to 

further illuminate the phenomenon of routinization, thus in the end reinterpreting and re-

stating my perception of how and why routinization happens. The value of such an explora-

tive and hermeneutic approach indeed proved its worth, as the findings of the analysis did 

not meet the ‘expectations’ to the case, but quite the contrary.  

 

3.1 Research strategy: An explorative approach  

The overall research strategy is based on an explorative approach. This is seen fit, as this 

study is the first of its kind to specifically address the issue of innovation implementation and 

the first to propose and formulate the concept of routinization of military innovations. Ex-

plorative research is characterized as a process particularly well-suited for investigating a prob-

lem or issue which has not been thoroughly investigated and/or has not been clearly defined, 

and where the researcher wishes to gain better, extensive and in-depth understanding of a 

problem.
142

 Explorative research typically works around ambitions such as to ‘discover’, ‘de-

scribe’, ‘understand’, and ‘explain’. Such research, then, does not seek to predict change, but 

to gain an understanding of a social phenomenon.
143

  Explorative research is also character-

ized by the fact that it enjoys methodological freedom as it does not employ or prescribe any 
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specific method and does not anticipate a single set of outcomes; it is open-ended. As men-

tioned above, the chosen research strategy is thus to approach the subject in a hermeneutical 

manner: The conceptual framework offered me an initial understanding of the phenomenon 

of routinization, and this is reinterpreted in light of qualitative case studies. The hermeneuti-

cal method allows me to pursue and unfold the explorative approach. The hermeneutical 

method favors an “interpretive” mindset and emphasizes the “circularity of understanding,”
144

 

where we explore a phenomenon by moving back and forth between the empirical evidence, 

the conceptual framework and concepts of the phenomenon; in other words we work from 

a circular manner of interpretation.
145

 Further, the hermeneutical method requires the re-

searcher to pay attention to the context as it works from the condition that “an interpretation 

of the whole (…) proceeds from presuppositions about the parts; and, no less, through an 

interpretation of the parts that proceeds from presuppositions about the whole.”
146

 In other 

words, this approach allows me to see the case of routinization as part of a context and con-

sisting as a whole of parts. This recognition does not only endorse the historical mindset of 

the thesis, but it flows along the tradition of the interdisciplinary field of war studies, whose 

general approach to the study of conflict, peace and war is to look at and recognize the im-

portance of the interplay between various factors such as people, technology, organization 

and context. Collectively, this approach allows me to be empirically – and not theoretically – 

driven, meaning that my focus is on interpreting and making sense of the empirical qualitative 

data. These broader considerations also touch upon the project’s relation to theory: The 

thesis neither take an inductive, deductive or abductive approach to theory, as it neither seek 

to test or build new theory. The conceptual framework of Chapter 2 served as the initial and 

provisional understanding of the concept of routinization, which is then the starting point for 

circular interpretation of evidence. Also, it does not seek out causal relationships. The study 

is founded on the assumption that it is not possible to construct a general theory of routini-

zation of innovations in military organizations, and in this way the thesis does not subscribe 

to a positivistic mindset. Where a positivist approach to case studies would prioritize the 

quest for generalizations over particularized understanding of ‘the case’,
147

 this study empha-

sizes that a holistic understanding of the case always comes first. It favors a commitment to 
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penetrating and looking beyond ‘structures’, and judges that gaining this ‘holistic understand-

ing’ can be done by approaching the cases from hermeneutical method which favors contin-

uous interpretation and an inclusion of context in this. This mindset follows the line of  schol-

ars who have argued that reaching “contextual insight” is key to avoiding “thin explanations” 

which do not account for the social dynamics. The complexity of the social world cannot be 

accounted for in theory or fully understood in advance from theoretical preconceptions.
148

  

Having explained the logics of the explorative approach and hermeneutical 

method, it is now worthwhile to include a few words on analytical strategy. Essentially, my 

approach to analysis and interpretation is very conceptually driven, even to the point that we 

may identify it as being an analytical strategy of ‘concept analysis.’ Concept analysis does not 

only serve to provide a standard language within a discipline.
149

 It can do more than that. 

Concept analysis is one of the core competencies of the Humanities; both in terms of devel-

oping own concepts and but also reviewing, explaining, understanding, and contextualizing 

already existing concepts. The fundamental idea is that concept analysis can help the re-

searcher identify gaps in existing knowledge, but more importantly it allows the researcher to 

dissect a complex idea or phenomenon into its simplest parts in order to provide understand-

ing and connections of the empirical material.
150

 According to Max Weber, working with 

concepts is a way to overcome “the extensively and intensively infinite multiplicity” of the 

empirical reality.
151

 Put in more simple terms, Felix Berenskoetter has proposed it to be a 

way to grasp the world epistemologically and give us an ontology we can relate to; as a heu-

ristic device to meaningfully organize the ‘reality’. Concepts can be used as analytical catego-

ries, “as tools for abstract logical reasoning and heuristic devices guiding empirical study.”
 152

  

On the fundamental level, concepts are constructed through a semantic process, where the 

researcher specifies the “meaning of a concept by identifying the attributes that constitute 

it.”
153

 The most important feature is thus to clarify and refine meaning and in an interpretive 
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manner situate the concept within its “semantic field”, i.e. placing it in relation to other related 

terms and concepts.
154

  It is difficult to put concept analysis on a more specific formula; more 

important is it to underline that I find this approach to be especially compatible with the 

hermeneutic methodology as concept analysis travels from “theoretical reasoning to empiri-

cal investigation and back.”
155

 In this way, it follows the interpretive circular motion of the 

hermeneutical method, and the researcher seeks to understand how a concept is altered in 

the process of application, when it moves from the abstract level (as proposed in Chapter 2), 

to the empirical level where it meets the empirical data and functions as a “data container” 

(Chapters 4 and 5). Concept analysis is then a reflexive move where the concept is continu-

ously changed, or refined, in light of the empirical evidence. Also, I find that as the explora-

tive and hermeneutical approach both embrace large amounts of qualitative data as well as 

rich descriptions, and welcome the complexity of phenomena, concept analysis is a way to 

both make order, analyze material and to present the results. To illustrate, concept analysis 

both helped me identify and explain routinization as a concept in relation to the concept of 

innovation (as done in Chapter 2), but it is also a way of generating analytical insights and 

conclusions. For example, as the reader will become aware, the case analyses are organized 

around concepts which emerged as analytical categories from the source material. A central 

contribution of the thesis includes the revelation of two concepts; ‘military benefits’ and ‘mil-

itary issues’, as central tenets when innovation transition to the phase of routinization. More 

on this in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.  

 

3.2 Case studies 

This study employs the case study method as it uses historical case studies to gain insight into 

the process of routinization. As the thesis is not theoretically driven, case selection is not 

guided by theory, but the most important consideration when selecting cases is to choose one 

that provides an opportunity for learning and for extending one’s understanding
156

 This is the 

point of departure. There are several reasons why the cases should be historic: First, the 

empirical puzzle of this study was framed within the gist of Third Offset Strategy, which is 

why it is only natural to use the two preceding ones to illuminate the challenges of the current 

one. Second, this study generally deals with technologies which can be characterized as being 
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‘emerging technologies’. Studying emerging military technology comes with the challenge that 

as it is emerging in nature, the available evidence is consequently also only emerging and thus 

limited.
157

 Implementation of current emerging technologies such as AI, drone swarms, and 

military application of quantum technology, is only a process that is beginning to take form 

if even begun at all. In other words, we need to look at a process that has already occurred. 

Third, routinization is longitudinal end evolutional in nature, i.e. the process often takes a 

long time to occur, so early judgment based on assessment of the early implementation stages 

may not necessarily translate into routinization.  

As we know the case study to be an “in-depth study of the particular,” where the 

researcher seeks to increase his understanding of the phenomena,
158

 it is also a method often 

employed in military studies.
159

 The primary goal of within-case analysis is “to describe, un-

derstand, and explain what has happened in a single, bounded context,”  and it looks at the 

complex interaction of what can be many factors. In other words, it offers “intensiveness” of 

analysis, and it can often be presented in a rich, in-depth explanatory narrative.
160

 The thesis 

analyses two cases, one of each preceding  offset strategy. The first case offers an analysis of 

the U.S. Army’s effort to routinize tactical nuclear weapons, specifically the Honest John, 

within the First Offset Strategy. The effort, however, transcends this period and so the case 

spans from 1954-1973. The second case analyses the U.S. Air Force’s effort to routinize 

precision-guided munitions, specifically the Paveway laser-guided bomb, of the Second Off-

set Strategy. This case also transcends the span of the Second Offset and deals specifically 

with the period of 1968-1991. The cases are chosen solely on the basis of being the technol-

ogies at the center of the First and Second Offset strategies respectively, and it is thus a coin-

cidence that they present the experience of two different services. It is also a coincidence that 

one case turned out as a ‘failure’ of routinization (Honest John), while the other proved to 

be a ‘success’ and may actually represent something close to an ideal case of routinization. 

In the spirit of the explorative approach, no other selection criteria was employed. The case 

studies are not designed as a comparative case study, but each case is studied in depth and in 

a narrative manner that allows for the contextualized and holistic explanation to emerge. 
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The first question which any case choice should be able to answer is this: What is 

the case a case of? The two present cases are cases of an organization’s – specifically a ser-

vice’s - effort to implement and routinize a technological innovation. A difficult matter ap-

pears within these cases, notably the variation in the ‘nature’ of the innovation in question, 

and thus also how the study should account for this. Michael Horowitz has argued that not 

all innovations are born equal when it comes to the degree of ease with which they are 

adopted – and I would argue - implemented.
161

 Some new technologies are very expensive, 

some are cheap, some require larger organizational changes and some do not. Each new 

technology comes with a specific set of challenges. That this should represent a methodolog-

ical issue is mitigated by the fact that it is not a comparative study, but it remains an analytical 

issue: Following Horowitz’s logic, the ‘bigger’ technology is more difficult to implement, and 

the ‘smaller’ is more simple. Where tactical nuclear weapons were larger in every aspect; 

price, complication, physical size, the infrastructure needed to employ the weapon, and the 

general scale and scope of organizational and doctrinal change, Paveway was of a  different 

nature and was ‘smaller’ on every parameter. It is difficult to account for the implications of 

this fact and thus tempting to fall in the deductive trap of simply assuming that ‘size’ is the 

prime factor determining the outcome of the process. While offering no definite answer to 

this puzzle, the analysis does show that it was the ‘military matters’ - in the case of Honest 

John the ‘military issues’ and in the case of Paveway the ‘military benefits’ - tied to the activity 

of waging war and employing the weapon in operations which primarily influenced the pro-

cess. The magnitude of changes required by routinization were certainly less in the latter case 

than in the first, but this does not appear to be an articulated, nor dominant, factor. This 

thread will be picked up again in the analysis.  

A second question appears when dealing with cases of innovation: How do we 

know when routinization has occurred? To recapture from Chapter 2, a vague indication 

would be that the innovation has become “an accepted part of the system,”
162

 and a routinized 

technology is thus one that has “achieved a certain organizational status as well as one that is 

perceived as “standard” or “normal.”
163

 To make this more tangible, we may say that a tech-

nology may be considered to be routinized at a given point in time if core elements of the 

innovation are maintained after the initial implementation support has been withdrawn and 

the technology is still “recognizable” to the organization (so that it has not been modified into 
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‘something else’) and when adequate organizational capacity to continue operating the tech-

nology is maintained.
164

 

Finally, a few methodological issues remain to be included. Where the conceptual 

framework provided both the concept of routinization and a general idea of what factors to 

look for in the analysis, it is not my aim to establish concrete and testable relationships be-

tween variables.
165

 In other words, I maintain a holistic case-oriented focus rather than a var-

iable-oriented approach.
166

 The choice of using two cases comes with some implications: In 

order to gain depth of analysis, I sacrifice the ability to make widely applicable generalizations 

which a larger sample of a wider population would be able to offer.
167

 However, it is possible 

for so-called ‘small-n’ case studies to produce meaningful explanations “without laws,” where 

the strength of a single or few cases may still serve the purpose of ‘confronting’ theory with 

the empirical world,
168

 i.e. the empirical world that emerges from the case analysis. It is not 

my intention to make universally valid statements or generally applicable theory, but the study 

does indeed draw out some larger implications both for research and practice. As John Lewis 

Gaddis observed, “generalizations do not have to be universal, though, to have wide applica-

bility.”
169

 The thesis is in tune with this assessment. 

 

3.3 Sources and empirical material 

Accounting for the empirical material used in this study, it is necessary to include a note on 

COVID-19, as it has had impact on my access to resources. I had planned two trips to do 

archival research in the United States as well as a three months long research stay at Colombia 

University, New York. However, institutions such as the National Archives, the U.S. Army 

Center of Military History and the Air Force Historical Research Agency (AFHRA) were 

quickly closed to the public with the rise of COVID-19. In the face of this event, I turned my 
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attention to online resources. Fortunately, many institutions are increasingly digitalizing their 

resources, which makes it possible to conduct research from afar. Relying on publicly avail-

able source material, I found the best way to get a comprehensive picture was to use the 

professional journals of the services. Military Review is the Army service journal, while Air 

University Review is the Air Force service journal (now named Air and Space Power Journal). 

Both are held in full in digital archives. Military Review dates back to the 1940s and was 

established to stimulate original thought and debate on topics related to land warfare. Air 

University Review was born along with the service and its educational institution, the Air 

University, in the late 1940s. The journal was established to provide an avenue for profes-

sional airmen to present their thinking on airpower and it touches upon a wide range of 

subjects spanning from doctrine to force structure and technology. Professional journals are 

generally a widely used and valued source, as they offer insights into the topics of relevance 

to the military professional; for instance their perspectives on the broader challenges of the 

services, on doctrinal thinking, and on service mission and role, while it is also a great re-

source for requiring ‘hard facts’ about subjects such as a particular technology, as these were 

often discussed. The service journals are also a particularly useful source when looking at a 

longer period of time, as they are consistent and regular publications, making it possible to 

trace development and changes in the areas listed above. They are specifically ideal for this 

study as they serve as a portal to view the social setting in which the technology was deployed; 

a central tenant of routinization as argued in Chapter 2. To benefit from these abilities, my 

method has been to make a systematic review of all journal issues during the period of scru-

tiny and read any article which had some relevance for the subject (tactical nuclear weapons 

and precision-guided munitions). This included manually reviewing roughly 2650 articles in 

Military Review and roughly 1700 published in Air University Review, where I subsequently 

closely read all articles that not only dealt with the technology in question, but also with doc-

trine, training, strategy, tactics, R&D, etc. This counted roughly 220 articles from Military 

Review and 60 from Air University Review. Covering this broad range of subjects allowed 

me to gain an in-depth understanding of the issues of concern to the professional community 

during the periods, and how the specific technology was related within this context. It is no-

ticeable that Paveway, and precision-guided munitions in general, was not as eagerly discussed 

in the Air Force journal as the issue of tactical nuclear weapons was within the Army outlet. 

One reason could be that Paveway was a rather specialized weapon, basically only relevant 

to the tactical air forces. So it might have been more rewarding to use the Fighter Weapons 

Review, which is the journal of the U.S. Air Force Fighter Weapons School, and this journal 

is more specifically interested in fighter weapons, fighter tactics, training etc. In short, it is 

simply more focused on the tactical air arm, which is why one may assume that the issue of 
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laser-guided bombs would have had more attention here. However, this journal is not digi-

talized (besides 1985-87), but held in different archives and library collections.  

Other online resources were consulted to gain insight into how the services dealt 

with the challenge of integrating these new technologies into practice. With regard to the Air 

Force, many documents of the Vietnam era have been digitalized, for instance the reports 

and documents from the then-contemporary Corona Harvest Project (also called project 

Checo, Contemporary Historical Examination of Current Operations). Other internal re-

ports and evaluations have been digitalized within AFHRA. I am indebted to Colonel Paul 

Gillespie, who was kind enough to share some of his material gathered from the archives, 

such as highly valuable after-tour reports from Vietnam, as well as an interview with Weldon 

Word (the inventor of Paveway).
170

 RAND also provided me with un-digitalized reports. As 

for the Army, I have also looked to other service publications and magazines, e.g. Army 

Information Digest and Artillery Trends, though not in a systematic manner, as these are not 

published as full collections online. The Ike Skelton Combined Arms Research Library 

(CARL) Digital Library
171

 has been a valuable resource as, among other things, it contains 

digital versions of paper documents and student papers from the US Army Command and 

General Staff College, reports from the Combat Studies Institute, and a comprehensive col-

lection of outdated military doctrines (field manuals). Historic official Army video material 

of the Army artillery can be retrieved on Youtube and has provided me with technical data 

as well as an insight into how the artillery weapons, including Honest John, were perceived 

and presented to the public, and the service itself, in the period. For both cases, I have con-

sulted available online material from the United States General Accounting Office as well as 

the House Appropriations Committee (United States Congress). The material is, however, 

not easily accessible, as it appears scattered throughout the internet, but nevertheless im-

portant for analyzing e.g. the political level’s involvement in implementation issues as well as 

the budgetary aspect that provides insight into how the services prioritized the technologies. 

I have also reviewed the New York Times online archive to get a sense of the context of the 

public discussion of both tactical nuclear weapons as well as precision-guided munitions. This 

review was done for the entirety of each case period under scrutiny (i.e. 1954-1973 and 1968-

1991), and was carried out by manually typing and sorting through a handful of key search 
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words tied to each case. Other material includes the inescapable source collection the For-

eign Relations of the United States (FRUS), also available online.
172

 As FRUS specifically 

contains sources on the foreign relations of the U.S., I knew beforehand that it would be of 

limited use. However, leaving no stone unturned, I searched the volumes of the Eisenhower, 

Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon administrations (and only partly the Carter and Reagan ad-

ministrations as some of these volumes are still in production) for key search words according 

to each case. This did provide me with a few relevant documents pertaining to the context of 

the foreign policy and strategic analyses of the presidential administrations. Finally, I have 

used memoirs from relevant actors, such as Air Force General Momyer, former commander 

of Tactical Air Command and the 7
th

 Air Force, Secretary of Defense Harold Brown, and 

Army General Maxwell D. Taylor, former Chief of Staff of the Army and Chairman of the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff. Naturally, I approached these accounts in a manner according with the 

historical methodology of source criticism, but they are nevertheless a highly useful resource 

to gain insight into the actors’ contemporary – or afterwards rationalized – perception of the 

issues and matters in question.  

The study has also relied extensively on secondary material, as each case has 

spawned a wealth of scholarly research which proved to be of immense value, specifically in 

the face of the lack of archival access. This premise also led me to employ the literature 

review as an important method by itself, not only to build the conceptual framework, but 

undertaking the analysis as well. Literature reviews can be said to be one of the foundations 

of historical methodology, where the field of history regards the historiographic essay or dis-

cipline as one of the essential prerequisites for undertaking (historical) research.
173

 Each case 

analysis (Chapters 4 and 5) therefore starts off with a comprehensive literature review of the 

specific case. This is necessary not only to argue for the relevance of my own contribution, 

but also to relate the findings of the analysis to the existing research’s preconditioning under-

standing of the cases. Consequently, this section will not comment further on the secondary 

literature.    
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Chapter 4 

MILITARY MATTERS MATTER? THE FIRST OFFSET STRATEGY, 

TACTICAL NUCLEAR WEAPONS, AND THE U.S. ARMY,  

1954-1973: ROUTINIZING HONEST JOHN 

 

Honest John is a delightful name for a weapon as significant – and precarious – as a tactical 

nuclear rocket. Honest John was fielded and adopted with great expectations as part of a 

larger modernization effort of the U.S. Army, and it became the material symbol of the 

Army’s attempt to convince the civilian leadership of the its utility in the nuclear age. Schol-

arship has argued that this modernization effort, the ‘atomic army’, was driven by a challenge 

to “modernize or face extinction” in a period dominated by the threat of nuclear warfare with 

the Soviet Union.
 174

  The Army’s solution to avoid organizational extinction was thus to field 

a tactical nuclear weapon. In this way, there was a lot at stake in the Honest John program. 

As we know, the Army did not become an extinct or even diminished service, so it would be 

easy to judge the Honest John as an apparent innovation success. However, this chapter will 

move beyond this assessment, as it employs a long-term perspective to examine the Army’s 

effort to routinize Honest John into its organizational practice. The analysis ultimately finds 

that it is fair to assess routinization to have been less successful if not a failure. While the 

conceptual idea of a nuclear weapon for tactical use was indeed routinized within Army think-

ing, the Honest John - as the physical embodiment of this – became obsolete before it be-

came routinized. The analysis finds (the lack of) routinization to be driven by a long range of 

military issues connected to its actual employment in field operations, as well as an institu-

tional failure to account for and solve these issues as part of the ongoing professional devel-

opment of the Army organization.  

Before we turn to the heart of the case analysis, the chapter will begin by placing 

Honest John in the context of the First Offset Strategy. Then follows a literature review which 

both places the case in light of existing research but also specifically articulates it as a case of 

military innovation.  
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4.1 Honest John 1-0-1: The First Offset Strategy, the U.S. Army and tactical 

nuclear weapons 

The Honest John nuclear rocket system is the child of the First Offset Strategy. Though not 

pronounced as such at the time, the First Offset Strategy is today synonymous with Army 

tactical nuclear weapons and the Eisenhower administration’s national security strategy - or 

defense policy - called the New Look. The story will thus briefly begin by setting the scene 

here. To recapture, the essence of an offset strategy is to “counter the strength of military 

adversaries with technical innovation.”
175

 In the 1950s, the United States and its allies in the 

newly established NATO were confronted by a Soviet Union perceived to grow not only 

more hostile, but also to possess an overwhelming superiority in conventional land forces. 

On the home front, the United States was a war-tired nation: It had just returned from the 

Korean War and was still struggling with the social and economic aftermath of World War 

II. Thus, while the Eisenhower administration prioritized national austerity, it also identified 

a need to contain the Soviet Union and the spread of communism in Europe. Recognizing 

the economic strain that military parity in conventional forces would bear on the national 

economy, the basic strategy was to rely on deterrence by nuclear weapons instead of conven-

tional forces. Stressing the role of nuclear technology (as well as an increased role of allied 

land forces) allowed Eisenhower to decrease the defense budget drastically with about 27%.
176

 

The New Look was a dramatic shift in national strategy: It fostered heavy cuts not only in the 

collective defense budget, but in particular the Army’s share of it. With the New Look (made 

official with NSC 162/2 of October 1953)
177

 Eisenhower authorized the services to “plan the 

use of nuclear weapons in future operations whenever this use was considered desirable from 

a military standpoint”.
178

 As Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles, explained, “[t]his is the 

modern way of getting maximum deterrent at a bearable cost,”
179

 popularized as getting “more 
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bang for the buck.”  The strategy of relying on nuclear weapons to deter Communist aggres-

sion made the Air Force become the ‘natural’ guarantor of national security because it pos-

sessed the nation’s strategic nuclear arsenal of missiles, bombs and B-52 bombers. At the 

same time, it was made known to the Army that it should no longer plan for preventive war, 

the conventional general wars as World War II, nor the limited (however, very large-scale 

limited) wars of Korea. This was obviously a dire predicament for the Army, because it re-

duced its mission and relevance as a service that could be used to promote or could guarantee 

national security. The doctrine of massive retaliation that stood at the center of the New Look 

naturally left little room for the foot soldier to guard America.
180

 The challenge for the Army 

leadership, then, was to figure out how to secure a role for the Army in a national security 

strategy which was dominated by strategic nuclear weapons and saw deep reductions in every 

other capability. The answer was to embark on an atomic mission, i.e. designing and devel-

oping an ‘atomic army’ capable of employing nuclear weapons on the battlefield. Thus, tac-

tical nuclear weapons would secure the Army relevance in the nuclear age. Army Chief of 

Staff, General Maxwell D. Taylor, summed up the new Army mission as relying on nuclear 

weapons to deter or necessarily defeat Communist aggression of all varieties and avoiding 

involvement in limited war such as in Korea.
 181

  

This story has been presented and documented several times in the literature on 

the Cold War U.S. Army. As told here, the short narrative serves as a backdrop for under-

standing what follows in the case analysis. Historian Brian McAllister Linn has argued that 

the ‘atomic army’ should be viewed as a larger army transformation project; a transformation 

from the legacy World War II army into a “modern army”.
182

 Army leaders tied the mod-

ernization to a discourse of military revolution and transformation – a discourse that, as I 

argued previously, is essentially very similar to the one embedded at the heart of both the 

Second and Third offset strategies. General Taylor spoke of an army that was in “a period 

of transition never before known in the history of arms” defined by revolutionary “concepts, 

techniques, tactics, and terminology.”
183

 The Army would become a “truly revolutionary type 

army” by capitalizing on emerging technologies, primarily in the field of nuclear weapons, 
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but also in electronics and aviation.
184

 In this fashion, the transition into the ‘atomic army’ was 

publicly pronounced as a military revolution, and it would later go down in history to be 

known as the First Offset Strategy.  To sum up, it centered on the use of atomic weapons to 

offset the Soviet advantage in conventional numbers, and it specifically fostered an Army 

capability to employ tactical nuclear weapons in field operations. 

This is the context that envelopes Honest John. Before proceeding to the analysis, 

it is necessary to gain a basic understanding of Honest John as a tactical nuclear weapon. 

Therefore, this paragraph will briefly give an account of Honest John as a weapon system 

and explain the military rationale on the atomic battlefield.   

What is a tactical nuclear weapon? When people think of nuclear weapons, pic-

tures of large nuclear gravity bombs delivered by strategic bombers or mounted on long-

range intercontinental ballistic missiles, capable of destroying entire cities, usually come to 

mind. Understanding tactical nuclear weapons requires an erasure of this picture. Basically, 

a tactical nuclear weapon is physically small, contains a smaller warhead and thus also a 

smaller nuclear blast. Conceptually, we may say that the development of tactical nuclear 

weapons was opposite to that of conventional bombs: With conventional weapons, it was a 

matter of achieving ever greater destructive power. Nuclear weapons development efforts, 

however, were aimed at reducing the weight and size and containing the explosive power to 

a degree they could be employed in tactical operations; i.e. they could actually be used by 

soldiers on the battlefield like any other artillery piece.
185

 This was achieved with Honest 

John, the first tactical nuclear weapon in the U.S. Army.  
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M31 Honest John. Photo: U.S. Army. Source: Directory of U.S. Military Rockets and Missiles, http://www.des-

ignation-systems.net/dusrm/r-1.html 

The first Honest John was deployed with U.S. Army units in Europe in 1954. It was a land 

based, surface-to-surface, truck-mounted 762mm artillery rocket produced by Douglas Air-

craft Corporation.
186

 It was a self-propelled unguided rocket containing no inertial or remote 

controlled guidance mechanism, meaning that its flight path could not be altered after firing. 

It is important to note that Honest John was thus not a guided missile.
187

 With a range of 5,5 

– 24,8 km., Honest John was considered a long-range artillery piece, but short-range com-

pared to what the Army would later consider a tactical missile. Inherent inaccuracies make 

free rockets infeasible at intermediate and long ranges, while their very simplicity and relia-

bility enhance their stature in a short-range role. Honest John possessed dual capability, 

meaning that it was capable of firing both nuclear (20 kT, later 40kT) and conventional ex-

plosives. Honest John was, and still is, generally known as being rugged and reliable, contain-

ing no complicated electronics, and it was fired as a  ‘normal’ artillery piece. As such, no 

special skills were required to employ it, and it possessed no physical ramifications requiring 

highly technical maintenance. It was inexpensive compared to guided missiles and was gen-

erally regarded as being an effective method of delivering nuclear fires.
188
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While the name Honest John actually covers two different generations of the 

rocket, the basic Honest John was the result of a fast development program.
189

 Military plan-

ners had recognized the theoretical value of nuclear weapons for battlefield use as early as 

1946, but serious developmental efforts did not begin until the early 1950s, when fielding 

such weapon was given top priority (as illustrated above). The Army’s engineering staff envi-

sioned the ultimate weapon to be a “simple, cheap, highly mobile, and reliable free-flight 

rocket. It was to have no complicated electronic equipment, and therefore would not require 

highly skilled operators or maintenance technicians.”
190

 Further, it was decided that in order 

to reduce cost and save time, Honest John was to be built from off-the-shelf technology. It 

was indeed a crash development as preliminary design studies work began in 1950, full-scale 

development in 1951, and deployment of the first systems began in 1954. Because the Army 

Ordnance Corps was in a haste to develop the Honest John, but the official project plans 

filtered slowly through the Pentagon (confirmation of official requirements, field tests, etc.), 

the Ordnance Crops pursued development without clearly defined technical guidance. This 

resulted in the fact that the ‘basic’ Honest John system, M31, was actually deliberately in-

terim. It was considered to be a “basically acceptable weapon,” but it was not a fully reliable 

and perfected system.
191

 This is an important detail to bear in mind because due to the fast 

development and the sacrifice of quality for expediency, the M31 was plagued by some tech-

nical shortcomings, such as temperature conditioning and motor deficiencies, some of which 

were solved through corrective action and adoption kits, but some of which were only re-

solved in the improvement program, the second-generation system, the Improved Honest 

John M50.
192

 The main focus of the improvement program was to increase accuracy, improve 

operational suitability and to extend its range. The 762 mm Improved Honest John, with a 

range of 25,7-40 km, reached field forces in 1961.
193

 Simultaneously, a new and smaller ver-

sion, M51 Little John, followed. Originally known as the Honest John Junior, the 318 mm 
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Little John had a much smaller atomic warhead and a range of 3,2-18,3 km, meaning it could 

provide fire below the minimum range of the Basic and Improved Honest John. Perhaps 

more importantly, it was a more lightweight system to be fully air transportable (launcher and 

rocket) by helicopter while being sufficiently rugged to withstand the shock of airdrop, thus 

providing army airborne units with a nuclear capability.
194

 The basic Honest John was re-

placed completely by the Improved and Little John in the mid-1960s. In turn, Little John 

was already retired in 1969 (no official reason was ever given),
195

 and Improved Honest John 

was replaced by MGM-52 Lance missile in 1973, where the Honest Johns were relegated to 

Army National Guard Units, who kept them until 1982. 

 

M51 Little John. Source: Wikipedia. Note the small size compared to the basic Honest John. Once the Little 

John reached its launch area, it was ready to fire. It could be used for targets within the range of right down to 3 
km.  

 

Now that we have gained an understanding of the technical fundamentals of the Honest John, 

we may now ask about the military rationale of tactical nuclear weapons and briefly explain 

what the Army envisioned the tactical atomic battlefield would look like and how they would 

be used. The rather conceptual or theoretical question of escalation goes to the heart of 

tactical atomic weapons employment – is it possible to fight a limited nuclear war? The Army 

believed yes; that the battlefield use of tactical nuclear weapons could be controlled and 

would not necessarily escalate into either strategic nuclear exchange or general war. This is 
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ultimately why and how tactical nuclear weapons acquire their raison d’être. Otherwise, they 

would be useless. Consequently, Army doctrine in the 1950s specifically declared that nu-

clear weapons were now regarded as a fundamental condition of modern warfare and that all 

Army activity must depart from this fact.
196

 Secretary of the Army, Wilber M. Brucker, spoke 

of these future battlefields as being  

“vast areas, hundreds of miles in width and depth. Troops will be widely 

dispersed in relatively small combat groups – isolated islands of strength 

– in order to minimize the effects of atomic weapons in the hands of the 

enemy. But they must be able to move swiftly to the attack by means of 

air and ground vehicles in order to exploit to the fullest the effects of our 

own tremendous firepower.”
197

  

The basic logic was thus to maintain own forces widely dispersed to avoid excessive losses 

from enemy atomic weapons and to gain initiative.
198

 What naturally follows from increased 

dispersion (as opposed to mass) is the requirement for increased mobility: if units are to 

operate over greater areas, they must be able to move faster over all types of terrain. In turn, 

from this requirement grows an increased need for communications for close control of dis-

persed operations.
 199

 Speedy exploitation of the disrupted battlefield by highly mobile forces 

was the doctrinal creed, and dispersion, concealment, mobility and aggressive command 

were seen as the tactical fundamentals.
200

 Concepts for defense vs. offense on the nuclear 

battlefield were not deemed to be different; both were understood to be relying on “disper-

sion, mobility, and flexibility” with the objective of destroying the enemy forces.
201

 The Army 

judged suitable nuclear targets to be military (as opposed to civilian) ranging from enemy 

installations, headquarters, command posts, enemy short range nuclear weapons to enemy 

field forces.
202

 This concept sounds rather simple and straightforward, but the tactical impli-

cations are in fact mind-boggling: It is a difficult challenge to keep forces dispersed, then mass 
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forces at the right time and place, deliver a decisive blow, and then disperse again to avoid 

enemy counter-fire.
203

 Further, the tactical creed had heavy implications for the military func-

tions such as logistics and intelligence. For instance, maintaining the traditional large logistical 

tail was not feasible as it was both vulnerable and insufficient: Small mobile forces which 

move around quickly were intended to be self-sufficient with infantry, artillery, signal, armor, 

engineers as required, and essential service supports. They would be semi-independent and 

should be capable of operating over extended distances with minimum control and support 

by higher headquarters.
204

 Such tactical and operational challenges, to name a few, would not 

be easy to meet. In fact, the analysis will show that they were so difficult but, so deeply em-

bedded in the Honest John employment concept, that they would actually contribute to hin-

der the effective integration of Honest John.   

Finally, some elementals: I study the Honest John as one single case of a nuclear 

rocket, though it consists of the two different generations as described in the preceding pas-

sage. I will thus use the term ‘Honest John’ in general. When I need to distinguish between 

the rockets, I will use basic Honest John when the referring to the original, or the ‘old’ (the 

M31), use Improved Honest John when I refer to the improved one (M50) or Little John 

when I refer to the small rocket (M51). Further, the sources may refer to both “atomic”, 

“nuclear” and “special weapons”, and this reflects that the trend in nomenclature appears to 

shift through the period under scrutiny. For the sake of clarity, I only use the term ‘nuclear’. 

Likewise, I use the term ‘rocket’ though some sources, incorrectly, refer to the Honest John 

as a ‘missile’.  

 

4.2 Perspectives from the literature: Studying the U.S. Army and tactical nu-

clear weapons 

This paragraph presents the case within the existing literature.  It is not a traditional and 

conclusive historiographical account of the U.S. Army history during my period of scrutiny; 

rather it serves two purposes: First is the purpose of positioning this thesis and its basic argu-

ments in relation to the dominant views of the U.S. Army’s effort to transform itself into a 

modern and relevant atomic fighting force, and more specifically, to integrate tactical atomic 

weapons into the Army practice – the latter is a much lesser focus of the literature. As there 

is not one specific tradition or field that I draw upon, I dissect the historiography of several 
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fields with specific focus on how the literature deals with the issue of tactical nuclear weapons. 

As my specific focus is on implementation of these weapons and this is not studied specifi-

cally in the literature, it becomes necessary to draw these tendencies together into a coherent 

narrative. Second is the purpose of articulating the case as a case of military innovation, thus 

placing it in relation to the conceptual framework of Chapter 2. 

Existing literature on the U.S. Army and tactical nuclear weapons can broadly be 

divided in two layers: broad or general Army history and studies more specifically related to 

the issue of tactical nuclear weapons. In turn, the latter can be categorized into four different 

streams, each with a different primary focus. It should be noted that broader U.S. Army 

history, more specifically Cold War and ‘atomic age’ history, is not a contested field with 

battling traditions and sharply divided lines. Rather, it is characterized by being an ever-ex-

panding field that continues to draw scholarly attention, developing new knowledge as ar-

chives become declassified. The collective literature review presented below – which is also 

the first of its kind – does however find some broader agreements within the field which this 

study necessarily uses as a starting point.  

 

The Context and the Case Specific  

First of all, this case study is based on, or oriented in, general inquiries on Army history. 

Within this layer, we can identify more specific branches, e.g. of the U.S. Army and the Cold 

War
205

 as well as service and branch specific organizational histories.
206

 It is also within this 

category that we find studies of specific wars, e.g. Korea and Vietnam, that remain relevant 

for context and general operational and conceptual history. Each of these branches naturally 

has a historiography of its own, but this is not relevant to my study. What is relevant is the 

fact that collectively, this body of literature provides me with the overall background picture 

and the context. It is generally too broad to focus specifically on the issue of tactical nuclear 

weapons as a military technology and let alone mention of Honest John. It is too broad and 

generally centered primarily on other issues. This literature provides the context of the case, 

i.e. strategic environment, organizational environment, issues and concerns, etc.  
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Zooming in on the more case-relevant studies, we have the second layer; studies 

dealing specifically with the issue of tactical nuclear weapons and U.S. Army. These studies 

do not  zoom in on Honest John in detail, but rather on the broader category of Army nuclear 

weapons. This category is multifaceted, but it roughly deals with the issue from four different 

points of view or primary concerns: acquisition, the Pentomic Division, the ‘atomic army’ as 

a historical case of military transformation, and finally military doctrine. I call these ‘streams’. 

The acquisition stream is by far the narrowest and also least known stream.
207

 This 

is the body of literature that get nearest to tactical nuclear weapons as a military technology. 

It focuses on the acquisition process, including research and development (R&D), generation 

of military requirements, technical specifications, etc. The literature is thus highly technical 

in nature and it leaves out the ensuing service of the weapons inside the organization, which 

means that it does not deal with implementation. A key notion from the literature is that the 

development of Honest John was part of a heavy army focus on the development of missiles 

and there was an all-encompassing and continuing search for improvements in accuracy and 

range. This notion will be further commented on in the analysis, as it will suggest that viewed 

in this light the Honest John was never technologically advanced enough to completely fulfill 

the role envisioned by the Army of the ‘tactical nuclear weapon’ of the field artillery.   

The ‘atomic army’ stream represents historical accounts of the U.S. Army in the 

nuclear age. Most notable are Brian McAllister Linn’s, Elvis’ Army: Cold War GIs and the 

Atomic Battlefield (2016) and Ingo Trauschweizer’s The Cold War U.S. Army: Building 

Deterrence for Limited War (2008), both of which are highly relevant resources for this study 

and who both regard the ‘atomic army’ as a larger transformation project towards becoming 

a modern force. Looking at the Cold War US Army, with a focus on its European role, 

Trauschweizer notes and criticizes that the introduction of tactical nuclear weapons did not 

alter fundamental operational concepts prior to the Vietnam War.
208

 He judges that collec-

tively, the Army transformation between 1955-65 “failed in the area of doctrine”, where it 

proved impossible to create operational doctrine to match the mission that the Army per-

ceived itself to have (deterrence of limited war in Europe) as well as satisfying the political 

masters who wanted general-purpose forces that could both deter war in Europe and operate 

outside Europe when requested. More specifically concerning tactical nuclear weapons, 

Trauschweizer argues that there was constant uncertainty about the use and effect of them – 
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which was problematic because it translated into a misunderstanding of tactical nuclear weap-

ons and an inability to change doctrine accordingly.
209

 With this, Trauschweizer points toward 

doctrine and the intellectual conception of the nuclear battlefield as well as Army mission, 

along with conflicting political perceptions of this, to be the main problem in creating a trans-

formation into an ‘atomic army’. In a similar spirit, Brian McAllister Linn states a pro-

nounced critique of the ‘atomic army’, which he views a as broader transformation project in 

the 1950’s. Linn writes:  

“.. the fifties army provides a cautionary lesson about what happens when 

a service charges into an RMA [Revolution in Military Affairs] predicated 

on concepts, organizations, and technologies that are (..) flawed. Perhaps 

even more critical, the army’s abortive revolution (..) ignored the human 

element.”
210

  

At the heart of this critique is the fact that the Army was focused on transformation and 

revolution in military affairs centered around nuclear weapons to such a degree that the 

“mundane challenges of acquiring, training and retaining the skilled labor and managers nec-

essary to function in peacetime” eventually killed the transformation. With this, Linn estab-

lishes a critique of a fixation on technology which consequently ignores the human element 

- the personnel at the heart of the military organization. Linn charges that the Army had a 

“bedrock conviction” to resolve military problems with material solutions, even though the 

solution should be sought elsewhere; according to Linn, in the crucial question of person-

nel.
211

 Both Linn and Trauschweizer regard the ‘atomic army’ as a broader transformation 

project, and are both critical of its success in transforming into a modern tactical nuclear force 

with a clear mission, purpose, doctrine, manpower and technology. 

This dual critique of a lack of conceptual role and obsession with technology is also 

the main contention of the studies within the Pentomic Division stream. While this stream 

focuses specifically on the subject of the Pentomic Division, it is primarily concerned with 

the drivers for the reorganization, the implementation of the organization, and its quick de-

mise. Scholars agree that the Pentomic Division was a flawed concept. The standard work 

on the Pentomic Division, The Pentomic Era: The US Army Between Korea and Vietnam 
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(1986) by Andrew Bacevich, judges the Pentomic Division to be an  “ill-conceived”, “unreal-

istic” and “failed experiment.”
212

 Looking beneath that criticism, it is clear that an Army ob-

sessed with modern technology rests at the heart of Bacevich’s criticism; he charges that the 

Army had a “preoccupation with technology” and finds that service leaders accepted a “cock-

eyed technological fix without grasping its implications.”
213

 In a similar manner, Kalev Sepp 

determines the Pentomic to be a “detour in organizational development” which “should not 

have occurred” and which was essentially a faulty concept based on personal rather than 

objective convictions of the challenges and requirements of the nuclear battlefield.
214

 Ponder-

ing about his decision to implement the Pentomic Division, General Maxwell D. Taylor, who 

was Army Chief of Staff during the formative time in the routinization process (1955-1959), 

also recounts in his memoirs how the civilian leadership was overly fixated on modern tech-

nology in the form of nuclear weapons, and consequently ‘forced’ the Army to prioritize 

these “newfangled items with public appeal” over the rather boring accoutrements of the foot 

soldier.
215

 Taylor thus passes the blame on to the civilian leadership. In his dissertation on 

the Pentomic Division, Paul C. Jussel presents a more nuanced evaluation than earlier stud-

ies, but he, too, ultimately agrees that the Pentomic Division failed. Rather than criticizing 

doctrine or the intellectual capacity of the Army, Jussel finds fault with the scientific and 

technological ‘legs’ of the pentomic organization. He writes that Taylor “failed to support 

fiscally the necessary developmental requirements. Scientific progress did not match expec-

tations; equipment was not sufficiently advanced to base an organization on the expectation 

of its arrival. As a final failure, the majority of the Army only found fault with the new organ-

ization and had little confidence in it.”
216

 Trauschweizer in fact also critiqued the operational 

capacity of the Pentomic Division which he deems to be an “operational failure” and a 

“largely impractical concept” due to, as mentioned before, a lack of specific operational con-

cepts - but interestingly in this regard also due to a lack of “materiel components needed to 

function [which] arrived too late.”
217

 In his study of the evolution of U.S. Army tactical doc-

trine from the 1940s to 1970s, Robert A. Doughty essentially also touches upon a similar 

critique. Though Doughty sees doctrine as his object of interest – and thus must be included 
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as a proponent for the military doctrine stream - he ultimately argues that the Army was not 

successful in adapting to the nuclear battlefield because it did not have (or field) the right 

equipment and weapons to support the doctrinal change, nor the intellectual capacity to fol-

low.
218

 For Doughty, the lesson when studying the Pentomic Army and doctrine is that it is 

dangerous to undertake too rapid changes in doctrine and organizations without possessing 

the requisite weapons and equipment. Collectively, studies on the Pentomic Division suggest 

that a lack of scientific progress and development of equipment needed to support the oper-

ational functioning of the Pentomic Division was actually instrumental in impeding its success 

(to add to the other factors which the authors find such as the Army majority not having 

confidence in the structure and a the lack of supporting tactical doctrine). Though this finding 

specifically concerns the organizational design of the Army, they fall in line with that of this 

thesis; that when looking at routinization of tactical nuclear weapons, one of the main inhib-

itors is to be found within a lack of development in supporting equipment and technologies 

– the technological environment - needed to realize the operational capacity of tactical nu-

clear weapons, including specifically the Honest John. The thesis also finds that the technol-

ogy was never mature, i.e. technologically advanced enough to fulfill the role envisioned in 

the, very general, tactical concepts for its use. As this study zooms in on the history of Honest 

John as a technological innovation; and thus keeps a focus on the entire history of the weap-

ons system and not simply the short-lived and only temporary organizational design it was 

embedded in, I find that the study will not only reiterate but further develop and accentuate 

this rather technical and military specific aspect of implementing tactical nuclear weapons in 

the U.S. Army.  

Broadly, the category that we may identify as the military doctrine stream deals 

specifically with U.S. Army history and doctrinal evolution. Studies naturally focus on factors 

influencing the development of new doctrine where major organizational changes, such as 

the Pentomic Division, and changes in weaponry, such as the advent of nuclear weapons, 

become relevant. John P. Rose (1980) specifically studies the development of  U.S. Army 

nuclear doctrine from 1945-1980 and finds that a) there has been a distinction between policy 

for the employment of nuclear weapons as determined by the President and the role given 

to nuclear weapons by the Army as expressed in doctrine. In short, there is a gap between 

the military and political conception of the value of tactical nuclear weapons. And b) that this 
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gap amounts to the conclusion that U.S. Army tactical doctrine has been “more responsive 

to political preferences held by national authorities than to the real nature of the potential 

threat and rigors of the nuclear battlefield.”
219

 What he criticizes is really the political attune-

ment of the senior Army leaders: They were eager to please and maintain mission and rele-

vance which overshadowed the purely, and very real, military aspects. John Midgley Jr. also 

accuse army policy and doctrine for the nuclear battlefield of being more in tune with political 

environment than actual military reality so to say. He is critical of the Army approach to 

nuclear battlefield to the degree that he questions the utility of battlefield nuclear weapons 

and determines that “the military utility of battlefield nuclear weapons has never been con-

vincingly established.”
220

 One of the primary reasons for this fault is, according to Midgley, 

that the Army was more concerned with building rationales for acquisition of new weapons 

and equipment, including battlefield nuclear weapons, rather than actually producing a “use-

able” (whatever he deems that to be) nuclear capability based on clear tactical requirements. 

He assesses it to be mostly a political project to ensure the Army control of nuclear weapons 

and a means to fulfil the desire to have the best available technology. In this light, the Army 

misuses ‘the nuclear battlefield’ as a rationale to justify procurement of advanced weapons 

and technology, while possessing minimal understanding of the nuclear battlefield.
221

 Midgley 

then also finds the cause to a failed ‘atomic army’ to be fixation on technology and policy.  

Collectively, research on the Army’s relationship with tactical nuclear weapons 

shows that it has been troubled and difficult, if not a direct failure. The Army has undertaken 

many flawed attempts to create a cohesive and robust nuclear role for the itself – however, 

these attempts do not amount to a success story on the general level. The difficulties are well 

covered in the literature, but few studies actually focus on the technology, but explore the 

broader issues of organization, politics, doctrine, etc. Collective is the agreement in critique 

of a certain U.S. Army obsession with technology that allegedly hinders everything from 

sound tactical thinking to development of proper organization, doctrine, and weapons. It 

should be noted, however, that this technological critique is not unique to research on the 

‘atomic army’. It falls in line with a long tradition of critiquing a contended American ten-

dency to be obsessive with technology and to place it as the cornerstone of military effective-

ness. With this, scholars also assess the American way of war as being one of emphasizing 
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technology over other resources such as doctrine and personnel.
222

 Besides representing a 

technological fixation, the literature also points toward the ‘atomic army’ as being attuned to 

the political environment at the time. The consequences of these arguments are that the 

‘atomic army’, the adoption of tactical nuclear weapons, and the development of doctrine 

and organization was ever more political than military – it was more in tune with the political 

reality than the military reality in which the weapons were supposed to function. This contrast 

is not specifically pronounced by scholars, but this thesis shows that it actually becomes a key 

feature in understanding the routinization of tactical nuclear weapons.  

 

Widening the scope of the literature: U.S. Army tactical nuclear weapons as a 

case of technological innovation 

The literature review served to place the analysis in context with the scholarly heritage the 

study builds upon, and it also reveals that the ‘atomic army’, and specifically the Pentomic 

Division, is actually well-covered as a case of innovation – though it is never pronounced or 

specifically analyzed as such. Without dwelling on why the absence of an innovation perspec-

tive exists, suffice it is to briefly put the insights from the literature into an innovation per-

spective and situate my perspective herein.  

When viewed from an innovation perspective, I conclude that research generally 

has explored the impetus for change (why the Army embarked on a nuclear mission), but 

not the implementation and routinization. If we put the research and its conclusions in a 

frame of innovation language and theory (as presented in Chapter 2), it is commonly agreed 

in the literature that ‘the atomic army’ was driven by 1) a change in national political leader-

ship and thus a change in military strategy (Eisenhower and New Look, later Kennedy and 

Flexible Response) (i.e. civil-military relations) ; 2) a fight for budgetary allocations and ser-

vice relevance in relation to the U.S. Air Force and U.S. Navy (i.e. inter-service competition); 

3) institutional sponsors or ‘innovation agents’, most notably in the form of President Eisen-

hower, and General Taylor, General McGarr, and General Ridgway (i.e. central elements 

from both the intra-service and civil-military relations schools).  
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This is in ‘accordance’ with theories on military innovation as presented in Chapter 

2, but it does not deal with implementation of tactical nuclear weapons, much less specifically 

Honest John. Until studies looking at ‘atomic army’ as broader transformation projects ap-

peared, much attention had been given to the Pentomic Division and the doctrinal evolution 

– which actually also tends to focus its attention on the Pentomic Division. The Pentomic 

Division is a highly interesting case of organizational change, but a sharp distinction should 

be made: The issue of tactical nuclear weapons does not equal the Pentomic Division. Nor 

does it equal doctrinal change. Both are important, admittedly, but constitute only one part 

of the story of tactical nuclear weapons implementation. Focusing on nuclear weapons as a 

technological innovation, and not the Pentomic organization exclusively, and looking at it as 

a process as proposed in Chapter 2, we learn that it is time to move our focus to the imple-

mentation and routinization. When taking the entire innovation process into account instead 

of studying the Pentomic organization as equal to the ‘atomic experience’ itself, we recognize 

that the Pentomic Division and the change of doctrine were only two means to implement 

tactical nuclear weapons, but never the entire story of innovation routinization.
223

  It then 

becomes less obvious, or more difficult, to simply judge the Pentomic – and hence Army 

possession of nuclear weapons for battlefield use - as a “failure” and “dead end”, as for in-

stance done by Thomas Mahnken in his survey of technology and the American way of war.
224

 

Seeing the case in an innovation perspective will not change the fundamental conclusion of 

the literature that the ‘atomic army’ experience was not an overall success. However, the 

analysis will, among other things, give more nuance to the arguments and conclusions about 

the Army’s so-called preoccupation with technology. Also, it allows me to take the cue from 

the literature that I ended the last paragraph with; namely that the underlying concern or 

argument that military issues of a secondary concern to either politics or the ambition to 

acquire new technology. Looking specifically at the routinization process, I may be able to 

explain, detail, substantiate and draw out this implicit argument about the lack of attention to 

the ‘military reality’ that proved to be a key feature in routinization. This is where my contri-

bution becomes interesting: The study of routinization as the central part in the innovation 

process shows that ‘military matters’ are a main driver of how and why the organization pri-

oritizes the technology; in this case military issues leads to ‘failed’ routinization. So where 
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political attentiveness may drive the innovation - as the literature has clearly demonstrated - 

the military issues become important, if not decisive, during routinization. This also means 

that the critique of the contended Army fixation on new technology becomes somewhat com-

ical: As researchers argue that fixation on new technology drove the transformation into a 

dead end, I ultimately argue that the Army needed more focus on the technology in question, 

exactly in order to understand the military issues that were inseparable from the military 

requirements and the operational role it was supposed to fulfill. 

Before we dig into the analysis, it is worthwhile to briefly recapture our expectations 

to the case, based on the existing innovation theory as presented in Chapter 2. The concep-

tual framework led us to expect routinization to be a function of the degree to which the 

organization (the U.S. Army as institution) prioritizes the technology and the degree to which 

user (in this case the Field Arm) supports the technology. In turn, we expect that these func-

tions are driven by a complex interplay of drivers which act as an ‘extraordinary’ pressure to 

the organization. These were civil-military relations, organizational competition, and the stra-

tegic environment, and we would then expect the routinization process ultimately to be a 

competition for power, driven by the diverse interests of actors involved – that routinization 

would constitute the ultimate power grab. As the literature demonstrated that the ‘atomic 

mission’ was a question of organizational life or death for the Army, we should also expect 

the same kind of urgency and importance to take force in the routinization of Honest John; 

exactly because the literature has shown that the Army’s entire raison d’être was embedded 

in these weapons in the 1950s. In short, much would be at stake, why we would also expect 

a constant push towards routinization and thus a smooth process. However, as mentioned, 

the analysis will – surprisingly – show that this is not the case. The analysis will show that 

routinization of the Honest John was influenced by organizational prioritization and user 

support which in the beginning was high, but then waned and disappeared. This, in turn, I 

argue was not driven by a complex interaction of interests and factors, but mainly by the 

category I conceptualize as ‘military issues’ – i.e. the kind of subject matters specifically tied 

to the military activity of waging war and employing the technology in field operations.  Hon-

est John remained a tolerable solution to issue of the nuclear battlefield until something per-

ceived as better was possible. The process was driven by what we may speak of as rather 

‘rational’ factors, rather than following the dramaturgy of traditional military innovation ac-

counts. 

In this way, the case presents itself with a wealth of new and interesting perspectives 

on military (technological) innovation. These broader perspectives on military innovation will 

be drawn out in the case conclusion (section 4.4.) and in more detail in the thesis’ conclusion 
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(Chapter 6). The next section, and the heart of this chapter, will present the actual case anal-

ysis.  

 

4.3 Case analysis: Routinizing Honest John, 1954-1973  

True to the historical and explorative mindset of this thesis, the case analysis is built in chron-

ological order. I identify that the routinization process evolved through three phases from 

the initial deployment in 1954 until it was ultimately discarded in 1973. Deployment of Hon-

est John within the U.S. Army began in late 1953, with Honest John reaching battalions in 

Europe 1954. This is where my story begins; with an Army faced with the challenge of inte-

grating this very new type of weapon, routinizing it in its practice.  

 

Phase 1: 1954-1960. Towards routinization: High prioritization while military 

issues emerge as part of the ‘future battlefield’  

 

“The most pressing problem [is] to assess the impact of atomic-bearing 

missiles and projectiles on the nature of the land battle, and then, to ef-

fect a proper adjustment of organization, techniques, equipment, and 

weapons”.
225

  

Thus wrote the Army Chief of Staff, General Maxwell D. Taylor, in 1956. The quote is 

illustrative of two conditions in the 1950s: That tactical nuclear weapons constituted the dom-

inating issue at the time, and that implementation required change within other areas in the 

Army.  

First, tactical nuclear weapons were the dominating issue in the 1950s Army. This 

opinion was widely shared by the officer corps, in this thesis illustrated by the writings in the 

U.S. Army Command and General Staff College’s (CGSC) official journal Military Review. 

Other Army journals such as Army Digest and different pamphlets show a similar tendency. 

These outlets, and Military Review in particular, demonstrate clearly that tactical nuclear 

weapons were indeed the dominating issue until the turn of the decade. During this first 

phase of the routinization process, from 1954-1960, the Army appears to be in agreement 

that tactical nuclear weapons are not only the most important strategic, operational and tacti-

cal issue, but further that these weapons are now accepted to be an integral and necessary 

 

 

225 Quoted in Converse III, Rearming for the Cold War 1945-1960, 1:594. 
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part of the modern battlefield – their justification as an integral Army weapon is not ques-

tioned.
226 

Nuclear weapons quickly became central to the Army’s mission of preventing war 

in Central Europe, and if war did break out, to prevent escalation from limited to general 

nuclear war.
227

 However, it is important to note that officers did not understand tactical nu-

clear weapons to replace ‘old’ functions of e.g. the artillery, but rather to be supplementary.
228

 

They were not seen as a “panacea or a one-shot solution,” but rather as a “realistic extension” 

of the Army’s capability in balanced employment with other elements of the Army inven-

tory.
229

 Expressed in economic terms, it is possible to trace a similar focus on tactical nuclear 

weapons. In 1956, one third of the Army’s Research and Development (R&D) budget (of 

$380.000.000) went to missiles. This was due to the widespread perception among Army 

leaders that “(r)apid technical progress in the missile and atomic fields…today furnish the 

basis for meeting the Army’s new requirements. The missile and the nuclear warhead give 

us the means to provide the firepower of the future.”
230

 (Note that the author, the Director of 

Special Weapons, Office of the Chief of Research and Development, counted Honest John 

as a missile). Historian Andrew Bacevich has criticized the large amount of institutional at-

tention and money given to the missile modernization program because it literally left no 

money for anything else.
231

 For fiscal year 1957, for instance, 43% of Army R&D funds went 

towards missiles and nuclear weapons. To compare, only 4,5% was devoted to new vehicles, 

4,3% to conventional artillery and 4% to aircraft.
232

 Bacevich highlights that in practice, this 

meant that the Army assumed that nuclear weapons would be used in any future war and that 

they would determine its outcome – even though the Army preserved a theoretical appreci-

ation for the broader spectrum of conflict. But in reality, modernization was equated with 

finding new ways to employ nuclear weapons. To the Congress, during appropriation hear-

ings on defense spending, the Army leadership also argued that missiles with nuclear war-

heads, including Honest John, enabled the Army to reach an “effectiveness potential that 
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brings these weapons within reasonably economical bounds in terms of not only money, but 

also in terms of manpower, facilities, and materials.”
233

 Honest John truly appeared as a “sil-

ver bullet” which came at the expense of conventional modernization in other areas. In com-

bination, all these things express an overall extremely high organizational prioritization of 

tactical nuclear weapons.  

Secondly, the quote by Taylor illustrates that implementation of these weapons 

would be a challenge that would require changes in “organization, techniques, equipment, 

and weapons.”
234

 The Army was well aware of the traditional notion of the relationship be-

tween technology, organization and doctrine, where changes in one area requires, or fosters, 

changes in the other two. The organizational part of the equation, however, became the 

Army’s primary integration means. In 1957, the regular Army completed its reorganization 

into the so-called Pentomic Division. The reorganization was to implement the conceptual 

and rhetorical change towards an emphasis on the nuclear battlefield, as illustrated above. 

The reactivation of the 101
st

 Airborne Division, which was the first to reconfigure into the 

pentomic structure in 1956, was heralded as the modern streamlined division, ready to fight 

the wars of the future with the family of tactical nuclear weapons as its “major punch of the 

artillery.”
235

 As tactical nuclear weapons had created a need for mobile, hard-hitting combat 

organizations specifically designed to fight and survive the nuclear battlefield,
236

 the Army 

moved from its original triangular organization with each division having three regiments, 

into an organization with five (“penta”) division commands, each with five battlegroups that 

replaced the battalions. The new divisions were thus smaller, more mobile, should be capa-

ble of independent operation and had organic nuclear fire support in the form of Honest 

John batteries.
237

 Army Chief of Staff General Lemnitzer (1957-1960) explained that the Pen-

tomic Division would increase the “flexibility and striking power” of the Army and was “de-

signed to meet what we visualize the needs of modern war to be.”
238

 I will not dwell further 

on the Pentomic Division, as it is not the explicit focus of the thesis. Important is simply to 

recognize that this major reorganization was essentially the primary means of, or attempt at, 
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routinization. Also, as mentioned in the literature review, this specific organizational structure 

is what has received most attention in studies on Army tactical nuclear weapons. However, 

we shall see that this focus of both research and of the Army efforts at implementation, was 

perhaps slightly misplaced, as the reorganization did not routinize Honest John. Why? Be-

cause the obstacles for routinization did not lie in organization. This we shall see in a mo-

ment.
 

Besides this reorganization, changes in training and education followed along with 

the deployment of Honest John. GCSC undertook revisions in its curriculum to include 

education on tactical nuclear warfare,
239

 while prospective Honest John crewmembers natu-

rally also received training specifically to this end (though the training program was mostly 

similar to the training which soldiers in the conventional artillery battalions received and only 

lasted 29 weeks, including 8 weeks of basic combat instruction required of all Army person-

nel).
240

 The changes would eventually spark a debate about the proper level and scope of 

education and training. For instance, after action reports of EXERCISE SAGEBRUSH of 

1955 concluded that many senior officers had not had the possibility to prepare themselves 

adequately for nuclear weapons employment.
241

 In the pages of Military Review, officers crit-

icized training for being too simplified,
242

 while others argued that tactical nuclear warfare and 

weapons employment should no longer be a specialized role, but a fundamental for all army 

officers.
243

 These two different opinions were difficult if not impossible to reconcile in prac-

tice, but while there was disagreement about the remedy, there was essentially agreement that 

current training and education was not sufficient to accommodate the needs.  

 As soon as the Army had deployed Honest John within units, it began R&D for a 

new and improved version of Honest John (as described in section 4.1). At face value, this 

could be interpreted as a sign of decreasing organizational prioritization, but in reality it was 

a confirmation of the existing prioritization of Honest John: It was, and is, common practice 

to further develop and improve existing weapons and designs while the originals are deployed 

in the hands of troops. The blueprint for the next generations is most often made early on 

and the Honest John was no exception to this practice. Further, the Army was not satisfied 
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with the range, accuracy and reliability of Honest John and it knew beforehand that Honest 

John was makeshift in nature, that it was not a fully reliable and perfected system and would 

thus soon need replacement. The further development of Honest John and the eventual 

deployment of Improved Honest John and Little John was a testimony to the Army’s con-

tinued prioritization of it.
244

  

 

Military issues surface as part of the “future battlefield”  

In sum, there are clear indications that routinization was on its way: Honest John enjoyed the 

highest organizational prioritization and attempts to integrate it into Army organization and 

practice were undertaken, notably through major organizational reform, supporting changes 

in training and education and further development of an improved version of the rocket. 

However, one important thing emerges clearly from the empirical material: The tactical nu-

clear battlefield was spoken of as a future battlefield. Though recognized as a “pressing prob-

lem” by General Taylor, the issue of tactical nuclear weapons was unmistakably tied to future 

operational problems. To illustrate, one officer wrote that ”the changing tactics of the battle-

field of tomorrow – due to the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons – require a reevalua-

tion and reexamination of the principles of war as they apply to future warfare.” 
245

 Words 

like “future army”, “future battlefield”, “battlefield of tomorrow”, and “future war” domi-

nated the writings on nuclear weapons of the mid to late 1950s.
246

 Officers relegated the issue 

to the future, which is ironic considering the fact that the soldiers already literally had Honest 

John in their hands and hence were expected to employ it if the situation required. The point, 

then, is that writings about nuclear weapons evidently showed that while there was widespread 

acceptance of these weapons within the Army, analyses of the “future” (which, to me, was 

not a problem for the future, but a present problem) nuclear operations revealed that there 

was essentially a long list of military issues thus tied to the employment and effective routini-

zation of these weapons. It should be stressed that while these issues were identified as con-

cerning the future, they were also assessed to be manageable. They could, and would, be 

solved in order for the Army to fulfill its role. In this way, there was still an aura of positivity 
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or confidence tied to the identification of these issues. The issues that surface are actually 

quite numerous. What is common for them is that they can be conceptualized under the 

term of being ‘military issues’, – i.e. the kind of subject matters specifically tied to the military 

activity of waging war and employing the technology in field operations, and as such they do 

not concern matters of politics, economy, etc. In the following analysis, I will devote consid-

erable attention to explaining and elaborating these issues now, as they will be referred to 

throughout the analysis in phase 2 and 3. The reason for this, as we shall see, is that the issues 

surface in this phase 1, but actually persist in phase 2 and 3. For the sake of clarity, I have 

themed all the issues into five categories: Intelligence, logistics, C3, conceptual and doctrinal 

unclarity, and the technological environment. I will begin with the more specific ones and 

transcend into the broader issues.  

 

Intelligence 

Intelligence, which is used to provide the commander with guidance and direction in his 

decision making, appears to be one of the first military functions that officers identified as 

becoming both more important and more difficult with the introduction of tactical nuclear 

weapons. In 1955, one officer assessed intelligence to be not only the most critical combat 

support activity, but also the least prepared to function satisfactorily in nuclear warfare.
247

 

Tactical nuclear weapons were seen to create many problems in the field of intelligence. First 

was that of the technological evolution: Improvements in weapons delivery systems now sur-

passed the Army’s ability to locate targets at a depth equal to the effective ranges of available 

missiles.
248

 Second was that the fundamental army intelligence practice was seen to be inade-

quate. Intelligence could not be delivered in time and in enough detail. On the nuclear bat-

tlefield, there was need for more detailed collection, analysis and evaluation, done in much 

less time.
249

 This, among other things, tied to the operational and tactical reality of the nuclear 

battlefield (as presented in paragraph 4.1): The battlefield was wide and deep, dominated by 

tactical concepts of dispersion and mobility, while preparing for fire took a relatively long 

time. Collectively, this made both the practice of locating enemy units, identifying targets and 

striking them with fire very difficult and to be executed within a small window of opportunity. 

Of most increased importance and difficulty within this was the task of target identification.
250
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Army units would identify targets suitable for nuclear strikes, and as these targets would often 

be highly mobile (such as enemy units assembling for an attack) and transitory, they would 

thus disappear before the division commander had time to receive acceptance of the request 

of authorization from corps or Army HQ.
251

 The problem essentially boiled down to the 

problem of “locating targets in sufficient time to permit the use of nuclear weapons upon 

them.”
252

 Tactical nuclear weapons thus added an extremely compressed time perspective, 

where intelligence units were required to be capable of providing surveillance of forward 

areas and of transmitting prompt and timely information on targets. When tactical nuclear 

weapons were introduced, the Army’s capability to fire atomic weapons greatly surpassed its 

target-identification capacity.
253

 While there was agreement that the intelligence function had 

grown more imperative and impaired, there was disagreement about the nature of the proper 

solution to overcome the issue. Discussions about whether the ‘nature’ of intelligence re-

mained the same or it had become (or was to become) drastically altered spanned the pages 

of Military Review. Some argued that the nuclear battlefield would require better educated 

intelligence officers who would be able to anticipate the needs of commanders and staff much 

better and more quickly in order to provide timely intelligence.
254

 Others pointed towards 

future technological solutions such as developments in infrared, radar and other types of 

surveillance devices.
255

 Doctrine was not very helpful in providing solutions; the Army’s cap-

stone manual FM 100-5 recognized the need for intelligence on the nuclear battlefield, and 

through the 1950s this need was only elaborated to recognize that “use of nuclear weapons 

require particular emphasis on certain aspects of intelligence production, notably collection, 

rapid processing, and prompt dissemination.”
256

 With no clear remedy in sight, one thing 

remained clear: The Army’s ”intelligence methods must also be critically examined for ef-

fectiveness on the modern battlefield. What sufficed in World War II and Korea may not 

produce adequate results on the nuclear battlefield.”
257
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Logistics 

The modern army anno 1955 constituted an ideal target for an enemy tactical nuclear strike: 

As a result of mechanization, combat formations were (and still are) tied to their vehicles and 

therefore also to an advanced logistical tail. Supply stocks and supply trains, ports, headquar-

ters etc. were indeed ideal targets and hence also a large vulnerability for the U.S. Army. The 

emphasis on dispersion and mobility on the nuclear battlefield exacerbated the problem of 

the logistical tail; supplying fast-moving small units without constituting a nuclear target in-

stantly became a headache to military planners. Of this reason, it was perceived that logistical 

activities “must undergo the most radical changes in many aspects.”
258

 The problem of sup-

plying mobile formations deep in enemy territory led to a range of imagined solutions, for 

instance delivering corn to units by missiles.
259

 Logistical requirements were made further 

difficult by dispersion. Dispersion had the natural effect that logistically, it would require 

duplication and therefore more and smaller supply installations, which would in turn require 

higher supply levels, improved transportation means, a reduction of required items needed 

for field operations, increased manpower, etc. In addition, the employment of nuclear weap-

ons would lead to an increase in the requirement for medical personnel and facilities, more 

ports and beaches to reduce impact of loss of these, and the development of increased means 

of transportation would increase the need for service personnel, just to name a few issues.
260

 

Adding to these problems, the stockpiling of tactical nuclear weapons alone came with in-

credible challenges: Dispersed forces could not be supplied by one single large stockpile far 

away from the frontline (which would also be too vulnerable to enemy strikes), but retaining 

several smaller stockpiles in turn required an increased amount of resources in the form of 

mainly manpower (service, maintenance, security, transportation, etc.) and supplies.
261

 En-

emy nuclear attacks in the rear areas of operations could seriously inhibit logistical support, 

so that the maintenance of large reserve forces and logistical supply points was no longer 

possible.
262

 Generally, rear area security,
263

 where administrative support functions such as 

logistics, personnel administration and civil affairs activities are conducted, was assessed to 
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have become more vulnerable to attack and vital problems were associated with rear area 

security and rear area damage control that had not been considered adequately by command-

ers or doctrine.
264

  

The introduction of the Pentomic Division, which was based on smaller, self-con-

tained units, was supposed to address this logistical challenge.
265

 However, the reorganization 

did not solve this fundamental problem of fighting with tactical nuclear weapons, perhaps 

even the contrary. As Jussel has demonstrated, logistics was essentially the division command-

ers’ primary problem in the Pentomic Division:  

“the pentomic division’s support command could not have sustained the 

division in active operations. The supply and transport battalion had in-

sufficient transportation to carry the basic loads of ammunition, food, 

and water over the long distances and sustained combat envisioned for 

the division.”
266

  

In short, the logistical challenges that came with the deployment of tactical nuclear weapons 

were heavy and were not solved by reorganization. As Army Chief of Staff during the form-

ative years of the ‘atomic army’, General Ridgway acknowledged that a complete transfor-

mation of the logistical system as known from the massed, slow-moving armies of World 

War II would be required.
267

 Ridgway emphasized that superior firepower was futile if the 

units could not be fed, supplied and transported quickly, but that the existing logistical system 

was too vulnerable to attack. He envisioned that aircraft would provide “the means for troop 

transport, resupply, evacuation, and communications.” The only problem was that the Army 

did not possess airplanes to provide this capability. In his memoirs, Ridgway blasted the ci-

vilian decision makers, including the Secretary of Defense, for having a “woeful lack of com-

prehension of the role of the foot soldier,”
268

 which manifested itself in the fact that they – 

according to Ridgway - refused to provide the funds, personnel and materiel needed for the 

Army to function properly in the nuclear age. The issue of logistics was an embodiment of 

Ridgway’s sentiment.  

As is clear, the operational and tactical premises for the deployment of Honest 

John produced the need for an entirely different logistical system which the Army did not 
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have the resources or perhaps ability or vision to resolve. The introduction of the Pentomic 

Division did not solve the logistical issue, but only highlighted or confirmed it, as it accentu-

ated the need to supply small forward units which were self-sufficient only in theory.  Thus, 

logistics was quickly identified as a major challenge to the effective deployment of tactical 

nuclear weapons and remained a recurring issue in debates throughout the period.  

 

Command, control and communications (C3) 

Command and control is defined as “the exercise of authority and direction by (…) a com-

mander over assigned and attached forces in the accomplishment of the mission.”
269

 It was 

not long before officers began to discover that the integration of tactical nuclear weapons 

fostered  difficult issues within this essential military function. First and perhaps most obvious 

was the fact that dispersed operations physically impeded the act of maintaining command 

and staff supervision through personal visit and inspection.
270

 Further, the coordination of 

fire support with maneuver was regarded as being relatively simple before the advent of nu-

clear weapons. But this activity was now assessed to be complex because “the commander 

must consider the multitudinous effects available from supporting weapons and coordinate 

these effects under the influence of rapidly changing conditions.”
271

 This connected to the 

issue of timely and accurate intelligence as described above in order for the commander to 

prepare the proper course of action, but also to the fact that the coordination measures 

(which were highly technical and elaborate “control measures” to evaluate and coordinate 

fire and maneuver) had now grown to be “antiquated” and actually “restricting the initiative 

of the commanders and limiting the maneuver of their commands.”
 272

 Because they re-

mained of a linear nature, these control measures did not function on the fluid, dispersed 

nuclear battlefield dominated by the need for rapid action. This hinted at the notion that the 

nature of the nuclear battlefield was different from the conventional one which in turn re-

quired different means of and ways to exercise command and control. In addition to these 

rather technical issues, there was a growing realization in the mid-1950s that obtaining the 

authority to employ tactical nuclear weapons would be time-consuming and difficult for the 
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field commander.
273

 War games had demonstrated that “delays” could run into “a number 

of days” in limited war scenarios, which naturally led to a loss of the target but also, for in-

stance, permitted aggressor troops to reach densely populated, i.e. civilian, areas, where tac-

tical nuclear strikes were precluded.
274

 The conditions of authorization to use tactical nuclear 

weapons unfortunately appears unclear. Whether the division commander had pre-delegated 

authority to employ Honest John when it was considered to be military effective or whether 

the decision to use lay with the U.S. President, is difficult to decipher.
275

 Integration of field 

forces into the NATO structure muddied the picture even more. Timely processing and 

approval of authorization was recognized as a problem in the NATO command staff in 

SHAPE: The division commander would have to ask SACEUR permission, through the 

chain of command, to use nuclear weapons, and this was a long and potentially difficult pro-

cess. Studying the U.S. Army in Europe, Trauschweizer found that there is “no evidence that 

any arrangements for predelegation of authority to use atomic weapons had been made 

within ACE (Allied Command Europe).”
276

 This would effectively then leave authorization 

with the President. A complete account of the authorization issue would require a separate 

study, but the important point for this study is to recognize that (unresolved) issues related to 

commanders’ authorization to actually use Honest John appeared with its deployment in 

Europe.  

Communications (technology) is a means for exercising command and control. 

Early on, this area too was identified as an “issue to be solved” when employing nuclear 

weapons, as communications was required to transmit intelligence, commands, and to coor-

dinate operation.
277

 Again, the issue connected to the nuclear battlefield that was imagined to 

be wide and deep and thus a place where dispersed and mobile operations required effective 

communication at all levels in the field army.
278

 For instance, command posts were necessarily 

to be mobile and move every or every other day, and this demanded that signal equipment 

was able to be moved just as quickly as the command post it supported. Radio communica-

tion should be continuous, even during displacement. This, in turn, required that power units 

fed from central fuel tanks should be able to follow. Antennas for this elaborate set-up should 
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be designed to be put up in a matter of minutes, and all equipment should be ready to use 

instantly, including e.g. local wire lines in the command post. Radio should completely re-

place wire lines between echelons, which in turn required a grid system with improved ca-

pacity and reliability and where transmissions could be automatically coded without delay. 

This short enumeration illustrates that while officers recognized that there was a clear re-

quirement for mobile, fast, reliable and uninterrupted communications to control, direct and 

fight tactical nuclear operations on the nuclear battlefield, it was a highly intricate problem 

that required future technological solutions.
279

 This is amplified by the fact that – as seen 

previously - the implementation of the Pentomic Division did not neutralize this require-

ment, perhaps quite the contrary: Communications gained greater importance for command 

and control within this organizational structure.
280

  

 

Conceptual confusion and doctrinal deficiency  

The U.S. Army’s view on tactical nuclear weapons quickly appeared to be dual – or unre-

solved - throughout this period. The military rationale as referred to above and as detailed in 

paragraph 4.1, appears rather straightforward. But in fact it rests on a problematic conceptual 

notion: On the one hand, doctrinal publications regarded tactical nuclear weapons as merely 

another piece of artillery that required no separate attention or doctrine and that should be 

integrated with other weapons. For instance, on fire support in offensive operations, FM 100-

5 (1954, 1956) stated that “[t]he integration of atomic weapons into tactical operations does 

not change tactical doctrine for the employment of firepower”
281

 while FM 6-21 Division 

Artillery, Infantry Division (1957) simply dealt with the nuclear issue by stating that "[t]he 

material presented herein is applicable without modification to both atomic and nonatomic 

warfare,”
282

 and that the “”the mission of field artillery will be quite similar regardless of 

whether an atomic or nonatomic war is fought.”
283

  Thus, existing Army doctrine and opera-

tional praxis would not require changes due to the advent of tactical nuclear weapons. At the 

same time, other official and semi-official statements and publications regarded tactical 

atomic weapons as something very different from, if not disruptive to, normal artillery and 

army operations. This was for instance expressed by Secretary of the Army, Brucker in 1956: 
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“Because of the introduction of nuclear weapons, there can be no battlelines in the future as 

we have known them in the past.”
284

 Further, the first semi-official publication and attempt to 

think on the tactical implications of nuclear weapons, Atomic Weapons in Land Combat 

(1953), clearly stated that “atomic weapons for tactical roles will profoundly influence meth-

ods, organizations, and tactical doctrine.”
285

 Ingo Trauschweizer has noted that tactical nu-

clear weapons were regarded as a more powerful form of artillery rather than as a basis for a 

different kind of tactics, operations and strategy.
286

 However, I would argue that the quotes 

above are indicative of a persisting conceptual dilemma upon which the entire routinization 

effort of the U.S. Army rested. It is thus not difficult to understand that Army officers strug-

gled with the lack of a coherent doctrine for tactical nuclear warfare.
287

 Officers soon took 

notice of and criticized this conceptual confusion,
288

 complaining that the developments in 

doctrine and tactical concepts for nuclear warfare had been close to non-existing and re-

mained in general and cryptic terms like “fluid defense system” which, according to officers, 

was insufficient: ”Surely, the modifications required in our tactical concepts go deeper than 

this.”
289

 Officers called for an evolutionary process to integrate these new capabilities into 

practice and doctrine.
290

 Clearly, the U.S. Army’s tactical doctrine - and intellectual environ-

ment I may add - was not prepared to assimilate “technology’s startling gifts” when Honest 

John was deployed, as expressed by a contemporary RAND study.
291

 

  In hindsight, it is not difficult to understand that doctrinal or conceptual confusion 

of the nuclear battlefield existed at the time; to appreciate fully in advance the implications 

of tactical nuclear weapons was an impossible challenge. As General Ridgway had made clear, 

when pondering about his time as Army Chief of Staff, the Army possessed nothing but 

theoretical knowledge about the effect of an nuclear missile (i.e. rocket] on an Army in the 

widely dispersed field.
292

 What form and shape a nuclear army should have, had to be devel-
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oped from scratch. Discussions inside the GCSC of the institution’s development of curric-

ulum and instruction on tactical nuclear land battle clearly indicate that they were fumbling 

in the dark.
293

 In reply to a report on this matter, college Commandant Major General Da-

vidson charged that the words of mobility, dispersion and flexibility - which were widely used 

in instruction - had already become clichés. In order to uncover the probable true require-

ments for each of these characteristics, Davidson wanted studies of the historical influence 

of increased mobility and weapons effectiveness (i.e. fire power) on ground combat, particu-

larly with a focus on the increased requirement for “dispersion to reduce vulnerability”, 

“communication to control dispersed forces,” and “independence from close logistical sup-

port.”
294

 This demand illustrates that some of the potential tactical and operational pitfalls 

were not difficult for the military professional to decipher, but as there was no practical ex-

perience to draw upon, knowledge remained theoretical and based on best available meth-

odology. General Ridgway had ordered a nuclear study review that began in 1953, which 

means it was both still in development during the time of his writing (1956) and at the time 

Honest John was deployed. Hence, the Army did not possess a complete conceptual under-

standing of nuclear weapons for battlefield use at the time it actually had to integrate the 

weapons into its arsenal and practice and potentially actually employ it in operations. Re-

search indicates that at least one institution within  the Army was aware of this issue. GCSC 

specifically sought after officers’ “creative thought” to develop doctrine and curriculum at the 

college, and they were assessed to be “urgently needed.”
295

 Naturally, this does not make the 

issue any less grave. As the Army traditionally recognized doctrine as an important integration 

medium, the lack of conceptual clarity, doctrine and tactical concepts can be assessed to 

being equal to setting itself up for failure.  

 

The technological environment 

As early as 1955 there is evidence that officers regarded Honest John and tactical nuclear 

weapons as part of a larger network of intertwined technologies of the future battlefield. To 

one particular officer, Cushman, the network would consist of four technological parts: ar-

mor, convertiplane, nuclear weapons and advanced electronics (for communications and 
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navigation).
296

 This network of weapons systems did, however, not exist at the time, which in 

effect left a capability gap. On the more conceptual level, what Cushman essentially described 

was the acknowledgement that Honest John was only one part of a technological environment 

– a technological environment whose existence was necessary in order for the tactical nuclear 

weapons to be able to fulfill its military role and battlefield mission. As we shall see, this 

would be an important recurring problem. Within this category that I term ‘the technological 

environment’, the two recurring keywords are firepower and maneuver (i.e. mobility). This, 

once again, connected to the notion of what the tactical nuclear battlefield looked like, al-

ready mentioned several times. Planning for both conventional and nuclear war in Europe, 

the Army acknowledged the importance of lethality of firepower while it assumed that only 

fast mobile formations could operate effectively.
297

 Thus, firepower and mobility remain our 

key-words. Including this category of ‘technological environment’ is risky because it has the 

pitfall of broadening the scope of the study to be boundless; in theory, all military technolo-

gies enter into a ‘technological environment’ where they are mutually interdependent in or-

der to function, but the empirical evidence suggests that particularly important for the inte-

gration of Honest John was technologies tied to these two keywords. This category then fo-

cuses on technologies need to support the field deployment of Honest John, and includes 

sub-categories of mobility (land and air) and armored vehicles and firepower. The main ar-

gument of this paragraph is then that these technologies were not developed or matured in 

this phase and that constituted a problem to be solved in order to become effective on the 

future battlefield.  

 

Mobility: Land and air 

To achieve fast mobile formations was not only a question of  reorganization, but also of 

actually providing the material means for it. Officers identified that the dispersed and rapid 

battlefield as envisioned fostered the need for tactical mobility in all branches to ensure the 

freedom of maneuver to produce superior combat power.
298

 Therefore, there was need for 

improved vehicles to achieve the necessary degree of mobility which the nuclear battlefield 

was envisioned to require.  Military mobility has always been important, but it was noted to 

increase in importance on the nuclear battlefield.
299

 This, again, tied to the nature of the 
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nuclear battlefield as presented in paragraph 4.1. The problem, however, was that the Army 

did not currently possess such mobility. As expressed by one officer, the Army should  

“face the cold hard fact that the bulk of our forces still have the mobility 

of the foot soldier. This rules out – for today – the truly fluid type defense 

with all forces constantly moving and never presenting an atomic target, 

which many believe so essential to survival in an atomic arena.”
300

  

The problem was quite simply that the Army possessed outdated equipment from World 

War II. This fact led another officer to conclude that presently, “the speed with which com-

bat forces can move on the ground remains substantially the same as in World War II”.
301

 

This naturally did not live up to the tactical prescriptions of the modern nuclear battlefield. 

The problem was further exacerbated by the mobility of Honest John itself: Though scholars 

today - and officers as well as the Army at the time - highlighted the mobility of Honest John 

as an asset,
302

 I argue that this should only be seen in comparison to what existed at the time, 

namely the 280mm M65 nuclear cannon artillery, called Atomic Annie. Atomic Annie was 

developed simultaneously with Honest John and deployed a year later - and it was quite 

simply massive. It weighted 83,3 tons (compared to Honest John’s 2,6 tons) and was 25,6 m 

long (compared to Honest John’s 8,3 m).
303

 Viewed in this light, the Atomic Annie was by all 

means not considered ‘mobile’ even though it could be moved around on the battlefield and 

thus by definition possessed ‘mobility.’
304

 Compared to Atomic Annie, Honest John was in-

deed mobile and could be used in terrain where it was impossible to move the cannon,
305

 and 

it could be fired from forward position and moved out quickly (this was of essence as Honest 

John, compared to longer range weapons placed in the rear units, were prone to detection 

by enemy units).
306

 Further, both the rocket and launcher of Honest John could be loaded 

into a cargo aircraft which theoretically provided the strategic mobility to use it anywhere in 

the world.
307

 However, Mary Cagle has noted that Honest John only had a “degree of air 
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transportability,”
308

 which I take to refer to the fact that the tactical mobility was actually re-

strained, because it could not be lifted by helicopters due to its launch weight of over 3 tons. 

Honest John was simply too heavy to airlift via helicopter at the time.
309

 The Army would 

later (from 1958-mid-1960s) receive heavy lift helicopters such as the H-37 Mojave (“Tired 

Dude”) which could fulfill this need.
310

  

 

CH-37 Mojave ("Tired Dude") air lifting a Honest John rocket by sling. Source: theworldwars.net 

Even later, the Little John, as we shall see in phase 3, partly solved this issue. As Little John 

had a smaller rocket and was launched from a small trailer, it was light enough to be airlifted 

from a smaller helicopter, e.g. the medium transport H-34 Choctaw, which was already within 

the Army inventory. Thus, Honest John was mobile in itself, highly mobile compared to 

nuclear artillery cannon, but its tactical mobility in the battlefield area was actually challenged.  

Advances in battlefield mobility had progressed slowly and lagged behind the de-

velopments in firepower.
311

 It was essential that for instance the artillery possessed the same 

or better mobility than the supported forces, e.g. armored division or infantry division. The 
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solution was clearly seen to be a technological one, where “considerable progress in future 

weapons development” was assessed to be required.
 312

 General Taylor also recognized that 

the Army required two fundamental capabilities on the nuclear battlefield: firepower and 

mobility. But in order to achieve mobility, the Army needed “improvements in all forms of 

transportation.”
313

 Such improvements would only later occur, e.g. in the form of a new ar-

mored personnel carrier, M113, introduced in the 1960s. In essence, the use and employ-

ment of Honest John required mobility in all branches, which in turn required materiel de-

signed to enhance the mobility and flexibility of units. Otherwise Honest John would basically 

be left unusable considering the requirements of the nuclear battlefield. In the search for 

solutions to this issue, officers looked to the sky. 

Air mobility quickly became a hot topic as officers scrutinized the mobility issue.
314

 

They believed that the necessary mobility would “come from the improvements in all forms 

of transportation, but particularly in the field of air transport.”
315

 Airmobile operations were 

increasingly seen as a major step towards achieving the mobility differential that allowed 

forces to mass, disperse, and shift  before the enemy could react. Air was simply assessed to 

offer “great potentialities for increased army mobility.”
316

 Addressing the mobility gap in a 

testimony to Congress, General Taylor explained that the Army looked to “organic aviation 

belonging to the Army for this battlefield mobility. That is to move men, equipment, and 

supplies between the various sections of this broad and deep battlefield.”
317

 The keyword was 

organic, as the Army insisted to develop its own capability rather than relying on the means 

of and support from the United States Air Force. The Air Force could not meet the Army’s 

requirement for tactical airlift as most aircrafts were designed for strategic airlift and thus not 

useful for tactical situations; furthermore the number of tactical transport aircraft was both 

insufficient and decreasing.
318

 This then implied a requirement for actually developing suita-

ble aerial vehicles for the Army task and purpose only, as such aircrafts were non-existing in 

the Army inventory. Also, the Army could not simply use existing Air Force aircraft to fit 

Army purposes as these aircraft “are not now and will not be available within the foreseeable 
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future,” and even the relatively narrow range of Army transport aviation requirements could 

not be met with one single type of aircraft.
319

 Another officer, who wholeheartedly argued for 

air mobility as a vital part of the solution to the tactical mobility problem, saw that air transport 

aviation was only in its developmental stage – it did not exist in sufficient quality nor quan-

tity.
320

 A thorough review of the Army’s aircraft inventory of 1960  (which counted 2.123 

aircraft in total), showed that the main part of these aircraft could not lift, but only carry out 

reconnaissance. The deficiencies of the inventory were further accounted as such: Only 50% 

of the aircraft capable of lifting were suitable for airlifting of nuclear weapons or component 

parts within the field army area. Further, a range of deficiencies made their usefulness in this 

regard limited anyhow – deficiencies which could in some cases be solved by improvements 

to existing materiel, and which in other cases required totally new materiel. Among those 

problems were: the need for eliminating the requirement for prepared airfields; a need for 

better aircraft instruments and navigational aids within the field army to provide an all-

weather capability for weapons delivery; a need for helicopters with greater lift capability that 

could pick up and deliver the heaviest assembled nuclear warhead or missile anywhere in the 

field army area; as well as a need for  greater protection for crews and aircraft due to the 

irreplaceable value of the cargo, just to name a few. ‘Technical’ improvements such as in-

creased speed, range, and altitude, decreased noise, and less susceptibility of rotor blade were 

further required to improve tactical air operations, and a greater economy of operation would 

be required due to increased use.
321

 Other issues remained tied to the need for helicopters 

in general: Due to the lack of armament and firepower the helicopter was generally vulnera-

ble: It was in low availability under present systems due to lack of spare parts in the field, and 

it had high fuel consumption and high production cost.
322

 Consequently, opponents to the 

helicopter solution existed. Other solutions were then found to be in development, but these 

were rather experimental. Officers identified the need for developing an aerial vehicle de-

signed for speeds and altitudes of operations compatible with Army requirements and with 

appropriate armament for the future battlefield.
323

 Among these more creative solutions were 

convertiplanes and tiltrotor aircraft; a combination of a helicopter and airplane with vertical 

takeoff and landing (VTOL) and/or short takeoff and landing (STOL) capabilities. To this 

end, the Army and Air Force for instance entered into a joint research program in the 1950s 
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and – together with the company Bell Helicopter - developed the Bell XV-3 convertiplane. 

It remained an experimental aircraft, but it was further developed into the experimental Bell 

XV-15 in the 1970s. However, the tiltrotor military aircraft would only become reality with 

the V-22 Osprey, which took its first flight in 1989 and was deployed in 2007. Others imag-

ined individual lift devices from aerial jeeps and larger rather unspecified aerial vehicles.
324

 

This illustrates that the technology which the Army imagined it needed in the 1950s was 

nowhere near of being mature.  

In his memoirs, General Matthew Ridgway highlighted one thing he felt he was 

misunderstood in his legacy as Chief of Staff of the Army (1953-1955) and his effort to make 

the transition into the nuclear battlefield, namely his view on air power. At the time, he called 

for “greater and more varied” development of Army air power to provide the tactical and 

strategic mobility required for the nuclear age. He argued for the development of organic 

army capability in this regard; an “air armada” of “aerial trucks and jeeps” and “flying gun 

platforms.”
325

 Ridgway clearly blamed the civilian leadership for not understanding this need 

and thus not providing the funds to meet the demand – which is why he felt it was unjust to 

blame him for a lack of prioritization of the development of army air capability. In the end, 

the issue of mobility to provide for the Army’s effective employment of Honest John would 

be passed on to his successor General Taylor; and, in turn, his successor, General Lemnitzer. 

There was a clear division between the common perception of the need, importance and 

vitality of air mobility to solve the larger mobility issue and the actual technological maturity 

of the materiel - not to speak of the lack of operational experience and operational concepts 

for employing airborne nuclear troops and fire. 

 

Armored vehicles and conventional artillery fire  

The other part of the equation for the effective employment and integration of tactical nu-

clear weapons as part of Army practice is to be found in the more hard-hitting end, namely 

conventional artillery fires and armored vehicles. As expressed by one officer in 1954, the 

modern Army should be “highly mobile, fast-striking, hard-hitting.”
326

 Field forces required 

protection from the effects of enemy nuclear weapons while being able to deliver devastating 

blows to the enemy.
327

 Though the Army was, at least publicly, convinced of having found its 
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“silver bullet” in the tactical nuclear weapons, conventional artillery fires did not become 

irrelevant: They were still seen to constitute an essential part of the dual-capable force. In a 

nuclear war, there was still a requirement for massed non-nuclear fires to be delivered on 

close-in targets which by size, type, or composition were not appropriate for nuclear attack. 

In the mid-1950s, however, the artillery was eventually outdated, relatively heavy, immobile 

and inaccurate. For instance, the 105 mm M101 and 203 mm M115 towed howitzers dated 

back to respectively 1941 and 1939, while the – also world war era - 240 mm M1 tractor-

pulled howitzer had a weight of ca. 30 tons and was thus immensely heavy and difficult to 

move around on the battlefield. As enemy tactical nuclear weapons made concentration of 

forces dangerous, the artillery demanded highly increased mobility. Hence, a need grew to 

design self-propelled artillery which could also be transported via helicopter and could pro-

vide some degree of protection for troops against radiation. One of the primary inhibitors 

was that due to a high prioritization of R&D in missiles, the development and improvement 

of conventional technologies had been deprioritized – both prior to and after the deployment 

of Honest John. Paul Jussel has provided a detailed account of the development of the divi-

sion artillery in the 1950s and has shown that the Army needed improved division artillery 

firepower because there were actually few rockets available in the divisional artillery battalion 

to apply against large enemy formations.
328

 This means that even though Honest John pro-

vided the division and company commanders with a “powerful punch” and the ability to 

influence the battlefield in new ways, a new and thus far undeveloped artillery piece that was 

lightweight, self-propelled, dual-capable, and able to replace the medium howitzer, was nec-

essary.   

The professional debates at the time also renewed the question of the utility of 

armor in the nuclear age. This was not only related to the broader discussion of the changing 

nature of war and the means by which to fight it, but also a rather technical and tactical ques-

tion of actually being able to employ and exploit the gains presented by tactical nuclear fires.  

One officer expressed the need for a light(er) tank in order to force the enemy to concentrate 

his forces and thus form a good target for nuclear or conventional fires.
329

 Another officer 

explained the virtues of the armored vehicles as follows: Effective operations in the face of 

tactical nuclear weapons clearly favor armored forces. For one thing, the vehicles of the ar-

mored forces with their armament and communication equipment provide the necessary 

basis for mobile ground tactics and effective controlled dispersion. At the same time, they 
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assure a relatively high ratio of weapon power to manpower. Moreover, the same vehicles 

would offer the possibility of effective movement in relative proximity to nuclear explosions 

by virtue of their inherent protection against blast and radioactivity. In consequence, armored 

forces emerged as “potentially most useful under conditions of tactical nuclear warfare.”
330

 

Official Army doctrine agreed with this assessment as it simply described armor to be “par-

ticularly suited to exploit rapidly the effects of atomic weapons, for example, the immediate 

penetration through enemy defense disrupted by atomic attacks.”
331

 But there was a caveat to 

this ideal. As the same officer disenchantedly noticed, this was an illusion until the armored 

vehicles (as well as the tactics and organization of the armored forces) would be further de-

veloped: “their [the tanks’] development barely has touched the range of possibilities.”
332

 Ex-

isting tanks, the M41 light tank and M48 medium tank, were slow and heavy,
333

 despite not 

being classified as ‘heavy tanks’ and despite continuing product improvements. Greater ve-

hicle efficiency, e.g. improved fuel consumption, increased operational endurance and a re-

duction of the logistical dependency were seen as necessary improvements.
334

 This could not 

be solved through minor improvements to existing designs, so new and improved tanks were 

considered necessary. Armored firepower also remained an important component for both 

conventional and nuclear warfare in the 1950s. The tank was required to be able to avoid 

enemy fires while quickly massing and delivering heavy blows to destroy the enemy whenever 

needed. (Whether or not the tank itself should be able to fire nuclear munitions was another 

separate professional discussion in the armor branch).
335

 Further, armored transport vehicles 

needed to be specifically designed to survive on the nuclear battlefield. Acting in collabora-

tion with tanks, armored infantry vehicles were needed to move infantry men around the 

battlefield to exploit nuclear strikes or reposition against enemy attacks.
336

 However, existing 

armored personnel carriers (APCs), M75 and M59, did not provide the mobility needed, 

nor were they able to protect their crews against radiation, and particularly the M59 had 

reduced armor protection and an unreliable power system.
337

 In sum, the armored mobility 
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and firepower needed to effectively employ Honest John and exploit the gains delivered by 

these fires were non-existing in the mid-late 1950s.  

 

The technological environment: Summary  

In 1955, the Army conducted a series of exercises, FOLLOW ME, BLUE BOLT, and 

SAGEBRUSH to test organizational concepts for nuclear warfare and train units in nuclear 

attacks.  The exercises demonstrated that while the concepts held some promise, they “re-

quired [a] great deal of new equipment, especially radios and personnel carriers, before the 

Army could implement a complete reorganization.”
338

 Even more internal Army evaluations 

and war gaming sessions of the experimental forerunner of the Pentomic Division, Pentana 

division, also pointed towards supporting equipment as being a source of concern and chal-

lenge for the effective employment of nuclear forces. In 1956, The Continental Army Com-

mand concluded that “in some cases, the ability of the unit to function is dependent upon 

equipment not yet developed.”
339

 Even though the evaluations tested the organizational con-

cepts, their findings connect directly to the weapons the concepts were based upon; tactical 

nuclear weapons, Honest John and the dual capable force. Items that were considered nec-

essary for the design by the Continental Army Command, and thus the actual employment 

of battlefield nuclear weapons, were such as improved artillery, communication, anti-tank 

guided missiles, armored personnel carriers, reliable communications equipment, target ac-

quisition sensor and mechanized engineer equipment.
340

 

Thus, the professional environment began to analyze the operational aspects of 

deployment of tactical nuclear weapons and Honest John, but the Army as an institution also 

slowly became aware of the fact that it needed materiel designed to enhance the mobility, 

firepower and communications of and between units to fundamentally deploy nuclear fire-

power and, more importantly, to exploit the gains created by their use. The technological 

environment in which it was supposed to be deployed was problematic for the effective em-

ployment of tactical nuclear weapons. It should be added here that towards the end of the 

1950s, a broader modernization agenda was initiated from the Secretary of Defense McElroy, 

which centered on a technological component. This was not only connected to the issue of 

tactical nuclear weapons, but to the far-reaching problem of outdated Army equipment: 10% 

of the equipment dated back to before World War II, 60% dated back to World War II and 
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the Korean War, and army materiel was generally seen as being “incapable of meeting the 

stepped-up requirements of today's or tomorrow’s possible war,” in the words of the Tay-

lor.
341

 Collectively, it became increasingly evident that the technological environment of the 

Honest John, such as armored personnel carriers, better tanks, helicopters and communica-

tions system, was insufficient to support the effective deployment of Honest John into field 

operations.  

 

Summing up: Military issues surface   

To sum up, the analysis revealed that military issues - i.e. the kind of subject matters specifi-

cally tied to the military activity of waging war and employing the technology in field opera-

tions - surfaced as areas of concern during the initial deployment, and thus the beginning of 

the routinization, of Honest John. The analysis specifically identified intelligence, logistics, 

command, control and communications (C3), conceptual confusion and doctrinal deficiency 

as well as the technological environment as the major areas of concern for hindering effective 

deployment of army battlefield nuclear weapons and thus effective integration of Honest 

John into Army practice. Smaller and related issues such as predicting fallout,
342

 medical as-

sistance, troop safety,
343

 the vulnerability of field headquarters,
344

 and the impact on G1 (Per-

sonnel) functions in all echelons,
345

 were also identified as areas of concern, but the categories 

identified above were the most voiced and visible – and to judge by that, the most grave. The 

next paragraph will synthesize this finding into a broader assessment of this first phase in the 

routinization process of Honest John.  

 

Summary of Phase 1: Promising routinization while problems surface  

As the Army had regained political relevance with the development and deployment of Hon-

est John, now came the challenge of actually making it part of Army practice. The primary 

integration means centered on development of new organization and improved tactical nu-
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clear weapons, generally neglecting those of doctrine and conventional technological mod-

ernization. Trauschweizer has demonstrated that army planners “returned” to scrutinize op-

erational considerations of the Pentomic Division in the late 1950s after doubts about the 

merits of the organizational concept began to arise. But setting the Honest John as the center 

of our focus, and not the organizational concepts nor the bureaucratic politics which have 

attracted the attention of scholars, we can also clearly demonstrate the same move to scruti-

nize the operational considerations showed in the area of tactical nuclear weapons employ-

ment; senior officers began to analyze the military aspects of employing tactical nuclear weap-

ons, not only with a focus on the organizational structure. This clue has, however, not been 

framed in the literature – focus has been on doctrine and organization; the traditional means 

of integration. This scrutiny clearly led to the unveiling of a range of conceptual, operational, 

tactical and technological issues – collectively termed military issues – associated with the use 

of tactical nuclear weapons. What they have in common is that they were of a highly ‘practi-

cal’, or ‘rational’, military technical nature. In what the Army itself recognized to be “an ex-

tremely rapid transition to atomics,”
346

 the tactical and doctrinal concepts for “new kinds of 

war” had not been fully developed. It now became clear that these new weapons came with 

military issues not necessarily anticipated, or at least not detailed, in advance of the introduc-

tion of Honest John. However, the pages of Military Review express a collective process of 

identifying problems associated with making these new weapons part of the operational real-

ity. While we must assess the identified military issues as actually preventing the effective 

employment of Honest John operations against a nuclear equipped enemy, the general feel-

ing at the time was unmistakably that these issues could be solved before the ‘future battle-

field’ became today’s battlefield. While the Honest John was assessed to  be the “backbone 

of our ground force tactical atomic weapons,”
347

 appropriation debates and statements from 

Army leaders towards the end of the decade indicate that the Army and political leadership 

were on a constant search for higher-yield warheads and improved delivery means to gain 

enhanced accuracy.
348

 Major General John B. Medaris (Commanding General of the U.S. 

Army Ordnance Missile Command), spoke of the Army’s continuing objectives as 
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“achiev[ing] simplicity, ruggedness, pinpoint accuracy, and reliability.”
349

 While the Army 

leaders recognized the technological advances reached with Honest John, they were not sat-

isfied: “Increased ranges for our smaller missiles, higher accuracy, more reliability and lighter 

weight are some of the major improvements which are being sought in the weapons which 

will follow.”
350

 This imperative made the Army continue development of improved versions 

of Honest John. Thus, at the turn of the new decade, the stage was set for replacing the 

original Honest John, and while the Army continued to have confidence in this simple nu-

clear rocket, scrutiny of the military issues connected to its integration into Army practice 

began to surface. 

 

Phase 2: 1961-1965. Failing routinization: Military matters matter 

The Army’s search for improved tactical nuclear weapons bore fruit in the beginning of the 

1960s. In 1961, two new versions of the Honest John; the Improved Honest John (M50) and 

the Little John (M51) reached the field, and were already fully operational within Army artil-

lery battalions in the United States and Europe the following year. Though the new rockets 

were improved versions, they were not a panacea; as we shall see, they did not solve the 

military issues that began to appear during the beginning of the routinization process in the 

1950s. Meanwhile, a change in the nation’s political administration – personified by Presi-

dent John F. Kennedy – led to a drastically changed defense strategy, a de facto decline in 

the hitherto prominent role that Army tactical nuclear weapons had been given in the national 

military strategic outlook, and yet another change in the organizational structure of the Army. 

Though the Army persisted to have faith in the concept of limited war and the utility of 

tactical nuclear weapons herein, the analysis will disclose that the military issues connected 

to the actual operational employment of Honest John that began to surface and become 

voiced towards the turn of the decade, persisted in this phase 2. Not only did they persist, 

but they became even more acute. This situation culminated behind the scenes with the 

Army’s 1963 decision not to further modernize, but replace, the Honest John system with a 

new short-range missile in the beginning of the 1970s, i.e. the modern, and very different, 

MGM-52 Lance.
351

  Thus, the Honest John system was de facto obsolete before the military 

issues impeding its routinization were solved. This is the general story of the second phase 
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of the routinization process of Honest John; a phase that is primarily distinguished by a sense 

of increasing urgency of the issues connected to routinization as well as a relatively drastic 

decrease in the organizational prioritization of Honest John.  

I will begin the analysis by drawing out the dual context of the technological im-

provements and changed political environment. Next, I will show that the military issues 

identified in phase 1 not only persisted in phase 2, but became more urgent. Lastly, I will 

synthesize how all this amounted to a drastic decrease in the organizational prioritization of 

Honest John and assess the routinization process to be failing, ultimately leading to the con-

clusion in phase 3, that the Honest John, as a technological innovation, was not routinized 

and integrated into Army practice other than by formal organizational design and expression.   

 

Entering the 1960s: Improved technology and a changed national defense 

policy 

As the name suggests, Honest John was known as being a “reliable”,
352

 “simple”,
353

 “rugged”,
354

 

and “not complicated”
355

 weapon system while still being able to deliver destructive firepower. 

To illustrate, the system did not require any school training of soldiers assigned to Honest 

John battalions (compared to e.g. guided missiles, it did not contain any computers, radar 

nor electronic test equipment); there was no initial selection based on aptitude area scores, 

which meant that anybody could essentially become a Honest John rocket crewman,
356

 and 

firing procedures were identical to those used for firing conventional artillery weapons. These 

are generally good qualities for an artillery system to possess, but they also function as the 

system’s inherent weakness: Honest John was “cumbersome” as expressed by General Tay-

lor.
357

 It took around 30 minutes to prepare for firing;
358

 required one truck for launcher and 

one for transportation of the rocket; compared to notions of ideal mobility it was heavy; and 

it did not possess the accuracy and range of a guided missile.
359

 As described in the preceding 

paragraph, these weaknesses led the Army to pursue development of an improved version 

right away. This effort resulted in the deployment of the Improved Honest John and the 
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Little John in 1961. These versions were described as having “major modifications and im-

provements” among other things in the propulsion system and in the variety and effectiveness 

of the warheads (both preserving a dual-capable role). Without dwelling on the technical 

specifications, the point is that although new versions of Honest John had improved range 

(the Little John intentionally had a shorter range than the minimum range of Honest John) 

and accuracy, were more technically reliable, were shorter and lighter (thus being more mo-

bile and actually suitable for airlift) and could carry a larger warhead, they remained essen-

tially unchanged: they remained unguided, rugged rockets.
360

 By this virtue, they were de facto 

identified as being obsolete very quickly. This was evident when the Army declared in 1963 

that it would no longer seek to improve the weapon, but would replace it with the modern 

ballistic short-range missile, the Lance, still in development.
361

 Accordingly, production of all 

Honest John rockets was terminated in 1965. As the Lance would only be deployed in 1972, 

this would leave the Army with an Honest John system that was acknowledged as being ob-

solete, but still remained in the inventory – one dare to say out of necessity - until Lance 

became available. This brings forward an important observation: The fact that the Army con-

tinued to prioritize further development of Honest John to overcome some of the military 

issues connected to its use is a clear expression of organizational prioritization. However, this 

prioritization also all but disappeared when the system was discarded in favor of the more 

advanced Lance missile that would only be introduced eight years later. From this follows 

that in this phase, there is an actual Army acknowledgement of the inadequacy of the Honest 

John to fulfill the envisioned military role. This point should be kept in mind and I will return 

to contextualize it during the analysis.  

Where Honest John had been developed and deployed in a political climate that 

focused its attention on the nuclear end of the spectrum of war, this changed (and would 

constitute a lasting change) with the new Kennedy administration in 1961. Kennedy soon 

introduced the concept of Flexible Response
362

 as the official national defense strategy, and 
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it was centered on improving the capability of U.S. forces for nonnuclear conflicts and thus 

providing the United States with the capability to respond to enemy aggression across the 

entire spectrum of war and through different, and specifically tailored, military means. To 

the relief of Army leaders, Flexible Response came with an increased defense budget and an 

enhanced role of the Army, because the strategy acknowledged the importance of ground 

forces to deter war in Europe and prevent the spread of Communism worldwide. Ingo 

Trauschweizer has argued that Flexible Response was a ”deliberately ambiguous doctrine,”
363

 

because how ground forces were to achieve the dual mission of deterring war in Europe and 

preventing the international spread of Communism was left undefined.
364

  

Painting this broad picture is relevant because the arrival of the new president and 

the implementation of Flexible Response had a direct impact on the Army. Most importantly 

for this study is the fact that it had a direct impact on the political and military assessment of 

the role played by tactical nuclear weapons on the modern battlefield. This was expressed by 

the fact that the Army discarded the Pentomic Division and undertook another major army-

wide reorganization known as the ROAD (Reorganization Objective Army Divisions). It was 

announced by Kennedy in 1961 (only one year after the Army completed its transition into 

the Pentomic Division!) and completed in 1964. The purpose of the reorganization was of-

ficially expressed by the Secretary of the Army, Elvis J. Stahr, Jr.: 

 ”we have developed an entirely new and forward-looking division struc-

ture. This structure is designated to give Army divisions maximum versa-

tility - in other words to increase the flexibility of their response to any 

situation in either general or limited war. It is what we call a building-

block type of organization. (…) This will enable us to tailor our units in 

every case to the requirements of the particular mission to be performed 

and the combat environment to be faced.”
365

  

Essentially, it would give both larger strategic, operational and tactical flexibility. Flexibility 

being the keyword, this also implied a somewhat changed status of the army nuclear weapons. 
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Under the Pentomic Division and the doctrine of massive retaliation, nuclear weapons had 

been the mainstay of the ground forces.
366

 This was now seen as an imbalance, and ROAD 

would increase the nonnuclear capability, i.e. the conventional firepower, but without de-

creasing the nuclear. For instance, the number of infantry division main battle tanks was in-

creased with 16, the number of machine guns with 1.236 and so forth.
367

 Thus, at the time, 

the shift to Flexible Response and ROAD was correctly understood as a “shift in emphasis 

from nuclear to nonnuclear warfare.”
368

 The new Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara 

had also criticized the Pentomic Division for being too reliant on nuclear weapons.
369

 ROAD 

was designed to gain true dual capability; albeit with a focus on conventional means. This last 

snag reflects a conceptual rift that existed between the Department of Defense (DOD) and 

the Army on the one hand, and the State Department and Kennedy’s civilian advisors on the 

other: The latter dismissed the close integration of conventional and limited nuclear means, 

which the Army leaders had intended to achieve since 1953. On the other hand, the Army 

and DOD were still of the conviction that tactical nuclear war could remain limited.
370

 To 

sum up, it must stressed that the Army still found true battlefield value in tactical nuclear 

weapons for fighting limited war, whereas the State Department, and the Kennedy admin-

istration, appear to have found more value in theater nuclear forces as possessing deterrent 

value in themselves. Contrary to General Taylor, the highly influential civilian advisors Dean 

Acheson and Paul Nitze, did not believe in the feasibility of limited nuclear war: Not only 

was it politically unthinkable, but putting the nuclear weapons to use would destroy NATO. 

Trauschweizer has demonstrated that to them, the “tactical nuclear weapons were a deterrent 

and not an employable military means.”
371

   

Viewed from the standpoint of Honest John, the new decade portended changes 

important for the issue of implementing tactical nuclear weapons. Despite technological ad-

vancement in Honest John technology, the political prioritization of nuclear weapons was 

dramatically lowered in favor of a focus on flexible responses through the entire spectrum of 

war. The Army was once again forced to rethink its relationship with tactical nuclear weapons 

in the light of the new political reality. This directly resulted in a new organizational structure 

for the Army, which de facto switched the focus from nuclear to conventional. However, it 
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should be stressed that this pressure from above and the organizational changes did not fun-

damentally alter the Army’s belief in the value of fighting limited wars with tactical nuclear 

weapons; perhaps quite the contrary. This we shall see in a moment. Further, we shall see 

that neither the new and improved Honest Johns nor the changes in Army organizational 

structure prevented the military issues that surfaced in phase 1 from persisting. They only 

intensified. This is the argument of the analysis I will present now. 

 

Military Issues: Urgent and Persistent 

”There has been a tendency to assume that these problems would be taken care of somehow 

when they arose.”
372

 Thus writes an officer in Military Review in 1960. He refers to the mili-

tary issues connected to fighting a tactical nuclear war; here, specifically the problem of main-

taining rear area security. The quote is illustrative of the mood in Military Review during the 

early 1960s: Around the transition into the new decade, we can detect a clear change in the 

experienced urgency of the challenges connected to the use of tactical nuclear weapons on 

the battlefield. It becomes increasingly clear that the proper integration of tactical nuclear 

weapons is now indeed a pressing problem and no longer some distant issue connected to 

the future battlefield. ”How do we fight today’s battle with today’s equipment?” This was 

perceived by officers to be the immediate question to be answered.
373

 The question covers 

the critique that the Army up until then had only developed general tactical terms such as 

“great dispersion, fluidity of the battlefield, killing area, and high degree of mobility,” which 

some officers eventually found to be meaningless and without substance, instead of assessing 

the current problem of tactical nuclear doctrine in concrete terms. There was a need for the 

Army “to meet the situation as it now exists,” one officer argued.
374

 Yet another officer criti-

cized the fact that the Army approach to solving issues connected to for instance firepower 

and mobility had been constrained by the need for resource economy and a preference for 

“gradual evolution as time allows.”
375

 What was needed at the turn of the decade was accel-

eration - “the time is now.” The preoccupation with the future battlefield, as we saw pro-

nounced in phase 1, had further “led to a wide ignorance of just what [was] the equipment 

on hand in our field armies.”
376

 The integration of tactical nuclear weapons had thus been 
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surrounded by a portion of wishful thinking, deprived of realism, and shelved for the future: 

“It is as if we were living in two worlds, allowing the real world of real problems to be ignored, 

and hoping it will catch up with our “research and development minds.”
377

 This was harsh 

criticism. Adding to this atmosphere of urgency, we can see some tendencies pointing to-

wards a perception of military parity with the Soviet Union, both in the conventional and 

nuclear field.
378

 Whether or not parity actually existed is another discussion – the early 1960s 

saw large changes in both the administration’s perception of Soviet strength as well as its 

methods for assessing and analyzing enemy strength.
379

 But we do see notions that the possi-

bility of fighting an equally capable opponent ties to, and intensifies the severity, of the mili-

tary issues connected to the effective deployment of tactical nuclear weapons, as we shall see 

below. Finally, it is also possible to trace a somewhat similar concern on the political level. 

In internal documents, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara expressed an urgency of 

resolving the existing doubts and confusion about the political and military rationale for tac-

tical nuclear weapons. Ordering the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Lem-

nitzer, to conduct a study on the requirements for tactical nuclear weapons, McNamara 

makes it clear that he believes “that our posture, doctrine, and understanding of objectives 

for use of tactical nuclear weapons in ground combat in Europe is in a very unsatisfactory 

state.” 
380

 To the military officer, the urgency of solution of the many problems associated 

with tactical nuclear weapons did “not permit [the Army] an instant's delay. ”Delay” is syn-

onymous with ”perish.”
381

 

The pressing question is whether the technological improvements in Honest John 

as well as the new Army ROAD organization neutralized the military issues identified in 

phase 1. They did not. The following section will demonstrate that officers still identified the 

same range of military issues impeding Honest John’s employment and integration into Army 

practice, and as illustrated above, these issues had only become more urgent and severe.  
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First of all, intelligence continued to occur as a part of the debate on tactical nuclear 

weapons. The more specific problem of nuclear target acquisition was increasingly articulated 

as the most pressing issue,
382

 as it was assessed to be the foundation of Army challenges on 

the nuclear battlefield: “The need for immediate, workable procedures for nuclear target 

acquisition transcends almost every other combat problem in the Army today.”
383

 This re-

flected the inherent challenge that unlike e.g. the infantryman, the commander and his staff 

charged with the responsibilities of nuclear weapons could not fire indiscriminately and 

“move on,” but each target required, as described in phase 1, careful and time consuming 

analysis. Officers charged that complete or even satisfactory target information was rare, and 

that the Army put its trust in the magic of future “black boxes, infrared, radar” and other 

technological solutions to deal with this problem; especially challenged was still the ability to 

acquire nuclear targets in bad weather, at long range and at night.
384

 Intelligence, and specifi-

cally target acquisition, on the nuclear battlefield thus remained an unresolved military issue, 

but was now assessed to require an “urgency of solution.”
385

 

In a similar manner, the logistical problems that surfaced in phase 1 persisted in 

phase 2, as these were difficult, if not impossible, to overcome. For instance, the logistical 

consequences of dispersion of forces and of stockpiling of nuclear weapons had no obvious 

solution. Also, the logistical challenge was sometimes seen to have grown bigger in the pro-

spect of perceived tactical nuclear parity.
386

 Essentially, the prospect of fighting a war of nu-

clear parity led one officer to argue that the Army should be prepared to fight “without any 

significant logistical support.”
387

 In such a scenario, mobility would be denied by e.g. the lack 

of fuel and spare parts, communication between echelons and dispersed forces would be 

impossible and military tasks and functions such as target acquisition and the exercise of 

command would thus suffer. Solutions to this pressing – and by no mean new - issue were 

still illusory and rather fuzzy. Managing the challenge of logistics on the nuclear battlefield 

would require, as proposed by one officer, new “organizational and tactical concepts” as well 
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as “more rugged items of materiel” and “new training.”
388

 Essentially, no wholesome devel-

opments that actually improved the logistical component had taken place, and meanwhile 

the issue had only become more pressing. 

Despite the fact that Honest John had now been in the inventory of the U.S. Army 

for 5 to 10 years, the first part of the 1960s was still dominated by conceptual confusion and 

doctrinal deficiency. John Midgley has assessed that the Army’s “designs for the 1960s nu-

clear battlefield remained an ill-defined and little-understood environment,”
389

 as had also 

been the case in the previous decade. That this was still true was also explicitly noted inside 

the Army Staff, where officers noted that there was no “well-defined pattern for the nuclear 

battlefield – possible variations in manners and scales of nuclear weapon usage are so great 

that the battlefield can present a greatly different appearance in each situation and at each 

level of intensity.”
390

 Such an honest assessment was discomforting because it essentially 

acknowledged that the nature of the nuclear battlefield was beyond military predictability or 

even control. Despite the fact that, as described in phase 1, the first semi-official ‘doctrinal’ 

publications on tactical nuclear warfare clearly prescribed that the employment of nuclear 

weapons in tactical roles would, among other things, require changes in tactical doctrine,
391

 

this ‘pessimistic’ assessment of the ability to control the nuclear battlefield resolved in in-

creasingly vague doctrine for nuclear operations.
392

 The professional debate in Military Re-

view also reflected the fact that doctrinal unclarity persisted. More specifically, officers were 

still attempting to determine the proper relationship between firepower and maneuver. Nat-

urally, the contributions to this debate were often normative in nature, meaning that authors 

tended to argue for the primacy of one and the subordination of the other.
393

 The interesting 

point to be made here is not to discuss whether or not a doctrinal shift towards reliance on 

firepower was correct or not. Instead, the debate illustrates that tactical doctrine for the nu-

clear battlefield was still vague and insufficient, and that clarification of doctrine was now an 

urgent task to sort out before the “outbreak of hostilities.”
394

 The lack of a clear concept for 

tactical nuclear warfare did not go unnoticed at neither the political level or in the civilian 

domain. Back when he was a national security scholar in 1962, Henry Kissinger stated that 
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“the lack of a concept and capability for tactical nuclear war – conceived as control of the 

battlefield – is one of the greatest gaps in the present military posture of the United States as 

well as NATO.”
395

 This assessment was clearly shared within the Presidential administration, 

where we can also trace a concern for the confusion about the role and concept of tactical 

nuclear war. For instance, a draft memorandum from Secretary of Defense Robert 

McNamara to President Johnson concerning McNamara’s review of Army and Marines Gen-

eral Purpose Forces for the fiscal years 1965- 1969, exhibits an honest assessment of the 

current state of affairs. McNamara poses the question: 

“On the basis of the work done so far we have much to learn concerning 

tactical nuclear warfare, both from the point of view of its military conse-

quences, including the central question, “To whose advantage would it 

be?” and from the point of view of the political environment in which it 

would occur. (…) Though we have conducted several studies of tactical 

nuclear warfare on the ground in Europe, we have not yet been able to 

clarify fully the role of tactical nuclear weapons in our over-all strategy.”
396

 

Hence, the lack of clear understanding of tactical nuclear warfare spanned the levels of war, 

from the tactical to the strategic level and was thus to the concern of both soldiers, military 

and civilian decision makers as well as civilian analysts. The problem tied to the heart of what 

one officer described as a riddle that had yet to be solved: “how to exploit the decisive tactical 

effectiveness of nuclear weapons to defend the non-Communist world without destroying the 

object being defended, or without precipitating a major war in which all parties would suffer 

out of proportion to any possible compensation.”
397

 For ‘proponents’ of tactical nuclear weap-

ons, this was exactly the reason they existed; tactical nuclear weapons were the only means to 

gain the flexibility between surrender and total nuclear war,
398

 but devising the means and 

concepts to employ tactical nuclear weapons and exploit this flexibility remained something 

that previous and current Army policy and doctrine was unsure about. For the ‘sceptics’ such 

as the officer quoted above, this basic problem effectively left tactical nuclear weapons as an 

unusable weapon. 
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Concerning the technological environment, things were not less gloomy. The tech-

nological changes the Army had identified as necessary for the effective employment of Hon-

est John did not all of a sudden appear. Two issues still dominated the technological chal-

lenge: First was that of gaining mobility, especially within the air domain. Second was the 

issue of the general lack of modernization of conventional materiel. As we saw in phase 1, 

the Army began to see air mobility as an important element in tactical nuclear war. During 

the Kennedy administration, the concept of air mobility took on greater strength. This is also 

reflected in Military Review, where air mobility was a frequently treated subject and the tech-

nological development in this area was followed closely.
399

 Certainly, Secretary of Defense 

Robert McNamara took a (personal) interest in air mobility as he was of the conviction that 

aircraft could provide a better balance between firepower and maneuver by improving the 

highly sought-after tactical mobility of infantry units.
400

 Studying tactical air mobility for 

ground forces, the United States Continental Army Command (CONARC) appointed a Mo-

bility Requirements Board (chaired by Hamilton Howze, hence known as the Howze Board) 

in 1962. The Howze Board concluded that the adoption of an Army airmobile concept was 

“necessary and desirable” and recommended the creation of both an air assault division (i.a. 

with Little John rocket launchers) and air combat brigades.
401

 With the air mobility concept 

now well on its way, the Vietnam War would, however, delay the introduction of large air-

mobile formations into USAREUR.
402

 To this day, in the public perception, air cavalry and 

air assault divisions have become linked with the Vietnam War, where the test divisions were 

deployed as the 1
st

 Cavalry (Airmobile) Division. But in fact, it was not designed for or limited 

to counterinsurgency operations, but created for the possible war in Central Europe.
 403

 The 

point in relation to Honest John is that once again, the problem of (air) mobility was not 

solved despite the fact that valuable progress had been made in this area. Air mobility was 

needed to transport both troops and nuclear weapons, but also for tasks like antitank defense 

(helicopters armed with antitank missiles) in support of division artillery. According to Major 
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General Tolson – who commanded the 1
st

 Cavalry Division in Vietnam from 1967 - the Army 

of the 1960s viewed organic aviation as the best means to fight on the nuclear battlefield and 

to maintain combat operations among dispersed and self-contained units.
404

 The introduction 

of ROAD increased the demand for Army aircraft as well, as it assigned organic aircraft to 

the brigades, division artillery, and units of new infantry, airborne, armor and mechanized 

divisions.
405

 This design increased the existing shortage of both aircraft and pilots (one officer 

assessed that there was a shortage of 1.200 pilots in 1962).
406

 Further, in relation to the con-

ventional artillery fire support, the airmobile environment created additional requirements 

for the ideal artillery weapon: It had to be easily manhandled and the howitzer, crew and 

ammunition had to be air transportable in a single load by the CH-47 Chinook helicopter. 

These requirements, or limitations, effectively meant that the tube artillery for the airmobile 

division was restricted to the 105-milimeter howitzer, i.e. light artillery, while the medium 

artillery in form of the 155 mm howitzer was thus too heavy and cumbersome to lift.
407

 While 

the Army drastically increased its acquisition of helicopters from the fiscal year 1964, exper-

imental technologies such as the V/STOL aircraft remained very much on the experimental 

stage.
408

 In sum, developing the Army organic air mobility proved to be a long-term transition 

process that would transcend phase 2. 

In the mid 1960s, Army R&D efforts were still highly focused on improving air 

mobility. However, it was also acknowledged that other areas such as communications devel-

opment was a “major concern to the Army”; especially the act of combat surveillance and 

target acquisition needed technological advances in order to improve. Also, R&D efforts fo-

cused on American-West German joint development of a new tank, the MBT-70,
409

 and new 

tactical communications equipment to provide increased range and reliability, reduce size, 

weight and power requirements while enhancing the capacity and suitability for handling en-

crypted traffic.
410

  Certainly, the Army also still focused on developing new and improved 

missiles. The Army still struggled with the effect of the previous prioritization of missiles at 
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the expense of conventional modernization, as discussed in phase 1. In phase 2, the Army 

still needed materiel designed to enhance the mobility and flexibility of units. In fiscal year 

1961, missiles accounted for 47% of the Army R&D.
411

 As Army Chief of Staff in 1959, 

General Taylor explained that one of the most critical challenges for the Army was modern-

ization of its conventional equipment, as the focus on development of “newer categories of 

equipment”, such as the Lacrosse missile, the Army had consciously accepted a “calculated 

risk in delaying modernization of so-called conventional equipment.”
412

 This risk indeed  con-

stituted a catch-22 as the supporting technology exactly proved to be important for the effec-

tive employment of Honest John. In a lecture on Army logistics at the US Army War College 

in 1960, Major General George O. N. Loeden similarly acknowledged that “large require-

ments for new materiel were generated, most of it not beyond the developmental stage.”
413

 

Over the coming decades, the Army would receive this new and modern materiel that pro-

vided mobility, firepower and protection which the Army had called for since the mid 1950s. 

Some equipment such as the M113 armored personnel carrier and M60 main battle tank 

began to arrive within USAREUR from the early 1960s, this at the same time when Army 

attention and with that also resources in terms of men and materiel were directed towards 

Vietnam. In sum, the conventional modernization was on its way, but would also prove to be 

a long-term process. As some technical and design problems in the Honest John were 

amended with new generation of the rocket, these changes did not eliminate the need for 

improvements in the technological environment that was necessary to support the effective 

employment of Honest John.  

 

Summary of Phase 2: Military issues persist 

While new and improved versions of the Honest John appeared in the beginning of the 

1960s, they did not neutralize the military issues associated with the Honest John system that 

we saw began to surface in phase 1. Neither did yet another change in the organizational 

structure of the Army. The military issues continued to persist, and in fact only took on more 

urgency and importance. They were no longer tied to fuzzy notions of the future battlefield, 

but very much a real issue that needed instant attention. In 1961, an Italian officer wrote in 
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Military Review that ”[t]actical missiles with nuclear warheads must now be considered a 

normal form of fire support.”
414

 However, it is doubtful whether this was actually true in the 

U.S. Army. Indeed, the concept of using tactical nuclear weapons on the battlefield was rou-

tinized in Army approach to the modern battlefield, even though conceptual doubts about 

their role and purpose existed on the political level. In the Army, the concept of limited war 

still relied on the use of tactical nuclear weapons, though doctrinal issues persisted, most 

notably in the unresolved matter of the relationship between firepower and maneuver.  De-

spite technological improvements in the new Honest John rockets, and the field replacement 

of the basic Honest John with the Improved Honest John, the military issues tied to the actual 

deployment of these weapons persisted in phase 2. The improvements in Honest John did 

not change the fact that it was still a rugged and simple artillery weapon which not only needed 

close integration with supporting material in order to fulfill its proper role, but also could not 

be detached from the operational and tactical issues, such as logistics and intelligence, that 

enveloped its employment. Though the new Honest Johns had improved mobility, this was 

not sufficient. The cancellation of Honest John in the early/mid 1960s was a de facto recog-

nition that further improvements were futile; namely, I suggest, because improvements in 

areas such as accuracy, range and propulsion could never solve these military issues, because 

they were not tied specifically to this, but rather the broader military issues of intelligence, 

logistics, doctrine and the Honest John’s technological environment. The political and mili-

tary leadership had prioritized the development of missiles at the expense of conventional, 

including legacy, equipment. Thus, particularly the technological environment remained a 

persisting issue. The lack of the modern equipment to support, or rather actually enable, its 

employment in operations, remained underfunded, underdeveloped and underprioritized, 

though Army leaders knew it needed attention. This, in turn, led to the eventual decline of 

Army prioritization of Honest John as the center of its artillery punch. The changed military 

strategic situation that came with Flexible Response and the ensuing ROAD restructuring 

gave the Army a larger role in national defense. Though the political leadership moved the 

U.S. defense posture towards a more conventional focus, the Army kept its belief in the value 

of tactical nuclear weapons. ROAD did not solve the military issues that surfaced in phase 1, 

even though on paper it might have appeared to do so. On the contrary, in practice, it in-

creased the demand for particularly air mobility which the existing technology and  availability 

of equipment could not meet. The Army could not re-organize its way out of the military 
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issues embedded with Honest John. Despite new organization and a fast transition away from 

the Pentomic organization, the military issues persisted. Midgley has even criticized ROAD 

for being designed with “virtually no attention to its actual capability to operate – or even 

survive – during two-sided nuclear operations… [it] simply ignored the constraints posed by 

nuclear operations” – constraints that had been identified by internal Army studies.
415

 These 

constraints were also identified consistently and thoroughly by the “users”; the Army officers. 

In sum, the military issues that began to surface in phase 1 not only persisted but took on 

more urgency in phase 2. Despite technological and organizational improvements, these were 

not amended or even affected. Interestingly, while the concept of tactical nuclear weapons 

had obviously become routinized in the Army, and on paper in organization, training and 

(vague) doctrine, Honest John – the weapon of the concept - was de facto obsolete before it 

had become routinized. Apparently, the modernization of conventional equipment was a 

“calculated risk” that would somehow solve itself. It did not. Adding to this, the focus of both 

the political and military establishment began in this period to move towards wars of national 

liberation in the mid 1960s. In a way, one could cautiously end the story of Honest John 

here, but the analysis will continue to the final phase, phase 3, where we may ultimately deem 

the routinization of Honest John as not successful.  

 

Phase 3: 1965-1973. Honest John and tactical nuclear weapons become “The 

fad of the fifties” 

As the destiny of Honest John was de facto sealed with the decision to replace it, official 

records show great faith in the technological potential of Lance; it was to be a "lightweight, 

self-propelled, longer range, more accurate, versatile system [that] will give the Army a signif-

icant increase in combat capability.”
416

 Lance was the only surface-to-surface missile currently 

in development that was expected to provide “significant improvements over the aging Hon-

est John and Little John rockets”
417

 even to the extent that its operational capability would 

“exceed that of Sergeant [an Army short-range missile] and Honest John combined.”
418

 

When in 1971 Lance was still not developed fully, senior Army leaders acknowledged that if 
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Honest John systems were not “replaced promptly, considerable modernization and refur-

bishment of these old systems will be required.”
419

 Hence, the Army awaited Lance with great 

expectations to avoid extensive and costly modernization of Honest John and to gain an en-

hanced tactical nuclear capability. As mentioned, there was a considerable lag between the 

obsolescence of Honest John and the replacement of Lance: Lance was only deployed 

around 8 years after the decision to discard Honest John was made, and this fact left the 

Army with the Honest John system in units waiting for “something better” to arrive. For us, 

this means that a final phase in the routinization process must be scrutinized. If there had 

ever been a possibility to change the outcome of the routinization process of Honest John 

into a success story, this came during this last phase, but the opportunity came too late. I 

argue that while the routinization process was sealed as a ‘failure’, or at least at being incom-

plete, in phase 2, this was cemented in phase 3. While some of the military issues that sur-

faced in phase 1 and persisted in phase 2 still persisted in phase 3, as we shall see, some of 

the weighty ones were actually solved. But at this point, it was too late - Honest John was 

already deemed obsolete. In phase 3, we can identify a step away from the traditional notion 

of the tactical nuclear weapon as embodied by Honest John, both on the political and military 

level, both in practice and in theory. Also, we shall discover that the war in Vietnam had an 

impact on both of these trends: On the one hand it fostered matured operational concepts 

and technologies of (air) mobility and communications which would have potentially allowed 

for, or at least facilitated, a routinization of Honest John. On the other hand, the war mani-

fested that Honest John was not considered useable in a limited war outside Europe and 

neither had deterred limited war in the first place. After Vietnam, the Army took a great and 

deliberate step away from its hitherto strongly held belief that tactical nuclear weapons were 

the key to winning on the modern battlefield.  

 

Decreasing attention, increasing politicization 

An analysis of Military Review from 1965-1973 generates two clear conclusions: First, that 

the attention given to the subject of tactical nuclear weapons was drastically in decline, nearing 

almost nothing. Second, that it had become ‘politicized’, meaning that more attention was 

given to the political implications of the issue rather than the military. During this phase, only 
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a total of 11 articles dealt with nuclear weapons.
420

 This was a decrease of roughly 90% com-

pared to the first phase from 1954-1960. Other subjects dominated the interest of the U.S. 

Army: arms control, counterinsurgency, civil-military relations and urban guerilla warfare. 

This was only natural as it reflected both the strategic and domestic political agenda and the 

recent operational experience of the U.S. Armed Forces in Vietnam. However, it also points 

to another fact: That tactical nuclear weapons were increasingly seen as something that was 

relegated to the 1950s. Where studies dealing with tactical nuclear weapons hitherto had 

exclusively focused on the military issues connected to their integration and employment, the 

debate now appeared to revolve around the political implications and tended to no longer 

specifically distinguish between tactical and strategic nuclear weapons, but rather regard them 

collectively as a ‘nuclear’ issue. For instance, articles debated the broader problems con-

nected to and caused by nuclear sharing in NATO,  nuclear proliferation, and the political 

aspects NATO nuclear strategy.
421

 This must be interpreted as reflecting the challenges that 

implementation of Flexible Response as NATO strategy in 1967 fostered as well as the stra-

tegic and political agenda of the Nixon administration, which, among other things, focused 

on negotiating the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, SALT 1 and SALT 2, with the Soviet 

Union. Despite the fact that the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty of 1972 essentially had 

nothing to do with tactical nuclear weapons such as the Honest John, it reflected the atmos-

phere of the period.  

What did have direct relevance for Honest John and tactical nuclear weapons was 

the implementation of Flexible Response (MC 14/3) as NATO strategy.
422

 Besides the fact 

that it emphasized the deterrent value of tactical nuclear weapons – which was a radical 

change for the Army – it was based on the fundamental notions of “deliberate escalation” 

and “constrained” and “controlled” use of nuclear weapons
423

 and employment should meet 

three criteria: It should be “militarily effective, achieve sufficient shock and decisiveness, and 
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be recognizable as a deliberate constrained selective use.”
424

 These notions of deliberate es-

calation and constrained use came not only with doctrinal and political difficulties,
425

 but rel-

evant for us is that it required a relatively high degree of precision in the nuclear weapons 

system. Such precision was not, and could not possibly be, delivered by Honest John. Not 

only did the implementation of Flexible Response as NATO strategy come with politicization 

of nuclear issue, but it de facto made Honest John completely obsolete as it was too low-tech 

and imprecise to achieve deliberate escalation.
426

 Despite this fact, it appears that the political 

implications of tactical nuclear weapons were the ones that caused most concern in the Army. 

On paper, aspects such as alliance political discussions on nuclear sharing and arms control 

lie well beyond the Army’s field of responsibility, but the political implications appear to 

dominate Army concerns rather than the military issues. This ‘politicization’, so to speak, is 

actually consistent with changes on the political level during the Nixon administration. 

On the political level, the implementation of Flexible Response as NATO strategy 

had led to disagreement among allies on issues such as the sufficiency of forces and burden 

sharing. Regarding tactical nuclear weapons specifically, the NATO Nuclear Planning group 

was established in order to accommodate European needs for having a say on nuclear issues 

and defining a common political rationale for the resort to tactical nuclear weapons; i.e. how, 

why and when would tactical nuclear weapons be used in this new strategy.
427

 However, it 

remains clear that the Nixon administration tied the issue of tactical nuclear weapons to a 

greater issue of a fundamental change in the strategic balance, where the Soviet Union was 

assumed to possess strategic nuclear forces similar to or even exceeding that of the United 

States,
428

 hence why arms control, along with China and Vietnam, was indeed one of three 

overriding high-priority issues of the Nixon administration.
429

 The point here is that while the 

administration’s efforts in the nuclear area focused on strategic forces,
430

 the administration 

(primarily national security advisor Henry Kissinger) searched for a more flexible nuclear 
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war plan than was inscribed in the existing Single Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP) which 

prescribed massive nuclear strikes.
431

 Kissinger specifically searched for “limited nuclear op-

tions” to achieve flexibility, a case that he had also argued when he was a national security 

scholar.
432

 The search for flexible nuclear targeting and escalation control was inscribed in 

National Security Decision Memorandum 242 in 1974.
433

 It is within this search that it be-

comes clear that until now, ‘limited nuclear options’ would have been synonymous with Army 

tactical nuclear weapons. However, this understanding seems to shift, and ‘limited nuclear 

options’ are now tied to smaller – both in number, range and size of warhead - strategic 

missiles in the U.S. Air Force inventory, and not the kind for battlefield use. This is an im-

portant point, because it underscores what we may generally identify as a creeping confusion, 

or indifference in distinguishing, between tactical and strategic nuclear forces. This discursive 

shift has not been commented on in the literature, but it is reinforced by the fact that with 

the development and deployment of Lance, the distinction between tactical and strategic 

forces became blurred. This is due to the technological specifications of the weapon, namely 

its range. Lance had a range of 121 km compared to the Honest John’s 25 km. This technical 

detail effectively blurred the hitherto weakly defined lines separating tactical from strategic.
434

 

Lance “bordered on the strategic” because it could reach well into the heartland of then 

Soviet controlled territory.
435

 Further, Lance had an inertial guidance system which made it 

more accurate than Honest John, and therefore, evolving nuclear technology was further 

blurring the distinction by reducing the yield of nuclear weapons and improving their accu-

racy.
436

 It is thus fair to argue that Lance was in a completely different league and that it is 

difficult, if not impossible, to conceptually compare it to Honest John as a tactical nuclear 

weapon.  However, Lance was classified as mobile field artillery and a tactical surface-to-

surface missile. The collective argument to be made here is therefore this: Evidence suggests 

that the term or concept of tactical nuclear weapons began to shift in this period. Tactical 

nuclear weapons are no longer the short-range, rugged and low-tech weapon of Honest John 

that we have hitherto known. As Honest John became obsolete, the concept of the ‘tactical 
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nuclear weapon’ persists, but it actually changes to something completely different, without 

anyone articulating this fact. It is difficult to decipher the specific consequences of this, but 

we may tentatively suggest that it is a final blow to the tactical nuclear weapon as once known. 

The technological development and the policy focus on strategic arms control goes hand in 

hand to foster a new, but highly vague, conception of tactical nuclear weapons which in fact 

was miles from the original one. Army debates underscores this issue, as officers no longer 

specifically distinguished between tactical and strategic nuclear weapons when they debated 

the political implications of these. Also, Army attention to the tactical nuclear battlefield was 

limited in this period.  

 

Military issues and the impact of Vietnam 

As the Army dived into the more political aspects of tactical nuclear weapons, what then 

happened to the military issues that we identified as hindering the effective routinization of 

Honest John? Ironically, some of them were mostly – or at least potentially - solved, but not 

in time to affect the process. The solutions came too late, as they appeared during and in the 

aftermath of the Vietnam War, i.e. by the time that Honest John  had already been discarded 

and deemed obsolete.   

Before we turn to this, I will first dwell on the fact that one of the primary issues we 

have previously identified was not solved: The problem of conceptual and doctrinal unclarity 

persisted during phase 3. One officer argued that most soldiers “have failed to appreciate 

fully the momentous political, economic, and psychological considerations involved in any 

use of such weapon.”
437

 This is illustrative of the fact that the Army still did not possess a 

sound comprehension of the nuclear battlefield. It showed specifically in doctrine: After 

twenty years, the Army had for instance still not determined the proper relationship between 

fire and maneuver, and command and control issues related to the need for local authority 

to determine use of the weapons persisted.
438

 Officers criticized doctrine for being out of 

date. Asking how the Army planned to use nuclear weapons anno 1969, the answer, accord-

ing to Oprhan & Clark, was simple but distressing: “Much like it has planned to do in the 

past – a conclusion that today may be cause for some concern.”
439

 To them, the threat was 

now more formidable, the national strategy had changed, and the technology of warfare had 
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become more sophisticated. This required a new Army nuclear doctrine, but they deemed 

that “Army nuclear concepts and philosophy of employment had their genesis about 15 years 

ago and reflect the conditions which existed at that time.” Doctrine had not changed since 

the nuclear golden era of the 1950s. Studying the evolution of U.S. Army policy for the 

nuclear battlefield, John Midgley has argued that not only did the nuclear battlefield remain 

an ill-defined and little-understood environment throughout the 1960s, but doctrine became 

increasingly vague even compared to that of the 1950s, offering even fewer prescriptions for 

tactics on the nuclear battlefield.
440

 Further, the directive for a new internal Army study pro-

ject on nuclear operations concepts in 1972, NOC II, stated that  

“[T]here presently exist major uncertainties regarding warfare which in-

volves the use of nuclear weapons. […] These uncertainties, together with 

the present lack of clear national policy in this area, result in doctrinal 

voids concerning the deployment and employment of nuclear forces in 

support of theater operations…”
441

  

As is evident, the Army still struggled to understand the nuclear battlefield and had failed to 

devise doctrine for the employment of these weapons twenty years after their introduction 

into field units. On the positive side, the Army was aware of this. Studies like NOC I and 

NOC II sought to scrutinize and develop concepts for the use of tactical nuclear weapons. 

Further, in a notice from the editors of Military Review, the journal – and the Command and 

General Staff College – called for articles on doctrine: ”Badly needed are some up-to-date 

and clearly set forth ideas on mine warfare (..), night operations, electronic warfare, tactical 

nuclear warfare and command-control-communications. There is a void of contemporary 

writing on these subjects.”
442

 As the journal took pride in the fact that doctrine development 

within the Army looked to ideas presented in Military Review, we can suggest that the Army 

was still actively attempting to mend the doctrinal issue that it had been struggling with from 

the inception of tactical nuclear weapons, but apparently without much success. 

Any study dealing with the U.S. Army in the 1960s and 1970s must eventually 

acknowledge that the Vietnam War had a direct or diverted impact on every single aspect of 

the Army. This study has turned out to be no different. Evidence suggests that the Vietnam 

War only reinforced this issue of conceptual and doctrinal unclarity. As the war led to a 

reassessment about the role and use of ground power in modern warfare, this also had direct 
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impact on tactical nuclear weapons. First, Vietnam had demonstrated that it was easy to over-

commit ground forces which could not easily be withdrawn, and this inflexibility had proved 

to be a major disadvantage of ground power.
443

 Second, it was clear that tactical nuclear weap-

ons had not deterred the war, and third, that they had not been used in this war and the Army 

leadership never seriously considered their use.
444

 This may appear as a trivial observation, 

but it is an important one: That this would be the case was not known or given in the early 

1960s. Back then, it was believed that conventional war would be approached “with much 

greater trepidation” because of the threat of nuclear escalation.
445

 Officers now spoke of a 

fear that early use of tactical nuclear weapons would be seen as the only possibility for com-

pensating for the limitations of ground power,
446

 but more important for this study is the fact 

that tactical nuclear weapons proved to be utterly irrelevant for the Vietnam War, both as a 

deterrent capability in itself and/or by actual battlefield use. As described previously in this 

chapter, the Army had hitherto strongly tied the use of nuclear weapons to a limited war 

scenario (albeit primarily in Europe, but nuclear weapons were also thought into an Asian 

scenario)
447

 and the civilian level had believed strongly in their deterrent value. These firmly 

held beliefs were now contested and led some officers to pose the question of whether nu-

clear weapons had become obsolete, while others specified that nuclear weapons were pri-

marily for high-intensity wars such as a major attack in Europe, and thus still highly relevant.
448

  

Ironically, Vietnam would prove to have a positive impact on the military issues of 

C3 and mobility. This even to the degree that we can tentatively suggest that what Army had 

envisioned for the Honest John in the 1950s regarding operational and tactical concepts, was 

now made possible due to technological development and operational experience in Vi-

etnam.  

 In 1971, one officer declared that technological advances had never been faster in 

US military history.
449

 The technological developments associated with Vietnam had changed 
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the battlefield from being linear to three-dimensional. The officer was here particularly re-

ferring to the extensive operational use of the helicopter, which was developed in Vietnam, 

and which introduced tactical maneuver of ground forces and equipment into the air domain. 

Further, simultaneous advances in firepower, target acquisition, ground mobility and com-

munications and early real-time data were now deemed to have “enabled the commander to 

disperse his forces widely without an unacceptable loss of control and responsiveness.”
450

 

Besides the fact that these advancements were perceived to change the character of war – if 

seized upon – the interesting point for this study lies in the fact that precisely these techno-

logical advancements were ones that could (at least in theory) mitigate the military issues that 

we identified as being tied to the integration and employment of Honest John. As we have 

seen, air and ground mobility, target acquisition, firepower and communications had long 

been identified as critical issues to be solved – advances in the ‘supporting’ technological 

environment of Honest John had not been synchronous, but was finally reaching a point 

where the Army could actually fulfill the tactical and operational intentions of the Honest 

John during the original Pentomic Division: “What may have been premature in the pen-

tomic concepts of the 1950’s is today both necessary and feasible.”
451

 Ingo Trauschweizer has 

also found that the “material innovations” of the Vietnam War would hold great relevance 

in future combat operations in Europe, and thus not tied specifically to counterinsurgency 

operations against irregular forces.
452

 Most obvious – and which is also the case that has at-

tracted most scholarly attention – is the helicopter, which the Army imagined would be even 

more effective in the open countrysides of Central Europe. But to us, equally important were 

advances in signal communications. This allowed commanders to exert close control and 

direction of the collective forces of maneuver and combat support elements;
453

 indeed, this 

had been of the several military issues that had hindered the effective integration of Honest 

John in combat operations. Further, the Army introduced satellite communications for the 

first time, manual switchboards were replaced by modern digital relays, while radio frequen-

cies were improved over the limited equipment of the 1950s.
454

 Just as the trial-and-error 

operations with helicopters fostered know-how and a sound operational experience with 

Army soldiers, employing this new technology under combat conditions “greatly increased 

training and the expertise of communications troops” which exactly helped mitigate some of 
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the command-and-control problem that had plagued not only or specifically the Pentomic 

Division, but tactical nuclear weapons across time and different organizational structures. 

Trauschweizer has argued that on an European battlefield, this “would contribute greatly to 

the effective employment of dispersed battalions and facilitate rapid-fire support or resup-

ply,” and, I may add, specifically the actual operational deployment and use of tactical nuclear 

weapons. The irony is that when these advances came together to constitute a coherent solu-

tion to a large part of the military issues tied to the routinization of Honest John, it was too 

late. As mentioned, the decision to discard and not modernize the system was taken in the 

early 1960s, and as such the lag between the deployment of Honest John and the develop-

ment of the necessary technological environment for its employment in operations was too 

large. This fact also underscores an argument presented in phase 2; i.e. that the Army could 

not re-organize its way out of these issues. The obstacles to routinization lay not in organiza-

tional concepts such as Pentomic and ROAD (which much literature has focused on), but 

rather in the purely military issues that were connected to its effective use such as mobility, 

doctrine and technological environment. Reorganizing the force structure did not solve these 

issues, because the problems did not lie within organization.  

As Vietnam fostered operational experience with air mobility and technological 

advances that were theoretically conducive for Honest John, the war also had a negative in-

fluence on what can be said to be left of the routinization process. A discussion was raised in 

Military Review in 1972 on the Army’s current ability to actually wage tactical nuclear war in 

Europe. Taking place as a part of a larger professional debate about the future Army and the 

need for change in the aftermath of Vietnam,
455

 two officers, Bradford & Brown, wrote that 

the Army’s ability to wage tactical nuclear war had disappeared and that it was not well-pre-

pared for the nuclear battlefield. It was not a critique of the preoccupation with counterin-

surgency, which they deemed “necessary”, but which they argued had weakened the already 

limited readiness of the Army to engage in tactical nuclear conflict.
456

 The problems, accord-

ing to the authors, lay in the doctrinal gap (as also identified above) as well as more technical 

areas such as lack of individual protection (gear), decontamination issues, training, the off-

road mobility of support units, fuel supply, and unrealistic service school instruction, to name 

some. Bradford & Brown assessed the current situation: “To the limited extent that there are 

“fads” in expectations of war, the fad of the Fifties was tactical nuclear warfare; the fad of the 
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Sixties was counterinsurgency.”
457

 With that, tactical nuclear weapons as embodied in the 

Honest John was, by the younger generation of officers,
458

 deemed to be nothing more than 

a fleeting craze of the 1950s and consequently now outdated.  As officers in Military Review 

identified that Vietnam and the focus on counterinsurgency had weakened the institutional 

ability to wage tactical nuclear war, research on the U.S. Army can suggest that this was part 

of a broader weakening of the U.S. Army in Europe, USAREUR, as a consequence of Vi-

etnam. Generally, the USAREUR of the late 1960s and early 1970s was challenged both in 

terms of quality of leadership and low quantity in numbers of military officers and military 

occupational specialists for artillery, maintenance, logistics and so on, to the extent that the 

“majority of combat battalions fell below 75 percent of their authorized strength and readi-

ness level.”
459

 Adding to this was problems with morale, drugs and reckless behavior among 

American troops stationed in Germany. The situation became so severe that after a tour in 

Europe in September 1968, General Earle Wheeler, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 

wrote Secretary of Defense Clark Clifford that American forces were not ready for war.
460

 

This, theoretically, strengthened the role of tactical nuclear weapons in Army strategy, as 

Clifford’s predecessor, McNamara, had explained in 1968 that the Army could still fulfill its 

role in Germany by compensation: Compensating the personnel and skill reduction by in-

creased reliance on tactical nuclear weapons.
461

 Further, as we have seen previously, 

McNamara believed that the 7.000 tactical nuclear weapons deployed in Western Europe, 

the theater nuclear capability, constituted a deterrent by itself which would deter the Soviets 

from using tactical nuclear weapons. However, considering that the Army never agreed with 

this assessment and adding the severity of the state of U.S. force posture in Western Europe, 

this appears to be a rather theoretical or wishful assessment. That Vietnam had aggravated 

the Army’s ability to conduct tactical nuclear operations specifically, or even defend Europe 

broadly, also affected the technological modernization despite of the technological advances 

as noted above. After having studied lessons of the Yom Kippur War of 1973, General Wil-

liam E. Depuy, Commander of U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, explained that 
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“because of the cost of and preoccupation with the Vietnam War, the Army has lost a gen-

eration of modernization.”
462

 This referred to the fact that modern weaponry, armor and 

antitank missiles had been used in great quantity and quality in the Yom Kippur War and 

had proved to be immensely effective and lethal and as such constituted what was perceived 

to be a new kind of high-intensity warfare. Further, while the U.S. had deployed large forces 

in Europe for decades, it had not carried out radical changes in weapons, equipment and 

doctrine. Meanwhile, Army leaders looked to the Soviet Union and found they had under-

taken qualitative improvements in force structuring and weapons, thus improving their com-

bat capability substantially.
463

 In short, the U.S. Army, once again, found itself in a situation 

where the imperative for technologically orientated modernization was (presumed to be) 

pressing and the understanding of modern warfare was slowly beginning to shift. The war in 

Vietnam did not become dimensioning for the Army’s planning for and approach to modern 

war. Instead, and discounting the voices in Military Review that emphasized the technological 

benefits the war had brought, Vietnam was seen as an impediment to the necessary modern-

ization of conventional forces and the direct cause of the weakening of the defense posture 

in Europe.  

Essentially, Vietnam had several, and in some cases contradictory, impacts on tac-

tical nuclear weapons and nuclear warfare. On the one hand, it sparked technological ad-

vancements and operational experience which finally enabled the Army to deploy Honest 

John as originally envisioned all the way back in the 1950s. On the other hand, the focus on 

counterinsurgency warfare led some to conclude that the Army was no longer able to master 

or even fight tactical nuclear war. This was exacerbated by the general and drastic qualitative 

and quantitative decline in the U.S. defense posture in Europe. The fact that tactical nuclear 

weapons had neither been able to deter limited war nor had actually been used in this sce-

nario (Vietnam) further accentuated the general tendency to regard tactical nuclear weapons 

as “the fad of the fifties”.  As the previous section argued, the conceptual understanding of 

tactical nuclear weapons began to shift during this period. Honest John – the embodiment 

of the tactical nuclear weapon – was once and for all considered old, obsolete and outdated. 

With and after Vietnam, tactical nuclear weapons were no longer the silver bullet of the Army 

and neither did the subject of tactical nuclear warfare receive much professional attention. 

As the Army moved its focus from Vietnam, it moved it towards conventional war and left 

the tactical nuclear emphasis of the 1950s and early 1960s. As doctrine actually changed little 
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during this phase (not considering counterinsurgency doctrine), the move was only cemented 

in 1976 with a new version of FM 100-5 and the concept of Active Defense.
464

 The new 

doctrine discarded its hitherto established, albeit small, content on unconventional war and 

minimized content on tactical nuclear operations.
465

 Thus, it focused almost exclusively on 

mid- to high-intensity conventional operations against a single adversary, the Soviet Union.
466

 

As Doughty has documented in his study of U.S. Army tactical doctrine, the new doctrine 

stood in sharp contrast to the generally held view of the 1950s and 1960s, i.e. that nuclear 

weapons would inevitably be used.
467

 While the possibility was acknowledged to exist, a nu-

clear phase was thought to eventually return to a conventional phase, for which reason Army 

commanders concentrated on fighting without nuclear weapons. General Arthur Collins, 

deputy commander in chief of USAREUR, pressed for a review of the long-standing policy 

to employ tactical nuclear weapons early in a war against the Soviets, even if it was in a limited 

conflict. Collins argued that SHAPE exercises and studies showed that the main threat against 

NATO land forces came from Soviet armor, which was why the Army should focus more 

on antitank weapons such as the Sheridan, the TOW antitank missile, and the M60A2 

tank.
468

 This naturally minimized the role of tactical nuclear weapons, which were now seen 

and treated as an ancillary to the conventional battle.
469

 The destiny of Honest John was ce-

mented when General Collins specifically declared that “the army’s tactical nuclear posture 

could be maintained without outdated weapons system such as the Honest John.”
470

 

 

Summary of Phase 3: Ultimately sealing the destiny of Honest John 

From 1965, there was a drastic decline in the attention given to tactical nuclear weapons and 

the nuclear battlefield. This reflected a decreasing prioritization of tactical nuclear weapons 

both within the Army and on the political level. This was only natural as other issues such as 

arms control and counterinsurgency occupied the minds of civilian and military leaders, but 

it was more than just a momentarily neglect. The analysis shows that the early post-Vietnam 

era was the final deathblow for the tactical nuclear weapon as the Army knew it and which 
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was embodied by Honest John. The thesis takes the position that it was and is misleading to 

compare Lance with Honest John, because the technological improvements worked con-

jointly with new policy developments to foster a different conceptual understanding of the 

modern tactical nuclear weapon, which was far from that of Honest John. As the Army re-

covered from Vietnam, it did so with a clear step away from tactical nuclear weapons; the 

future lay in armor and antitank warfare on the conventional battlefield. Though Vietnam 

attributed to the propensity to regard tactical nuclear weapons as something obsolete that 

belonged to the 1950s, the war actually fostered technological advances and operational ex-

perience within air mobility and C3 that would have been of great value on the tactical nuclear 

battlefield. The original vision for the nuclear battlefield could now be fulfilled, but it was too 

late. Further, doctrine never followed to rethink tactical nuclear warfare as part of the post-

Vietnam battlefield. The tactical nuclear weapon as embodied in Honest John was de facto 

discarded in phase 2, before the Vietnam war, but its destiny was finally sealed in phase 3. 

Tactical nuclear weapons were relegated as something belonging to the past, the “fad of the 

fifties.” Honest John was replaced without any fuss, arguments, or controversies – it is in fact 

difficult to ferret out any attention given to the matter at the time. This may enforce the notion 

that Honest John had in fact been shelved in phase 2, but also that tactical nuclear weapons, 

including Honest John specifically, were no longer seen as the shiny “newfangled” item that 

civilian and Army senior leaders had previously based their prestige and career on. The 

question arises whether all this actually had any impact on the routinization outcome. My 

tentative suggestion is that in all probability it reinforced the move away from Honest John. 

It is difficult, if not impossible, to find causal mechanisms between these broader tendencies, 

developments and events to the specific weapon system integration, but essentially we can 

argue that there is no evidence (in the available material) to suggest that Honest John routini-

zation could have had another outcome – besides the theoretical possibility that it was now 

possible to fulfill its role due to maturity of the technological environment and operational 

concepts of air mobility. In reality, however, these developments simply came too late for 

Honest John to remain a modern and relevant battlefield weapon.  

 

4.4 Chapter Conclusion: Tactical nuclear weapons as a case of technology in-

novation routinization 

Studying the routinization of Honest John proved to require a tour de force of U.S. Army 

history. This is essentially because tactical nuclear weapons – with Honest John at the epi-

center – cannot be seen in isolation from issues such as military strategy, the national political 
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leadership or from the wars the U.S. Army deployed in. As demonstrated, these circum-

stances constituted the context which influenced the general movements of U.S. Army nu-

clear policy. Ultimately, though, it is possible to single out the direct influence of what I have 

identified as military issues acting as an hindrance of the effective routinization of Honest 

John. The analysis showed that the Honest John was subject to an evolution and change in 

organizational prioritization ranging from very high to very low, eventually leaving it to be 

discarded as a “fad of the 1950s” in the beginning of the 1970s. Issues revolved primarily 

around intelligence, C3, the technological environment (including specifically the problem 

of mobility), logistics and doctrinal and conceptual unclarity. Integration efforts from within 

the Army focused primarily on changes in organization, and the Army undertook two major 

revisions to this end during the period. However, the case demonstrates that the organiza-

tional structure was never the problem of Honest John, which is why changes in this area did 

not push routinization. The military issues persisted. Hence, an institutional neglect to de-

velop the necessary ‘supporting environment’ to employ Honest John fostered its failure. 

When some of the military issues, primarily advances in technology and operational experi-

ence with air mobility, were potentially solved, Army policy had left its traditional assessment 

of what constituted a modern tactical nuclear weapon.  

Honest John was the Army’s first bid for a technology that would enable the Army 

to (re)gain its relevance and win on what it envisaged the modern battlefield to be. However, 

Honest John failed to deliver on the tactical and operational premises which the entire tactical 

nuclear concept was fundamentally based upon; primarily on the dual creed of dispersion 

and maneuver. Or perhaps more precisely, the Army failed to devise the material and doc-

trinal innovations that could allow and enable the employment of Honest John within this 

concept. Because of unresolved military issues, Honest John could never deliver on the role 

it was originally prescribed. As the tactical nuclear battlefield changed with both technological 

advancements in and increased political and military requirements for precision, Honest 

John became obsolete. We must assess the military conceptual idea of a ‘tactical nuclear 

weapon’ as being well routinized in the U.S. Army, albeit it changed from the embodiment 

of Honest John. Lance was kept in the Army arsenal until the end of the Cold War, and still 

today tactical nuclear weapons are a materiel category that the U.S military has retained - 

although land-based tactical nuclear weapons were withdrawn in 1991.
471

 Honest John was 
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not routinized to the same degree as the idea or theoretical concept of a tactical nuclear 

weapon.  

Essentially, the case invites us to regard routinization as a highly ‘rational’ process. 

In this case, routinization is not the manifestation of the power grab, or competition, that 

innovation literature and previous studies on U.S. Army tactical nuclear weapons led us to 

anticipate. Rather, routinization appears as a ‘rational’ response to, or effect of, the military 

and technological environment the technology is employed in. This initial conclusion stands 

in stark contrast to how research has hitherto conceived of innovation and thus what the 

conceptual framework led us to expect. Advancing a focus on technology routinization then 

truly turned out to be an explorative endeavor, providing new evidence to the technological 

innovation process. In an innovation perspective, the main contention or take-away from this 

case study is then that ‘rational’ tendencies dominate the routinization phase, and further that 

this stands in contrast to the initiation and adoption phase of innovation. The case of Honest 

John routinization can then perhaps give a perspective on what happens when innovation in 

military organizations is not driven by rational military considerations and needs, but on civil-

military relations and inter-service rivalry (as the literature showed it was); then the military 

issues present themselves during routinization. Essentially, military matters matter. As we saw 

in the literature review, research on the ‘atomic army’ considered the adoption of tactical 

nuclear weapons as well as the development of doctrine and organization to be driven by a 

political imperative and organizational competitive pressure, thus Honest John originally 

served a political – rather than military - purpose. The corollary I add here is, then, that the 

innovation process was more in tune with the political reality than the military reality in which 

the weapons were supposed to function, i.e. how it tied into existing and future Army opera-

tional and organizational practice. Eventually, reality kicks in. This is a key feature in under-

standing the (lack of) routinization of Honest John: The institutional lack of timely attention 

to the ‘military reality’ proved to be the main challenge to routinization. This fosters another 

insight: That it was the rather ‘ordinary’ task of undertaking the professional development of 

the Army as a military organization that ultimately mattered in routinization. It appears that 

the failed routinization was essentially very much connected to insufficient implementation 

initiatives and policies connected to the broader act and purpose of making technology, or-

ganization, doctrine and personnel to come together as a whole. Such institutional develop-

ment is one of the continuous and ordinary – but highly important – cores tasks of the military 

organization. It is evident that this task also required Army leaders (and civilian policy mak-

ers) to employ a long-term perspective and approach, which thus appears to have failed or at 

least been insufficient. When the task of making these building blocks come together was 

finally (partly) solved, Honest John was obsolete. Here, contextual factors naturally also play 
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a role. For instance, the changing national security policies, the Army engagement in the 

Vietnam War, as well as e.g. its legacy of previous R&D efforts, influenced the course of 

Army development. This realization acknowledges the persistent importance and role of 

context, but it does not skew the fact that routinization was mainly driven by the plethora of 

military issues connected to Honest John’s deployment, which in turn tied to an inadequate 

development of the military organization and its proper synchronization of technology, or-

ganization, doctrine and personnel. And perhaps also, we may add, that there was a lack of 

attention to this specific consideration during innovation adoption.   

  



 

 

 

Chapter 5 

A RATIONAL APPROACH TO ‘MILITARY BENEFITS’? THE 

 SECOND OFFSET STRATEGY, PRECISION-GUIDED MUNITIONS, 

AND THE U.S. AIR FORCE, 1968-1991: ROUTINIZING PAVEWAY 

 

In the public imagination, precision-guided munitions (PGMs) are connected to the Gulf 

War and Operation Desert Storm. In 1991, the evening news transmitted dramatic footage 

of these ‘smart bombs’ in action against Iraqi forces directly to the TV sets in the living rooms 

in the United States and across the world. Despite the fact that PGMs only accounted for 8% 

of the munitions expended during the war, they claimed an astonishing 75% of the total de-

struction. Today, in recent operations in Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria, the U.S. Air Force 

almost exclusively made use of PGMs.
472

 Indeed, precision munitions have become indis-

pensable in modern air warfare. The most used PGM in the Gulf War was the laser-guided 

bomb (LGB) Paveway, the object of this case study. Outside scholarly and professional cir-

cles, few people realize that Paveway was in fact developed and put to use in the mid-late 

1960s, almost a quarter century prior to the Gulf War. Paveway is still used extensively today 

and has thus demonstrated its relevance for and ability to support modern air warfare through 

the changing ages. Evidently, there is a long history preceding the use of Paveway in Desert 

Storm and in current operations. That period is the history of routinization of Paveway within 

the Air Force and the integration into its practice. Judging solely by the fact that to this day 

Paveway is still a highly valued weapon, the routinization process must be considered a suc-

cess. More indicators point towards this assessment, for instance the fact that the integration 

of Paveway was never seriously disputed within the Air Force, that it has been used in every 

operation since its inception, and that continuous organizational prioritization and techno-

logical development fostered its continuous relevance as a militarily effective and politically 

feasible weapon. The implementation of Paveway is an ideal case of routinization. This chap-

ter will detail how and why this happened.  

The analysis will argue that the primary factor which drove the Air Force to rou-

tinize Paveway can be termed as ‘military benefits’ –  i.e. advantages specifically tied to the 

military activity of waging war and employing the technology in field operations that grew 

directly from the inherent nature of Paveway. These included various parameters such as 
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cost-effectiveness, the possibility to engage new targets, a high increase of operational effec-

tiveness and a fundamental expression of the relevance of tactical air power in modern war-

fare. The study regards the Gulf War as the manifestation – not the beginning – of this rou-

tinization process.  

This chapter will begin by briefly explaining what a laser-guided bomb is. Next, it 

will contextualize the routinization of Paveway within the Second Offset Strategy, drawing out 

its military and strategic rationale. Before the actual case analysis, the chapter will then pre-

sent the literature review, essential for understanding why the approach and findings of this 

study are covering new ground, thus yielding new and important insights not only about the 

Air Force efforts to implement PGMs into its practice, but about military innovation in gen-

eral. 

 

5.1 Paving the Way: The Second Offset Strategy, the U.S. Air Force, and the 

Paveway laser-guided bomb  

 

What is a laser-guided bomb? A brief introduction to Paveway  

Paveway is a laser-guided bomb within the broader category of precision-guided munitions. 

It is one of the first PGMs that the Air Force experimented with and the very first laser-

guided bomb. Even though we think of PGMs as an advanced or ‘high-tech’ weapon, LGBs 

are surprisingly simple: Paveway consists of a laser kit attached to an unguided bomb – a 

general purpose bomb or colloquially called a ‘dumb bomb’ - such as the 500-lb Mark 82 

bomb or 2000-lb Mark 84. The add-on kits for Paveway consist of a seeker head attached to 

nose of the bomb, a computer control group and a set of tailfins and canards (forward control 

fins). Paveway should not be mistaken for a missile, though some authors wrongly classify it 

as such. What separates a ‘smart bomb’ from a missile is that it does not have a propulsion 

system. Gravity and the momentum from the launching aircraft are the only propellant 

forces.
473

 For the bomb to actually be ‘smart’ it depends on a laser designator pointing a laser 

beam consistently at the target, thus illuminating it. The designator pods come in different 

variants and can either be carried by the strike aircraft itself, by another aircraft within the 

strike group, or as a portable laser gun designed for ground troops.
474

 Like the Paveway itself, 
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these designator pods have undergone technological development and they bear the names 

of Pave Knife, Pave Spike, and Pave Tack. Explained in one sentence then, the bomb is 

dropped from the aircraft, the seeker head locks onto the target and it then homes in on the 

energy reflected from it, adjusting the flight path by the varying control fins and canards on 

the bomb.
475

  

Though it may appear self-evident, it is worthwhile to spell out that Paveway spe-

cifically, and LGBs in general, are used for air-to-ground missions, i.e. air-to-ground precision 

attack. Hence, it can not be used for air-to-air combat for instance. Paveway is delivered by 

tactical fighters and attack aircraft, originally and most notably the F-4 Phantom, but also the 

A-6 Intruder, and later most notably F-117, F-111, F-15 and F-16 depending on variant of 

the bomb and of the aircraft. When we deal with Paveway, we then deal with the tactical air 

forces, not the strategic air forces (though today the B-1B and B-52 can actually also carry 

Paveway). The strategic air forces, and the now abolished Strategic Air Command, are thus 

not part of this study.  One of the great advantages of the Paveway design is that it requires 

virtually no modifications to the delivery aircraft, why the entire Paveway system is also low 

in cost. This will also prove to be an important point in the analysis. Below is an illustration 

of the Paveway I system in action from 1970: It shows the bomb dropped by the strike air-

craft, a F-4, leaving the scene and the designator aircraft circling the air pointing the laser at 

the target, in this case a tank, until impact.  
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Through the 1970s and 1980s, the Air Force continued to develop and improve Paveway, 

resulting in three generations of the bomb and several versions of the designator pod.
476

 This 

will also be elaborated in the analysis. Paveway II went into service in 1977. It featured folding 

tail wings, which meant that not only could more bombs could be carried, but they could also 

 

 

476 A fourth generation of the bomb, Paveway IV, has also been made for the Royal Air Force in 2008. 

Paveway 1 in action. Source: Headquarters Pacific Air Forces, Second Generation Weaponry in 

SEA. Project CHECO Report. 1970, p. 20. 
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be carried and delivered at higher speeds.
477

 The second generation also had improved elec-

tronics as integrated circuits and miniaturization, which made it possible to put more complex 

systems aboard the bomb, thus improving accuracy and maneuverability.
478

 Paveway II was, 

and still is, sold to and used by over 30 nations. Paveway III became operational in 1986. In 

some ways, it was a great improvement, notably in its increased standoff range and mission 

flexibility: Where previous generations of the bombs had to lock on to the laser designator 

before being released by the aircraft, Paveway III can lock on to the laser designator after it 

is released. This gives the aircraft the ability to deliver the bomb further from the target. A 

sophisticated autopilot adapts to conditions of release.
479

 In short, the third generation pro-

vides extreme operational and mission flexibility. However, this has also made the bomb 

much more complicated, resulting in extremely high costs compared to earlier generations. 

It costs three or four times as much. The current price for Paveway III today is around 

$60.000, effectively limiting its use to high-value targets (the current price of Paveway II is ca. 

$21.000), not including calculations on cost-effectiveness, strike aircraft, etc. As mentioned, 

Paveway III has not replaced Paveway II, both series remain in production to offer the low-

cost solution initially inherent in the Paveway philosophy. This study will only focus on the 

first two generations. As a delimitation for the case study is necessary, it can be argued that 

Paveway III represents a generational transition away from the original design, while the use 

of Paveway II in operation Desert Storm symbolizes the end of the routinization process of 

the ‘old-school’ Paveways.  

Finally, a point on the vulnerability of Paveway. First, laser-guided bombs are not 

infallible weapons, as they possess the inherent vulnerability of being limited in use during 

bad weather. Fog, smoke, humidity, clouds, etc. weaken the luminosity of the laser beam, so 

weather conditions and enemy-generated smoke may inhibit its use. To overcome this, mod-

ern versions of Paveway II and III can be upgraded by attaching an add-on package of GPS.
480

 

Second, another vulnerability of the system was originally that it required a designator aircraft 

to point out the target and stay in air until impact. This of course made the designator aircraft 

extremely vulnerable to enemy air defenses, but technological development of the designator 
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pods solved this by making it attachable to the delivery aircraft, thus eliminating the need for 

a designator aircraft. These notions will be relevant analytical points in the analysis, but here 

serves as a baseline.  

 

Paveway and the Second Offset Strategy: Building on existing technology 

The challenge of dropping bombs accurately on the target has been actively pursued ever 

since the dawn of military aviation.
481

 Military organizations have consistently pushed both 

technology and delivery tactics to improve precision. By World War II, the average accuracy 

for bombers was approximately 365 meters – a CEP that is unimaginable today (a weapons’ 

precision is measured in CEP, Circular Error Probable).
482

 In this perspective, it is appealing 

to agree that PMGs represent “one of the most significant improvements in military aviation 

technology” as Kenneth Werrell has argued.
483

  

In a pursuit to improve innovation within the Air Force in the early 1960s, a work-

ing group, Project Forecast, identified and recommended the need to concentrate on devel-

oping a ‘Zero CEP’ capability, which translated into the specific aim of being able to hit a 

target within a CEP of less than a foot. This ambition would prove to fit well with technolog-

ical developments taking place within its sister service, the U.S. Army. The Army Missile 

Command (MiCom) was experimenting with laser application, hoping to develop a seeker 

system for a missile head that could enable a missile to home in on a reflected light on the 

target, the target of special interest being a tank.
484

 By 1965, MiCom had developed the rough 

conceptual basis for the laser guidance system, but terminated funding due to the combat 

requirements in Vietnam, where antitank warfare was not of particular relevance. The Army 

then shared its information with the Air Force, who had a small budget dedicated to quickly 

translate new possible applications of new technology to develop entirely new weapon sys-

tems or improving those within the inventory. Consequently, the idea of putting the laser 

seeker on a ‘dumb’ bomb was made. Due to the operational requirements coming out of 

Vietnam in March 1967, the program to develop a laser-guided bomb with a maximum CEP 

of 25 feet (7,6 m) operable with the F-4 Phantom, was accelerated. By June 1968, Paveway I 
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was deployed with tactical air forces in Vietnam, operating out of Ubon Air Force Base in 

Thailand.
485

 On the background of operational feasibility demonstrations as well as an – albeit 

small - organizational push towards achieving a ‘Zero CEP’ capability, the Second Offset 

Strategy of the 1970s would provide the overall strategic rationale for the Air Force’s process 

of integrating Paveway into its practice. 

Contrary to the previous case study of tactical nuclear weapons and the First Offset 

Strategy, it is clear that the laser-guided bomb, Paveway, was developed before the advent of 

the Second Offset Strategy. In this way, the Second Offset build partly on existing and proven 

technology, and it provided the strategic impetus and rationale for the further development 

and integration of precision-guided munitions in the Air Force. The Second Offset can be 

comprehensive to account for as it essentially spans two decades and several presidential 

administrations. However, it gained prominence and explicit formulation under President 

Carter, and is specifically tied to the efforts of Secretary of Defense Harold Brown and Under 

Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering William Perry (both 1977-81). In the 

beginning of the 1970s, it became increasingly clear that U.S. was once again falling behind 

the Warsaw Pact forces in both qualitative and quantitative terms. Newspapers began to re-

port about these military gaps: In 1972, for instance, The New York Times reported that the 

Warsaw Pact possessed 4180 tactical bombers, fighter-bombers, inceptors and reconnais-

sance airplanes on the central front, where NATO had 2050, while the number of tanks was 

reported as 3:1 in favor of the Warsaw Pact.
486

 The improving quality of those forces was also 

noted.
487

 The Soviet T-72 tank was perceived to outgun the American M60A1, while the 

MiG–25 looked superior to the F–4E in aerial combat.
488

 This increased “size and sophisti-

cation” was especially concerning considering the planned large U.S. force reductions in Eu-

rope.
489

 Further, the Soviet Union expanded the military R&D program, ultimately challeng-

ing the U.S. technological advantage.  According to Malcom R. Currie, director of defense 
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research and engineering, the Soviets would obtain “dominance” in military technology by 

the mid-1980s, if the trend was not reversed.
490

 Meanwhile, qualitative improvements in So-

viet nuclear capabilities joined eventually by arms treaties limited the size of nuclear arsenals; 

this made a strengthening of the ability to deter aggression by conventional means more im-

portant.
491

 Looking with great apprehension at the situation as a whole, an evolution of Amer-

ican force structure and doctrine was needed, and the Second Offset provided a “realistic 

and fairly effective strategy” for evolving the U.S. military force.
492

 In line with the first of its 

kind, the Second Offset then sought to offset Soviet conventional numerical superiority and 

increasing quality of forces by leveraging advanced technology – not numbers – in order to 

deter or thwart an armored assault in Central Europe. The central tenets as devised by Brown 

and Perry built on the works of the Long Range Research and Development Planning Pro-

gram (LRRDPP) under DARPA from the early-mid 1970s. LRRDPP’s purpose was to “as-

sess…what possible shifts or emphasis in the U.S. Defense R&D program were implied by 

the strategy of Flexible Response” and, as Ben Fitzgerald has noted, it was centered on an 

intellectual and technical breakthrough: “that the use of highly accurate, smart weapons could 

be as effective a military deterrent as tactical nuclear weapons.”
493

 The working group con-

cluded in 1975 that precision munitions – also described as ”near zero miss non-nuclear 

weapons” – constituted the most promising and important technology to offer the National 

Command Authority an alternative response option to massive nuclear destruction, while the 

group also assessed it to be both technologically feasible and militarily effective.
494

 Currie also 

testified in Congress that PGMs could revolutionize warfare.
495

 Precision-guided munitions 

alone could not offset the military and strategic balance; it was part of a larger package of 

superior technologies such as advanced tactical fighters, stealth technology, standoff weapons 
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and electronic countermeasures which were in their infancy.
496

 Where the First Offset Strat-

egy was deeply embedded with the Army, the Second Offset had deep roots within the Air 

Force, but they both built on the premise that advanced technology could act as an equalizer 

and ‘force multiplier’. The very basic tactical ambition of the Second Offset was to enable 

forces to hit a moving tank at night. The strategy was supported by changes in Army and Air 

Force doctrine, first Active Defense later AirLand Battle, the second which in the beginning 

of the 1980s built on improved technology to offer a model of combined arms warfare that 

truly integrated tactical air support for ground forces.
497

 In the broader picture, the goal of 

improving NATO’s conventional forces was to disrupt a Warsaw Pact ground attack, which 

required the capability to find, fix and destroy both the forward line of troops while also 

striking follow-on echelons.
498

 This, in turn, required rapid precision attacks by tactical air 

forces. Rebecca Grant has argued that the Second Offset should be perceived as an opera-

tional concept for precision; “how to see and target Soviet ground forces and debilitate them 

quickly enough to prevent them from overrunning Europe.”
499

  This was the military rationale 

behind the Second Offset Strategy, and emphasis of PGMs within a larger technological en-

vironment.  

Now that we have a basic knowledge of Paveway as a weapon and contextualized it 

to the framework of the Second Offset Strategy, we turn to put the case in context of research. 

 

5.2 Perspectives from the literature: Precision guided munitions as a failed in-

novation?  

Situating this case study of the Air Force’s routinization of the Paveway within the literature 

is no simple task. The case touches upon a broad range of different subjects and areas of 

research where studies dealing exclusively with precision-guided munitions (PGMs) are less 

in number, and studies dealing specifically with laser-guided bombs (LGBs) are non-existing. 

Also, a thorough and systematic review of the literature – whose synthesis is presented here 

– reveals that no studies have yet analyzed PGMs nor LGBs specifically in an innovation 

framework. On several parameters, this case study then breaks new ground. This paragraph 

will present the synthesis of an extensive review of the literature that in some ways deals with 
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the Air Force and PGMs, as LGBs are a too specific topic to pursue narrowly. The review 

will argue that 1) PGMs are often treated in relation to research on operation Desert Storm 

and the Gulf War, and are therefore also often inextricably linked to the academic discussion 

about the Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA); 2) the study of PGMs is also tied to the 

academic discussions about the Air Force’s ‘relationship’ with technology as well as the Amer-

ican Way of War and technology; 3) that considering whether or not PGMs are a ‘success’, 

it is possible to identify two positions; one negative and one positive; 4) that service culture 

appears strongly to be the preferred explanans regarding Air Force and PGMs, which I, how-

ever, find to be unjustified. For the sake of clarity, I have divided the review into two main 

sections: Studies that touch upon LGBs and PGMs within a broader context, and studies 

dealing more specifically with these weapons.  

 

The context 

Collectively, the Air Force’s history of development and use of precision guided weapons is 

covered well if we accept the premise to apply a wide lens: First, historical studies dealing 

with various subjects of the Air Force often touch upon the issue of precision and PGMs 

either as a separate or underlying theme. For instance, such studies include general histories 

of the Air Force,
500

 on the Tactical Air Command/tactical air forces,
501

 and on doctrine and 
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air power theory.
502

 Especially historical studies of the Vietnam War
503

 and the Gulf War
504

  

include analysis and discussion about the use and implications of PGMs, as these are the 

wars generally associated with precision munitions: Vietnam being the war where they were 

first introduced, the Gulf War being the war where their operational value was ultimately 

demonstrated. This notion effectively also means that the Air Force’s experience with PGMs 

during the 1980s is generally neglected in the literature. Other subjects seem to dominate the 

agenda of studies concerned with the Air Force in the 1980s; specifically research has tackled 

the subject of the implementation of the Red Flag realistic training regimes in the Air Force,
505

 

the development and integration of new modern tactical fighter jets (F-15 and F-16), or the 

Defense Reform Movement that dominated the defense discourse at the time – or in certain 

cases, all of the above.
506
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When dealing with PGMs, one cannot escape a comment on the fact that PGMs 

are inextricably linked to the professional, political and academic debate about the Revolu-

tion in Military Affairs (RMA) which occurred in the aftermath of the Gulf War.
507

 The main 

question of interest that occupied both politicians, service members and analysts – and to this 

day still occupies the minds of researchers – was whether a revolution in warfare had occurred 

with operation Desert Storm, in which the application of advanced technology, such as pre-

cision strike and stealth, could lead to a total domination of the battlefield, resulting in swift 

and clean victory with minimal collateral damage and a minimal loss of own forces. This 

discussion lies well outside the scope of this dissertation, but it should be acknowledged that 

in the literature, as well as often in the public mind and professional debate, discussion of 

PGMs is inextricably tied to the discussion of RMA. From this also follows the fallacy to 

regard PGMs as something solely connected to, or which was first introduced or proved its 

operational value, in the Gulf War. This study will show that the primary PGM technology 

used in Desert Storm, Paveway, was indeed an old technology that was introduced in the late 

1960s, and thus implemented and matured – routinized – in the time between the Vietnam 

War and the Gulf War.
508

 One should thus not simply connect PGMs to the Gulf War, as 

there is a long preceding history leading up to this event, namely the history of routinization 

of Paveway which will be accounted for in this present study. 

When examining the Air Force and its weapons and platforms, studies tend also 

to deal with the broader metaquestion of the service’s relationship with technology. As was 

the case with the Army and Honest John, a strand of literature tackles the overall question of 

the relationship between the U.S. Armed forces and technology, depicting the U.S. as the 

military force in the world which has emphasized technology the most, and which has shown 

a tendency to rely solely on advanced technology (see Chapter 4). More specifically, scholars 

also examine the relationship between the Air Force and technology.
509

 Generally, there is a 
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tendency to regard the Air Force, sometimes along with the Navy, as a service that is highly 

oriented towards technology, more so than the others, to the degree that they speak of an Air 

Force “technological enthusiasm.”
510

 The foundation of this conception is to be found in the 

work of Carl Builder. In his canonized 1994 study of Air Force culture and air power theory, 

he criticized the Air Force’s ”love of technology.”
511

 As he wrote, the “Air Force has long 

worshipped at the altar of technology,” arguing that the Air Force tends to think that if it is to 

have a future, it will come only from understanding, nurturing, and applying technology.
512

 In 

other words, the Air Force sees its future relevance tied solely to technology, for which reason 

he regards the Air Force as having a “insatiable appetite for new means.”
513

 Clearly, Builder 

critiques that the Air Force is more concerned with technology than with air power theory; 

more with the means than the ends and the conceptual basis for how to achieve these ends. 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, this is a critique we find common in studies assessing the Amer-

ican way of war. On the other hand, as Kenneth Werrell has also pointed out, other scholars 

argue what seems to be contradictory: That the Air Force culture values and romanticizes the 

(manned) aircraft to the degree that it consistently disregards and dismisses new technology 

that “turns flying machines into fighting machines,” such as advanced munitions, sensors, 

communications.
514

 This widespread notion of the Air Force as being either culturally pre-

disposed to emphasize, rely – even worship – technology or totally discard is important to 

include, because it represents one of the most widely voiced explanation factors for the Air 

Force attempt, or lack hereof, to integrate precision munitions into its practice. As I will argue 

towards the end, cultural explanations are dominant in this area, but in fact they leave us at a 

dead end. I will return to this, but let us keep it in mind for now. 

 

The specific 

A range of scholars have studied PGMs and LGBs in more detail.
515

 As this study came to 

rely more on secondary literature than initially expected due to the implications of COVID-
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19 (see Chapter 3), this literature has become essential to support, challenge and contextual-

ize the analytical findings from my source material, i.e. the professional journal of the Air 

Force, Air University Review and available internal Air Force reports. What these scholarly 

studies have in common is that they maintain a clear focus on the technical side of the 

weapon, providing great insight into the technical characteristics and the technological devel-

opment of the system throughout the three generations of Paveway. Further, especially the 

study by Paul G. Gillespie is based on extensive archival research, allowing me a – albeit not 

optimal - look into the primary sources that exist in the U.S. archives, but unfortunately have 

been impossible to access. Further, these studies have a fairly clear grasp of the context in 

which these weapons were used and developed, particularly the military context and opera-

tional use, ultimately and collectively providing detailed accounts of the history of PGMs. 

From this literature it is possible to identify two positions when asking broadly whether or 

not PGMs has been a ‘success’ or ‘failure’, i.e. whether or not PGMs have been routinized 

within the Air Force. 

Barry Watts has published several studies on PGMs and air power. Watts is the 

most vocal to argue that the Air Force actively resisted the integration of PGMs into its prac-

tice. Watts’ fundamental assumption is that service culture and institutional culture strongly 

influences how the various services in the U.S. Armed Forces took on and integrated preci-

sion guided munitions.
516

 Concerning the Air Force specifically, he argues that it was slow to 

routinize (note that Watts does not use this expression) LGBs because there was a cultural 

resistance towards precision munitions within Tactical Air Command (TAC).  According to 

Watts, TAC “ignored” LGBs for a long time and opposed the technology because it would 

change air warfare and thus threaten, or at least change, the missions performed by TAC. As 

such, it did not fall in line with the “belief-system” and professional identity of tactical fighter 

community which valued individual pilot skills and thus the act of manually delivering air-to-

ground bombs in a diving maneuver.  Further, Watts contends that PGMs in broad and 
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LGBs in particular were “not a high priority” for the Air Force between the end of the Vi-

etnam War and the Gulf War.
517

 Despite the tactical effectiveness which LGBs had demon-

strated in Vietnam, they were not seen as a “profound change in aerial warfare or major 

breakthrough in the decade after Vietnam,”
518

 for which reason the Air Force fighter com-

munity even “dismiss[ed], ignore[d], or discount[ed] the potential of LGBs between 1972 

and Desert Storm,”
519

 and only finally accepted them after the Gulf War. The main reason 

why there was this “long delay” in the acceptance was not  due to immature technology, “but 

the underlying belief systems of the Air Force’s tactical-fighter community.”
520

 He describes 

the process as being one of “foot-dragging” and of “intuitional resistance.”
521

 Clearly, this is a 

harsh indictment of the Air Force as an institution and more specifically of the tactical fighter 

community, and it clearly regards LGBs specifically, and PGMs broadly, as a case of failed 

routinization that was exclusively caused by service culture. 

The ‘cultural resistance’ argument occurs sporadically in other places too: For in-

stance, journalist Vernon Loeb speaks of a cultural resistance towards PGMs due to the 

fighter community’s proclivity for air-to-air combat as well as a more general Air Force re-

sistance towards the high-tech modernization agenda of the Second Offset Strategy and the 

Carter administration.
522

 In his study of Air Force doctrine and training, historian Brian Laslie 

similarly argues that a special ethos connects to respectively ‘precision munitions’ and ‘preci-

sion delivery’: ‘Precision munitions’ relies on technology as the means of executing the op-

eration (i.e. the ‘smart’ bomb),  where ‘precision delivery’ is a human-based approach to 

weapons employment which relies on the pilot’s skill and ability to deliver the munition pre-

cisely where he chooses.
523

 According to Laslie, the tactical air community clearly had a pref-

erence for ‘precision delivery’, thus resisting the introduction of precision munitions which 

threatened the culture of the fighter community.  

A handful of scholars stand in stark contrast to these conclusions. Instead, they 

regard the history of the Air Force and its use of PGMs as a positive one that was marked 

not only by successful development of the weapon, but certainly also effective operational 

use and integration into the service mission. If put in innovation terms, these authors would 
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surely consider the integration of LGBs into practice as a case of successful routinization. 

Notable about these studies is that they do not argue in terms of service culture, but quite the 

contrary: When considering why it was a success, they tend to point towards the cost-effec-

tiveness and operational and/or strategic value of the weapons. I will return to consider this 

schism at the end of the paragraph, but first highlight a few of the works within this group. 

Like Barry Watts, Paul G. Gillespie has written several books and articles on the 

subject of PGMs. In his book Weapons of Choice, he studies the history of the PGMs as a 

weapon with a particular emphasis “on the effect this technology has had on U.S. national 

security policy.”
524

 Gillespie generally views the introduction and integration of PGMs as a 

success, even to the degree that he assesses “precision guided munitions [to have] displaced 

the nuclear bomb and missiles of the cold war as the “ultimate weapon” in the U.S. arse-

nal.”
525

 Zooming in on his explanations as to why and how this happened, the underlying 

argument is that both the low cost of the weapon and the demonstrated operational effective-

ness of it during the Vietnam War pushed further the development, refinement and integra-

tion, and these benefits ultimately translated into attractive policy options and increased the 

military and political demand for them. LGBs and PGMs reached a point where they gave 

politicians the opportunity to conduct a more “humane war”
526

 with less collateral damage, 

which in turn allowed them to pursue a new national security policy that increasingly relied 

on the use of military force to achieve national security objectives. In this way, Gillespie also 

argues that there is a change in the direction from which the push to integrate PGMs came: 

It begins as a bottom-up push from the aircrew and force commanders in Vietnam who val-

ued the tactical and operational effectiveness Paveway provided. Then it turns into a top-

down push when analysts, defense officials and politicians are increasingly able to translate 

the tactical effectiveness to a military strategic benefit of being effective while minimizing 

risk.
527

 However, my reading of Gillespie’s book is that none of this was possible had it not 

been for the low-cost and operational effectiveness inherent in the LGB as a weapon. It is of 

interest to briefly observe just how differently Watts and Gillespie assess the case, and it 

illustrates how research – and indeed historical research - can disagree about the nature of a 

case. A notable discord between them is their contradictory assessments of the strategic im-

plications of Paveway’s effectiveness in Vietnam: Watts argues that LGBs provided a means 
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of increased efficiency, “but that greater efficiency did not exert any obvious operational or 

strategic impact on the overall outcome of the conflict.”
528

 On the opposite side, Gillespie 

argues that the use of LGBs in 1972 “accelerated an end to hostilities by coercing recalcitrant 

northern representatives back to the bargaining table. It is, therefore, quite correct to con-

clude that accurate bombs allowed President Nixon to achieve his political goal of an Amer-

ican withdrawal that did not abandon the South to imminent Communist take-over.”
529

 I in-

clude this example in order to illustrate that there is profound disagreement not only about 

whether or not the Air Force integrated PGMs successfully or not, but that such disagreement 

is perhaps also tied to a more basic, or fundamental, assessment of the historical, tactical, 

operational and strategic impact of these weapons.  

In his book, Chasing the Silver Bullet, Kenneth P. Werrells asks how the Air Force 

developed and exploited technology during the Cold War, and how technology affected Air 

Force performance 1960-1990.
530

 Thus, he investigates how the Air Force developed and 

employed major aviation technology, including precision-guided munitions. The Air Force 

experience with PGMs is judged as a general success. Like Gillespie, Werrell argues that the 

Air Force undertook a rapid development and employment of LGBs in the 1960s and 1970s, 

and generally, PGMs had reached maturity by the time of the Gulf War.
531

 Essentially, he 

ascribes the success to two factors: First, that a few innovative individuals pushed a promising 

idea, second that it was a simple and cheap technology whose low cost permitted freedom of 

action in development. It was not a high-risk project, and the simplicity kept the cost down 

and made it a reliable and workable weapon.
532

 It is not entirely clear whether these conclu-

sions only apply to the success of the development program or if they also apply to the im-

plementation part - in the book he declares his focus to be on “design, development, manu-

facture, and operation.”
533

 However, I believe that he aims to explain the overall success by 

these two factors.  

The Air Force’s relationship to LGBs in the decade after Vietnam has been de-

scribed by C. R. Anderegg as a “love affair” that started in Vietnam and exists to this day.
534

 

Anderegg examines the tactical fighter force in the decade after Vietnam and thus includes 
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analysis of LGBs. He assesses that at the end of the 1970s, LGBs had become a “mature 

part” of the F-4 fleet.
535

 A synthesis of his analysis reveals – it is not spelled out as one general 

argument – that this was due to the initial operational utility of Paveway and thus also the 

following continuous institutional engagement with and effort to experiment with tactics, 

training, and technological development of the system.
536

 Interesting for this literature review 

is that fact that Anderegg actually engages, albeit briefly, with the ‘cultural resistance’ argu-

ment when he acknowledges that naturally sceptics existed in the form of old school pilots 

”who thought that manual dive bombing was the only reliable way to get the job done”, but 

he argues – contrary to Watts - that these were a minority and many of them “saw the light” 

when they went to the training and introduction course to Paveway at the Fighter Weapons 

School.
537

 

Lastly, I briefly want to highlight Thomas Mahnken, whom we also discussed in 

the previous case study on the U.S. Army. In his study of technology and the ‘American way 

of war’ since 1945, he argues that the structure and culture of the services affected how new 

ways of war were received. In a short chapter on the LGB employment in Vietnam, Mahnken 

definitely strikes a positive tone: Emphasizing the effectiveness and cost of Paveway, he writes 

that the impacts of LGBs would far outlast the Vietnam War.
538

 Though not clearly arguing 

why this can be considered a “success”, and not in any sense dealing with routinization, 

Mahnken also brings forth an argument about culture: Mahnken argues that approaches 

which complemented a service’s identity flourished. Here, the LGBs are a case in point, as 

he finds that they did not threaten Air Force aviators, “all they did was make existing tasks 

more effective.”
539

 In this sense, we may simply conclude that Mahnken argues that LGBs 

were routinized because they did not obstruct service identity and culture, but enhanced its 

mission performance. 

 

The U.S. Air Force and laser-guided weapons in an innovation perspective 

If we sum up the findings of the literature review and apply an innovation perspective, a few 

pertinent observations emerge:  First, studies have focused on the development, adoption 

and initial use of Paveway in the Vietnam War or on the employment of PGMs in the Gulf 
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War. There is general agreement that the development of Paveway was a remarkably fast and 

successful process. This then leaves the actual process of implementation and routinization 

unaccounted for. Second, at the same time we find a rather pronounced critique of the time 

perspective involved in the acceptance of the weapon – that it was slower than it could have 

been and that it was a “relatively slow adoption” in the words of Gillespie.
540

 Third, it appears 

that the Vietnam War acted as a push for both development, adoption and initial use, i.e. 

that wartime was conducive and fostered innovation initiation. Fourth, what appears most 

significant is the fact that service culture is the most pronounced factor explaining innovation 

– or a lack thereof. Researchers have generally not explained LGB development, adoption 

and implementation from neither a civil-military relations perspective nor an organizational 

competition perspective, which was otherwise the case with the U.S. Army and tactical nu-

clear weapons. Further, scholars do not regard the innovation process as being driven by 

competing interests nor the attempt to manifest a ‘power grab’, as discussed previously in 

Chapter 2 and 4. Instead, the cultural factor is highlighted, and it is most clearly linked to 

failure. Most vocal is Watts, who described the Air Force’s active resistance towards LGBs 

and PGMs as a result of service culture. Military Innovation Studies as a field indeed provides 

theoretical support for Watts’ argument. As we saw in Chapter 2, studies on military innova-

tion have long argued that culture either fosters, prohibits or at least shapes military innova-

tion. For instance, Robert Perry argued that the Air Force had an institutional and cultural 

aversion against the development and adoption of ballistic missiles which caused “relatively 

slow acceptance.”
541

 Studying the role of culture in military innovation with a specific focus 

on the U.S. Air Force and the Predator drone, Caitlin Lee argues that Air Force cultural 

norms explain the service’s “halting approach” to employment of the Predator drone.
542

 This 

falls in line with scholars’ general tendency to regard the Air Force relationship to technology 

as something unique and culturally determined, as accounted for in the beginning of this 

chapter. However, I find the cultural argument unsatisfactory on two fronts. First, because 

Watts’ arguments are generally not persuasive because he does not support or substantiate 

them by evidence, neither by secondary literature, primary sources nor interviews – they 

remain for the most part theoretically attractive postulates. Second, the cultural argument is 
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unsatisfactory because it is essentially contradictive and can evidently be used to argue either 

side of the case:  On the one hand scholars argue that the Air Force is obsessed with tech-

nology and increasingly relies on a technological way of warfare. According to this viewpoint, 

this would push routinization of LGBs. One the other hand, we have seen scholars argue 

that the Air Force is generally resistant to new technology and high-tech solutions, because 

such technology does not fit the Air Force service culture, most notably the air fighter culture 

of emphasizing individual pilot skills of flying, dogfighting and manually delivering bombs. If 

we accept this stance, then this would act as an inhibitor for routinization of LGBs.  There-

fore, the cultural explanation reaches a dead end and can be used to make capital of either 

postulate. However, one may still argue that it is reasonable to assume that Air Force culture 

and service identity would be a primary driving force for routinization ‘success’ or ‘failure’. 

Naturally, as this thesis is based on an explorative methodology, I have also looked for signs 

of cultural factors in the analysis of Paveway routinization. However, the fact is that the study 

finds quite the contrary of a culture argument: The case analysis will show that there were no 

signs of cultural resistance towards LGBs specifically or PGMs in general. Neither is there 

evidence of a culturally determined push towards routinization. On the contrary, I will argue 

that the routinization of Paveway was simply driven by and dominated by a strictly ‘rational’ 

approach to the Paveway bomb as a weapon delivering high operational effectiveness due to 

its military benefits and low cost. This is generally in tune with the findings of Gillespie, An-

deregg and Werrell. Returning to the theoretical chapter’s conclusion that we would also 

expect routinization to be a ‘complex interplay of drivers,’ this turns out not to be the case 

here either. Further, the analysis will among other things argue that the institutional commit-

ment to LGBs already came during the Vietnam War, that the commitment was consistent, 

and that the Gulf War did not represent the acceptance of PGMs, but rather a culmination 

and manifestation of this institutional commitment.  

Analyzing the case of Paveway implementation in the Air Force in an innovation 

perspective then covers new ground: It contributes to the discussion about the role of culture 

in military innovation by denouncing its role (in this case) and introducing a ‘rationality’ ar-

gument: That Paveway enjoyed constant high organizational prioritization, which in turn was 

primarily due to the ‘military benefits’ inherent in the Paveway system. Looking specifically 

at the routinization process, I am able to demonstrate that not everything that has to do with 

the Air Force’s approach to technology is necessarily rooted in a cultural disposition to either 

be ‘for’ or ‘against’. The analysis will also substantiate the fact that there is a continuous pro-

cess behind the first and successful demonstration of use of Paveway in Vietnam to Desert 

Storm, which was the culmination, rather than the introduction, of a routinization process. 

Further, I will argue that this routinization process was not particularly slow but rather straight-
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forward. Finally, the study of routinization, with a focus on the implementation stage of the 

technological innovation process, shows once again, similarly to the Army case, that ‘military 

matters matter’, only in this case they do not take the form of ‘military issues’ but rather the 

form of ‘military benefits’. For Paveway,  the ‘military benefits’ appear to be a main driver of 

how and why the Air Force prioritized the technology, which in turn led to successful rou-

tinization. The next paragraph will spell these arguments out in details as it presents the anal-

ysis.  

 

5.3 Case analysis: Routinizing Paveway 

The following pages will detail the factors that drove Paveway to become an integrated and 

unquestioned part of Air Force practice. As mentioned, the analysis finds that overall, these 

factors can be grouped under the term ‘military benefits’: This denotes that Paveway simply 

provided the Air Force with a range of military benefits - such as a significant increase of 

operational effectiveness and a cost-effective means of waging war – i.e. advantages specifi-

cally tied to the military activity of waging war and employing the technology in field opera-

tions and that these grew directly from the inherent nature of Paveway. In turn, I argue that 

in a broader perspective, these highly tangible benefits tacitly allowed the tactical air arm to 

demonstrate tactical air power as a relevant and effective military means on the modern bat-

tlefield, thus supporting a transition away from an institutional reliance on strategic air power 

to tactical air power, and in an even broader perspective, allowing the Air Force to manifest 

itself as an effective military means that could be employed to achieve decisive battlefield 

results if not even strategic victory.   

The analysis is not built chronologically, but rather organized conceptually around 

the routinization factors themselves. The analysis found five factors to push routinization: 

Increase of operational effectiveness; simplicity and user support; the technological environ-

ment; cost-effectiveness; and the strategic environment. The time perspective appears to be 

less important for the story here than in the previous case study; the primary chronological 

event of importance is the Vietnam War, where our story will also begin. Otherwise, the 

categories appear to be rather consistent across time. The analysis did not find any evidence 

that the routinization process evolved in clear or distinct phases, as we found to be the case 

with Honest John. On the contrary, it is difficult if not impossible to find any ‘fluctuations’ 

within the organizational prioritization of Paveway. Instead, routinization here appears as a 

straightforward and uninterrupted process.  For the sake of simplicity and to avoid repetition, 

the analysis is structured around the factors themselves. 
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Before drawing out the analytical arguments, I will briefly situate the case within 

two overall contextual drivers for the routinization. These are included as they emerge from 

the sources as speaking into the case across the entire period of 1968-1991. They appear as 

a background rather than having direct and tangible impact on the process of routinization, 

and as such they are important in order to understand the larger picture of Paveway routini-

zation. First, it is what I term the ‘technological zeitgeist’ of the period, and second, it is the 

perception, or feeling, of a renewed relevance of airpower after the Vietnam War. 

 

Building of the legacy of Vietnam and tapping into the zeitgeist of technologi-

cal change 

If there is one thing that transcends the professional discussion on Air Force challenges and 

opportunities within this period, it is the technological zeitgeist. Policy reports, analyses and 

articles in Air University Review often recognized their age as being a profound era of up-

heaval and change, both caused by and to be met by technological solutions. This was of 

course directly related to the Second Offset as described above, but it also reflects a broader 

tendency within air power and military thinking of the age as it is noticeable both well before 

and after the Second Offset. Air Force officers expressed a widespread belief in modern 

technology, and of particular concern and interest are the changes that technology would 

have on the battlefield and what this would mean for the future of the Air Force. It is also 

mirrored by a broader organizational prioritization of the development of a technologically 

advanced environment of modern fighters, of battle networks, sensors, standoff weapons; 

and of precision-guided munitions. The subject of advanced technology and its implications 

for the Air Force as an institution as well as air power theory run like a silver lining throughout 

the period from the Vietnam War to the Gulf War. 

“Today the world is caught up in a dynamic Scientific Revolution”, expressed one 

officer in 1969. To him, the Air Force now needed to find its place within this revolution and 

to find a way to capitalize on it.
543

 In a similar manner, others argued that already by 1968, it 

was “well accepted that our future military security depends to a large extent on the continued 

rapid advancement of our technology,”
544

 and increasingly dependent on modern weapon 

system.
545

 Before the Second Offset Strategy was formulated, air force professionals clearly 
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grasped the main challenge for the Air Force not to be nuclear war with the Soviet Union, 

but the “technological wars” between nations,
546

 also specifically with the Soviet Union: “The 

nation is engaged in a technological war with the U.S.S.R. and the Air Force laboratories are 

in the very forefront of this struggle.”
547

 In other words, technological development was per-

ceived to be a matter of national survival. Also prior to the Second Offset was the widespread 

belief among Air Force officers that the U.S. was losing this battle; that the country was falling 

behind on technological development and had lost the technological lead.
548

 This also con-

cerned the Air Force specifically, and officers were eager to discuss the implications: New 

technology was seen to be the “greatest forcing factor for change”, why the Air Force would 

not “be able to cope with other changes without a strong foundation of technology.”
549

 It was 

perceived to foster the “basic questions as to what type of air power we should have and how 

it should be employed,
550

 how it presented a changed need for more ‘technologically oriented’ 

officers,
551

 whether the future Air Force officer should be a “warrior” or a “ technicalist”,
552

 

and what kind of implications it had for leadership.
553

 The Air Force was, however, seen as 

being especially able to cope with this challenge, as it was by some officers perceived to fit 

well with the fact that the Air Force was already “virtually unique in its dependence upon 

high technology.”
554

  

As evident, many important questions were raised by this general ‘technological  

zeitgeist’. Perhaps most importantly, at least for this study, was the larger implications of this 

era of technological change: Officers argued that “the rapid advance of technology raises 

uncertainty and concerns about the use of tactical air power today”, while technology – spe-

cifically precision-guided munitions – “combined with the load-carrying capability of modern 
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jet aircraft, have drastically changed the nature of tactical air’s potential impact.”
555

 PGMs as 

a broader group, and sometimes laser technology specifically, were tied to this broader 

agenda, representing a kind of technological solution to a broader technological challenge,
556

 

and laser technology was regarded as an area “that could pay off dramatically for future ap-

plications.”
557

 It was thus not only the Second Offset Strategy, but a zeitgeist of technological 

change that appears to have been conducive for the implementation of Paveway - even though 

LGBs rarely took the center of stage as the revolutionary weapon, but as part of a larger 

technological ‘package.’ 

What also emerges from the sources as a being a highly relevant context for Pa-

veway routinization is the Air Force’s experience in the Vietnam War. The next section will 

detail how the increased operational effectiveness caused by Paveway in Vietnam impacted 

routinization, but there is also the larger picture of an Air Force that apparently – and contrary 

to the Army - exited the war with a feeling of renewed relevance (to some degree). Though 

academic and professional discussions about the use and effectiveness of air power in the 

Vietnam war continue to this day,
558

 it appears that some Air Force officers and leaders read 

is at a vindication of air power’s inherent utility after Vietnam.
559

 As one officer explained in 

1973: “I believe the experience of the elevenday campaign in December 1972 [Linebacker 

II] should provide convincing lessons in the future employment of air power as an effective 

instrument to be used in support of national policy.” 
560

 Especially operation Linebacker II 

was to many air commanders – and President Nixon – proof that airpower could have won 

the war if only President Johnson’s Operation Rolling Thunder had only looked more simi-

lar to Linebacker (this interpretation then recognizes the following peace negotiations as an 

effect of Linebacker II).
561

 This ‘manifestation’ of conventional - or perhaps more correctly 
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unrestrained - air power as a feasible policy means can perhaps be argued to fall in line with 

the Air Force’s efforts to deal with the great change in the national security strategy that came 

with President Kennedy and the switch from a doctrine of Massive Retaliation to Flexible 

Response, as discussed in Chapter 4. Where the Air Force prior to Vietnam had had an 

almost exclusive focus on delivering nuclear weapons (the responsibility of Strategic Air Com-

mand), the change in national security strategy led to renewed efforts in weapons technology 

and doctrine to increase the accuracy of aerial bombardment through precision guidance.
562

 

In short, the new strategy forced a transition into an increased focus on conventional force, 

and it can perhaps be argued that the Vietnam War  and the apparent ‘success’ of Linebacker 

II showed that indeed the Air force could undertake a conventional mission and support 

national security policy. As historians will continue to discuss the implications of air power 

in Vietnam, it is not the task of this study to evaluate the overall impact of air power but rather 

to acknowledge and highlight that such a ‘positive’ interpretation existed and a “general 

awareness that something new had happened”
563

 suggested that conventional air power was 

entering a new are of relevance. 

 

Cui Bono? The ‘military benefits’ of Paveway and the U.S. Air Force 

With the broader context of Vietnam and technological change as the background, it is time 

to zoom in on the factors which drove the Air Force to push Paveway routinization. As men-

tioned, the analysis shows that these drivers can broadly be grouped under the term of being 

‘military benefits’, i.e. that employment of Paveway presented the Air Force with a range of 

benefits that in the end helped manifest the relevance and utility of tactical air power in mod-

ern warfare and as a means to execute national security policy. This was ultimately demon-

strated in the Gulf War. I find evidence that these military benefits can be grouped into, or 

are derived from, five more specific drivers: Increase of operational effectiveness, simplicity 

and user support, a conducive technological environment, cost-effectiveness, the strategic en-

vironment and strategic flexibility.  

 

Increase of operational effectiveness 

When analyzing the empirical material of this case, one factor appears to be the most striking: 

What drove the Air Force to prioritize laser-guided munitions and thus further push the 
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diffusion and integration of Paveway into practice is a high increase of operational effective-

ness in the Air Force, and more specifically within the tactical air forces. This section will 

argue how and why this occurred. It starts by analyzing the operational experience in Vietnam 

and its impact on the Air Force’s assessment of Paveway as a weapon, whose importance, I 

argue, cannot be overstated. Second, I will argue that Paveway increased the operational ef-

fectiveness by renewing the relevance of tactical air-to-ground missions; that Paveway acted 

as a force-multiplier; and that Paveway allowed the Air Force to engage a range of new targets. 

In the end, all this amounted to the fact that employment of Paveway increased the opera-

tional effectiveness of the Air Force. 

 

Operational experience in the Vietnam War 

Paveway saw its first operational use in the Vietnam War. This experience would prove to 

have a major impact on the routinization of Paveway, as it provided the Air Force with one 

overriding takeaway: That the use of LGB’s increased the operational effectiveness signifi-

cantly. The success of Paveway was noted widely among officers, official reports and defense 

officials - not only during the war, but also for years after,
564

 and commanders pushed for the 

further development of the capability. What mattered was simply that the use of Paveway 

delivered hitherto unseen battlefield results and thus laid a positive institutional foundation 

to build upon. It appears to have left deep traces on the future integration of LGBs, having 

not only demonstrated what operational benefits it could provide, but also showed a way 

forward for the future development of the tactical air arm. Where Operation Rolling Thun-

der (1965-1968) had illustrated just how difficult and expensive it was to hit limited military 

targets with ‘dumb’ bombs delivered by aircraft designed with a nuclear mission in mind,
565

 

the introduction of Paveway showed that indeed there was a place and need for air power in 

this and future conflicts. On a side note it should be noted that Paveway was not the only 

precision-guided bomb in the inventory in this period as the Air Force also developed the 

Walleye in 1967. Walleye was an Electro-optical glide bomb (EOGB), guided by a television 

and joystick.  Laser-guided bombs were, however, referred to as “the big breakthrough” in 

precision-guided munitions and were used much more extensively.
566
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Paveway reached Air Force units – specifically the 8
th

 Tactical Fighter Wing (TFW) 

stationed at Ubon Air Force Base, Thailand and commanded by Colonel Larry M. Killpack 

- at the same time that the Johnson Administration instated a bombing halt over North Vi-

etnam that would last from November 1968 – May 1972. Thus, the new bombs were only 

used in South Vietnam and Laos on the Ho Chi Minh trail during these four years, but it 

gave the Air Force valuable experience in training, testing and development of tactics.
567

 Ef-

fectively, this meant that they had sound operational experience when Paveway saw its first 

actual combat deployment in Vietnam in 1972 when the bombing halt was lifted by President 

Nixon, and most vividly illustrated by the Linebacker operations. In a 1971 report, Colonel 

Killpack concluded that Paveway “had been used and tested by F-4Ds of the Wolfpack [the 

crew of 8th TFW] during this past season have given the 8th TFW capabilities that far exceed 

those of any other tactical fighter wing.”
568

 The scene was then set for combat use. The most 

used example to illustrate the success of Paveway in Vietnam is the destruction of the Thanh 

Hoa Bridge in 1972.
569

 The bridge had been the center of continuous Air Force and Navy 

efforts to knock it down, but by 1972 it was still standing despite the effort of a total of 871 

Air Force and Navy attack-sorties. It had cost the loss of 11 aircraft since 1965 and had come 

to symbolize the frustrations and limits of air power in the Vietnam War. The bridge was 

important because it was a strategic passage for communist supplies and reinforcements to 

the Viet Cong operating in South Vietnam. However, in May 1972, the bridge was attacked 

by F-4 Phantoms from the 8th TFW carrying Paveways. They were able to score several 

direct hits and succeed in destroying the bridge and closing it to rail traffic. Thanh Hoa has 

become the ultimate symbol of the capability of ‘smart’ air power during the Vietnam War, 

and of the ability to achieve what was previously impossible, extremely difficult, expensive 

and dangerous. The Vietnam War saw the similar destruction of a many bridges. For in-

stance, nine days later, eight F-4s used 16 Paveways to destroy five bridges and damage a sixth 
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– an effort that calculations estimated would have required 2000 sorties with conventional 

ammunition. Between April and June 1972, the 8th TFW destroyed 106 bridges.
570

 

  

 

The Thanh Hoa bridge spanning the Song Ma river. The picture shows the destruction made by Paveway. 

Source: Wikipedia Commons 

As the Thanh Hoa Bridge is only one symbol of the effectiveness of Paveway, the sheer 

numbers also tell the story of operational effectiveness. Already in 1969, the Air Force 

dropped 1601 Paveways in Vietnam and 61% of these were direct hits.
571

 Ongoing internal 

Air Force evaluations of the war effort broadly illustrated this effectiveness: “Statistical studies 

made of the success rate of these weapons demonstrated that they were many times more 

effective than conventional weaponry on point targets,” as one report stated in 1973.
572

 An 

internal operational analysis and assessment of LGBs in Vietnam from February 1972  - 

February 1973 concluded that the Air Force dropped 10.500 LGBs during this period of 

which 5.100 (roughly 50%) were direct hits, with an additional 4.000 having a CEP of c. 7 m, 

which thus left the Analytical Division in the 7th Air Force to conclude that “LGBs consist-

ently demonstrated the capability to destroy hard pin point targets.”
573

 The statistics were 

astonishing. Compared to the F-105 dive-bombing operations with unguided bombs in op-

eration Rolling Thunder, the Paveways reached an accuracy that was 33-40 times better.
574

 As 

one scholar correctly noted, Operation Linebacker presents itself as an “overwhelming case 

for smart bombs.”
575

 Especially Linebacker I (the interdiction air campaign against North 

Vietnam from May – October 1972 in response to the Easter Offensive) but also Linebacker 
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II (the aerial bombing campaign in December 1972) were continuously highlighted in the 

professional journal: Officers noted both the effectiveness of these operations and the part 

played by Paveway in this, especially as having a pronounced effect on the success of Line-

backer I.
576

 Already by 1972, an Air Force spokesman in Pentagon said that LGBs were being 

“routinely used against priority, heavily defended point targets.”
577

 

Besides the sheer numbers, Paveway increased operational effectiveness due to its 

accuracy, which in turn allowed the destruction of strategic targets in Vietnam and minimized 

the collateral damage.
578

 For instance, during Linebacker II, the Air Force was able to destroy 

port facilities in Haiphong without damage to third country ships in the harbor,
579

 and to 

attack power plants, dams and key industrial targets in the North. Also, LGBs were especially 

effective in suppressing antiaircraft fire: Here, cluster bombs rarely destroyed the weapons 

themselves (though wounding the gun crew) and the unguided general purpose high-explo-

sive bombs were not effective at all since they required a direct hit to destroy a gun or kill the 

crew - such a direct hit was nearly impossible to obtain due to camouflage, natural conceal-

ment of the surroundings and enemy fire.
580

 At the same time, Paveway allowed the Air Force 

to successfully conduct interdiction missions and disrupt the North Vietnamese logistic sys-

tem as Paveway could be used for a variety of targets, ranging from “trucks, tanks, caves, 

artillery, AAA [antiaircraft artillery], bunkers, and other hard pin point targets. It is also an 

excellent road cutting and bridge destroying bomb,”
581

– hence, the accuracy allowed versatile 

engagement with everything from truck traffic on the Ho Chi Minh Trail to North Vietnam-

ese artillery, tanks and armored personnel carriers.
582

 I will return to the importance of targets 

in a moment. 

Operations in Vietnam early on demonstrated that the weather was a specific chal-

lenge for LGBs. This would be a recurring issue and also one that scholars have used to 

argue that LGBs were not routinized. Internal operational evaluations with a specific focus 
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on the weather dimension clearly stated that “in spite of this impressive record, the guided 

bombs were not as effective as they might have been.” This was caused by “marginal to un-

favorable atmospheric conditions”, i.e. bad weather such as clouds, fog, humidity and rain, 

which not only degraded the capability of the aircrew to visually acquire the target but also 

disturbed the laser beam. Weather was simply reported as being a more “significant and 

detrimental factor” than had been previously reflected in mission reports and other studies.
583

 

The study also noted that this was partly caused by the crew’s “unfamiliarity with the some-

times subtle variances in atmospheric conditions that could degrade their weapon's effective-

ness” why increased understanding of relationship between weather conditions and the per-

formance of guided bombs by weathermen, crews, and mission planners was regarded to 

possibly increase guided bomb effectiveness in the future.
584

 At the same time, however, in-

ternal Air Force evaluations clearly assessed that Paveway’s value against “certain types of 

targets far outweighed” these “inherent operational deficiencies.”
585

 I will return to the 

weather issue later, but important here is to note that the weather challenge was already dis-

covered in Vietnam, but at the same time it was not seen as something that prohibited the 

effective use of Paveway.  

To sum up, the operational use of Paveway in Vietnam led to both internal and 

official assessments that its introduction had had a revolutionary effect and provided the Air 

Force with new possibilities to conduct air warfare. For instance, Headquarters Pacific as-

sessed that “the introduction of laser guided bombs and electro-optical guided bombs into 

the United States Air Force inventory revolutionized the air war in Southeast Asia.”
586

 A 

RAND report prepared for the Air Force which examined the implications of the develop-

ment and employment of precision guided munitions in Vietnam, spoke of an Air Force 

capability changing from simply attacking enemy targets to in fact destroying enemy targets,
587

 

i.e. targets were now actually destroyed rather than simply damaged, and the degree to which 

this happened was also noted to be a surprise to the analysts. Overall, RAND assessed the 
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results of LGB and EOGB employment to be “spectacularly good.”
588

 Newspapers also re-

lated stories about the effectiveness of Paveway to the general public,
589

 while the Air Force 

officially stated, for instance, that the employment of ‘smart’ bombs had paid off and had 

been effective in Vietnam.
590

 Reaching the same conclusion, commanders in Vietnam pushed 

for diffusion and routinization. In 1971, Colonel Killpack, commander of 8th TFW, argued 

in his end-of-tour report that “serious considerations should be given to such an expansion 

of our Laser Guided bomb capability.”
591

 According to another officer, LGBs added a “new 

dimension in the art of aerial bombardment,”
592

 and it appears evident that by the end of the 

Vietnam War, the Air Force was “deeply committed to its love affair with laser-guided 

bombs” as the former F-4 pilot-turned-historian Richard Anderegg has concluded.
593

 In his 

end-of-tour report, Colonel Killpack also reported that while the fighter wing had attempted 

to apply the lessons from their experience with Paveway into their “routine operating proce-

dures”, there was still a “general lack of knowledge of the details of employment of LGB’s 

combined with a general lack of appreciation of their cost effectiveness has inhibited more 

widespread use of this excellent weapon.”
594

 Despite this, the Air Force exited the Vietnam 

War with a “strong emphasis on precision weaponry,”
595

 and Anderegg has also assessed that 

by 1970, Paveway was a “mature” part of the F-4 fleet.
596

 One could be tempted to end the 

story here, but other factors contributed continued to push the Air Force to further integrate 

Paveway into its practice.   

 

Renewed relevance of tactical air-to-ground missions 

As Vietnam had laid a sound basis for the use and further integration of Paveway, the Air 

Force continued to swarm around the operational capabilities Paveway offered. Specifically, 
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the increase of operational effectiveness was also tied to the fact that Paveway appears to have 

renewed the relevance of tactical air-to-ground missions.  

In 1977, one officer argued in Air University Review that “the implications of [laser-

guided bombs] and other technologies on our tactical capability are profound.”
597

 In air-to-

ground strike operations, the use of Paveway was simply a major step forward. The Air 

Force’s experience in Vietnam had shown that its air-to-air combat (also called dogfighting) 

performance was poor, and this was for instance illustrated during protection missions of 

LGB-carrying aircrafts; a key role for US fighters was to escort and protect the strike flights 

from MiGs.
598

 Contrary to the air-to-air combat missions, however, air-to-ground strike mis-

sions took on renewed relevance because of the deployment of Paveway. 

In 1973, the previously mentioned RAND report which examined the perfor-

mance of LGBs in Vietnam at the Air Force’s request, recommended that Air Force planners 

“should exploit [the] new tactical air warfare missions that are now feasible but that could not 

have been considered before because of inadequate bomb delivery accuracy.”
599

 For instance, 

it highlighted that the Air Force now possessed the capability to destroy enemy AAA and 

SAM defenses “at will”, thus making ‘defense busting’ a critical mission in maintaining air 

superiority.  It argued that the Air Force should now reconsider its previous concept that 

attacks against ground-to-air defenses were not worthwhile, and more broadly, that the guided 

bomb capability would “force many changes in the way future tactical wars are fought.”
600

 

Paveway clearly allowed the Air Force to embrace tactical air-to-ground strike operations, 

most importantly to take out enemy air defenses, which was a step away from recognizing air-

to-air combat as the best or only means to maintain air superiority. The professional journal 

featured discussions of the potential of such air-to-ground operations and its wider implica-

tions for the Tactical Air Command (TAC) – whereas discussions on dogfighting did not 

occur.
601

 The increased focus on air-to-ground missions was further accentuated by a change 
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in doctrine for tactical air forces in conventional war when General Creech took over com-

mand of TAC in 1978. In the new ‘Roll back’ doctrine, the primary activity of the tactical air 

forces would be to “focus on the enemy air defense system as its primary target and wreck it, 

piece by piece.”
602

 Afterwards, they would attack other targets. The reason for mentioning 

this rather specific circumstance is that Paveway was actually in the heart of this new doctrine, 

as ‘Roll back’ prescribed attacking the air defense systems closest to the front line at medium 

altitudes with precision guided munitions, which would then allow movement towards the 

rear.
603

 

In the professional debate, officers argued that LGBs were extremely effective in 

close air support missions (if the weather and communication allowed).
604

 Building on the 

legacy of Vietnam, where Paveway had proven to be unexpectedly effective as close air sup-

port against guerilla forces,
605

 it left “many in the close air support area to wonder if there has 

been a revolutionary development in tactical air operations,” as one officer wrote.
606

 The fact 

was that now, the “tactical air forces have been given the opportunity to do what Tactical Air 

Command has long been affirming: that we in the tactical air business can provide close air 

support to engaged ground forces with minimum reaction time.”
607

 In Vietnam, the exploita-

tion of Paveway had naturally required some changes in for instance communications equip-

ment and practices, but such issues appear to have been rather minor and easily solved. For 

instance, the Air Force began to deploy a forward air controller with Army battalions on the 

ground, walking missions with ground forces through the “sniper- and malaria-infested jun-

gle.”
608

 Also, the Air Force took continued steps to improve issues with target identification, 

which was a traditional challenge, but also essential function of providing air support to 

ground forces, and worked to improve the laser technology, e.g. by improved laser target-

ing.
609

 The development in combined arms operations, as seen with the prevalence of the 

1970s and 1980s Active Defense and AirLand Battle Army doctrine,
610

 further underscored 
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the necessity for delivering effective close air support to ground troops. This, in turn, under-

lined the need for Paveway as a necessary prerequisite for being able to deliver this. Officers 

also expressed a need for increased joint training activities with the Army in order to achieve 

success with this, including specifically using the hand held laser receiver.
611

 In sum, Paveway 

allowed the Air Force to provide effective close air support of ground forces, which in turn 

was one of its most important tasks of the era according to 1980s doctrine.  

Similarly, an increased focus on the relevance of interdiction was made: A 1972 

policy letter from the Air Force Secretary to commanders argued that   

“New weapons and tactics resulting from the accelerated air war have sig-

nificance not only in this war but also in evaluations of strategy to be used 

elsewhere in the future. The unprecedented accuracy of laser-guided or 

TV-guided ‘smart’ bombs and airborne sensors now being used by U.S. 

aircraft is making interdiction far more effective than before.”
612

  

The experience in Vietnam during the bombing hiatus from 1968-72 had proved that Pa-

veway was effective in interdicting war material flowing from the North to South via the Ho 

Chi Minh Trail.
613

 The versatility of targets that Paveway could engage made it an effective 

means of interdicting ground operations, hitting everything from trucks to infrastructure such 

as railways and bridges. Research indicates that the Air Force continued to implement eval-

uation regimes to “continuously assess the overall capability and effectiveness of operation 

A/G [air-to-ground] weapon systems in the delivery of precision guided munitions (PGM) 

and selected unguided munitions.”
614

 Evaluations of the total integrated weapon systems’ abil-

ity to operate were made through super realistic training and engagement with real-life targets 

at the 53rd  Wing at Eglin Air Force Base. I have unfortunately not been able to go to the 

archives and review the evaluation reports, but I would cautiously suggest that the mere ex-

istence of these very elaborate, risky and expensive evaluation schemes speak to a high or-

ganizational prioritization, showing an organization that is interested in maximizing the oper-

ational effect and value of the system. 

While Colonel Killpack was concerned about a wider institutional lack of 

knowledge about Paveway in 1971, it surely eventually became apparent to everyone during 
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the 1980s at the latest that Paveway had changed and elevated tactical air warfare. An officer 

presented his view on the relevance of tactical air power anno 1977: 

“It remains that tactical aircraft are the most flexible means to mass heavy 

firepower on short notice and bring it where it is desperately needed; to 

carry firepower deep into enemy territory when that is appropriate; to 

shift attacks rapidly from one form of tactical target to another and from 

one location to another as the military situation demands; and to observe 

what is happening beyond the sight of the land forces so that ad hoc ac-

tion can be taken to shift effort to meet shifting military situations.”
615

 

As is evident, tactical air power had become a flexible and effective military means, and it is 

my assessment that these tactical air-to-ground strike missions of close air support, interdic-

tion and ‘defense busting’ only gained relevance with the introduction of Paveway. In turn, 

we may then speak of renewed relevance of tactical air power in general.  The same officer 

argued that “combined with the load-carrying capability of modem jet aircraft, [precision- 

guided bombs] have drastically changed the nature of tactical air’s potential impact.”
616

 In a 

similar manner, RAND assessed that LGBs had even enhanced the Air Force role as an 

instrument of national power in the context that airpower could now be an alternative to 

overseas commitment of U.S. ground forces.
617

 To many officers and analysts, this had for 

instance been the case in Operation Linebacker, where the Air Force - relying on Paveway - 

was chosen as the preferred alternative to commit ground forces. Paveway’s operational ef-

fectiveness renewed the tactical air-to-ground missions, which in turn manifested the tactical 

air arm as a relevant and modern military tool. This was also in line with the broader post-

Vietnam transition into regarding and recognizing tactical air power as an independent and 

effective means, putting TAC into full bloom and for the first time marginalizing Strategic 

Air Command as the least relevant branch within the Air Force.
618

 Paveway, I argue, played 

a large part in supporting this transition. 

 

Paveway as a force multiplier 

The third tangible indication, or reason, that Paveway increased the operational effectiveness 

of the Air Force, was that it acted as a force multiplier. The argument is straight-forward, here 
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explained by an officer in Air University Review in 1988: “The ‘smart’ bomb, with its ability 

to destroy a target in one sortie instead of dozens of sorties, is an example of a force multi-

plier.”
619

 As PhD and Lieutenant Colonel David Mets has argued, precision weapons have 

“truly given a new meaning to the term mass,”
620

 as the use of Paveway allowed a much smaller 

force to achieve the same, if not more, effect than a larger force with ‘dumb’ bombs could - 

and also, as we saw above, with less collateral damage. It is now a widely held belief that 

PGMs have a multiplier effect on the total force,
621

 but it was noted by officers early. A 1977 

Air University Review article compared the tactical air attack capability of the Air Force of 

World War II and anno 1972: It explained that in terms of “tank-killing potential”, modern 

tactical aircrafts with LGBs were far superior. The table looked as follows:  

 

Comparison of World War II and 1972 tactical air attack capability as presented in Air University Review. Source: 

Deitchman 1977, 35 

Deitchman concluded that despite the fact that modern aircraft were much more expensive 

individually than World War II era aircraft (by a factor of 20 or more), a much smaller force 

could now do much more than was possible in World War II.
622

 Two points are worth to 

highlight: First, the number of sorties required to destroy a bridge over a minor river: In 
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World War II, this would have required 20-30 sorties. In 1972, armed with Paveway, this 

was down to one sortie. Second, the number of tanks (theoretically) damaged or destroyed 

by force per day was 60-70 in 1944, compared to 300-800 in 1972. The difference is striking 

and indeed illustrates that employing Paveway was a force multiplier.  

Of course, the force multiplier effect was no panacea: As General Momyer, who 

was commander of 7th Air Force in Vietnam from July 1966 - August 1968 and commander 

of TAC from 1968-1973, recounted, the effectiveness of LGBs allowed for fewer aircraft 

needed for point targets, but he also noted that a strike force thus also became more vulner-

able: “With a strike force consisting of only three flights of F-4Ds carrying laser weapons, the 

loss of one aircraft weakened the force much more, proportionately, than had the loss of an 

F-105 in earlier years.” However, such facts did not upset the benefits gained by integration 

of Paveway, but it did require commanders to exert “good tactical judgment” and assure that 

the fighter cover was to be better than it had been previously.
623

 This, however, appeared to 

be a manageable and fair trade-off for receiving such a force multiplier. 

 

Engaging new targets  

“One of our most difficult technical problems in the Air Force is finding and identifying 

targets and then being able to hit them accurately (..) The answer to the problem lies in some 

recent developments in electronics, especially in infrared and laser technologies.”
624

 Thus 

wrote an officer in Air University Review in 1969. Obviously, Paveway epitomized what laser 

technology could promise in terms of overcoming this problem. What followed, due to the 

accuracy of Paveway, was a dramatic expansion of what actually constituted an appropriate 

target, thus contributing to increase the operational effectiveness. First, there was the fact that 

Paveway provided the possibility to engage with low-value targets in a way that did not jeop-

ardize own forces to the same degree as usual. Before the advent of Paveway, the Air Force 

had been “handicapped” by having to risk aircraft, people and other equipment on what was 

perceived to be low-value targets such as truck convoys and river traffic.
625

 As we have seen, 

Paveway offered the possibility to engage with a range of different targets with excellent re-

sults, meaning that the value of the offensive power was increased considerably. Second, Pa-

veway’s precision allowed the Air Force to engage in ‘surgical strike’ missions, engaging tar-

gets that had otherwise been too sensitive. For instance, the Air Force – and the national 
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command authority - could now strike targets located near residential areas, cultural land-

marks and other politically or militarily sensitive sites, avoiding or minimizing collateral dam-

age to civilians and buildings, for instance when striking in urban areas.
626

 A great story illus-

trating this fact was told by General John W. Vogt, commander of 7th Air Force 1972-1973, 

in Vietnam: One day during the Vietnam War, the Air Force was unexpectedly given per-

mission to hit what had otherwise been restricted targets in Hanoi. The North Vietnamese 

command and control center was suddenly up for grabs. This was, according to Vogt, where 

the North Vietnamese controlled their MiG force, their SAM and antiaircraft capabilities, 

and it was integrated with Russian advisors (he believed). In other words, it was a very high-

value target. It was, however, also an extremely delicate target, because it was placed in urban 

Hanoi, where the risk of collateral damage was high, and it was difficult to hit due to the fact 

that it was difficult to spot its exact location. It needed to be hit with a LGB. Vogt recounts:  

“Finally we ran a mission--I think we ran in there four times--and on the 

fourth mission, this back-seater using the Pave Knife pod put that 2,000 

pound bomb right in there dead center, with a delayed-action fuze. It 

exploded deep underground. Dead-center into the heart of the com-

mand center! They saw a general sinking of the ground, and then water 

bubbled out of the top, indicating they had destroyed the water lines and 

the whole thing had flooded. That’s accurate bombing!”
627

  

The story demonstrates how Paveway allowed the Air Force to engage with a very high-value 

target that would otherwise have been off the strike list. Paveway generally also allowed en-

gagement with high-risk targets as it offered a simple and cheap opportunity to combat the 

“high risks associated with penetration of heavily defended enemy territory and the high costs 

associated with the increasingly sophisticated systems requited for penetration.”
628

 One could 

perhaps, as one officer did in 1973, argue that Paveway allowed the U.S. to strike key targets 

that could even be classified as strategic,
629

 i.e. targets that hit at the enemy’s will to fight and/or 

his capacity to sustain the war effort, thus influencing the overall war effort or the political 

objectives.
630

 Internal Air Force evaluations of Paveway argued that even though the other 
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guided bomb, Walleye, was the closest competitor to Paveway measured on effectiveness, it 

was not applicable to as many targeting situations.
631

 RAND also argued that the use of LGBs 

allowed “surgically precise LGB attacks against the heart and brains of the enemy force... as 

well as against priority elements of enemy muscle”, thus offering new initiatives for the Air 

Force to strike everything from tactical to strategic targets as well as targets that were hitherto 

too expensive or difficult.
632

  

 

Continued operational experience?  

As we have observed that the deployment of Paveway in Vietnam had huge impact on the 

operational effectiveness of tactical air power and pushed the Air Force to pursue and inte-

grate Paveway further, it is quite difficult to assess the impact of the operational use of it in 

the 1980s. As we assessed in Chapter 4,  the Yom Kippur war of 1973 had a large impact on 

Army thinking and doctrine, but the war also contained lessons on the use of precision-

guided munitions for the Air Force as it provided an early indication of the effect that PGMs 

(as a larger category, not specifically LGBs) would have on future conventional warfare.
633

 

The United States supplied Israel with Maverick and TOW antitank missiles, which gener-

ally increased the belief in the potential of PGMs, which is why the U.S. thus continued to 

“expand and diversify” its PGM arsenal.
634

 Concerning Paveway specifically, the next time it 

was used in operations after the Vietnam War was with the British during the Falklands War 

of 1982. One scholar has, however, argued that the Americans did not pay attention to this 

fact,
635

 and neither do I find any evidence of internal U.S. analysis of the operation nor any 

attempt to draw out operational implications or lessons learned. Paveway II saw its first com-

bat use in Operation El Dorado Canyon; the U.S. air raid on Libya in 1986. The operation 

was a response to the country’s long range of alleged terrorist activities, including the bombing 

of a discotheque in Berlin. While the air raid has been claimed as a success since it had a 

“generalized deterrent effect on international terrorism” for a period,
636

 it is up for debate 
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whether the operation was a success seen from a military, and not strategic, perspective: For 

instance, the Air Force lost one aircraft while seven missed their targets and six aborted the 

mission.
637

 However, relevant for this study is the fact that only half of the 24 Paveways that 

were dropped (and originally 48 were planned) hit their target. Bombs from two aircraft went 

awry, one hit the French embassy, and two others impacted c. 640 m from their target, dam-

aging two homes, killing 37 civilians, and injuring 130. However, the Air Force succeeded in 

destroying three targets seen beforehand on photographs.
638

 According to historian and for-

mer Air Force pilot Kenneth Werrell, a number of top officials attributed the problems to a 

lack of crew experience. However, the argument in relation to this study is that the experience 

unfortunately proved that LGBs were no panacea after all, although they did, once again, 

allow the Air Force to inflict heavy damage. It is difficult to trace what internal lessons the 

Air Force drew from the operation in relation to the use of LGBs. It is noteworthy that the 

operation is sparsely covered in the scholarly literature, and it is even more peculiar that Air 

University Review did not contain any comments, discussion, analysis or assessment of the 

operation in any of their 1986 issues – officers were still spending their energy discussing the 

Linebacker operations.
639

 The only article to deal with an analysis of Libya came in 1987 and 

it assessed that “the raid on Libya clearly showed how effective improved weaponry, well-

trained crews, and superb tactics could be”;
640

 i.e. a picture that stands in stark contrast to the 

one just described. The analysis, though, gave further testament to the appreciation of tactical 

air power as a modern and effective military means.  The officer’s only critique of the ‘fail-

ures’ was a “failure of policy” – not of the operation - and an indictment of politicians and 

the public, who he felt had a naïve understanding of what LGBs and surgical strikes could 

achieve and not being willing to realize that there would always be collateral damage when 

doing surgical strikes in urban centers.
641

 Further, he charged that they did not understand 

that broad, and in his eyes impossible, political objectives could not be met by one single 
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bombing mission. This is an interesting critique of the political and/or public (mis)use, and 

at least misunderstanding, of Paveway and precision strike. I have, however, not been able to 

assert whether this analysis was a widely held belief within the Air Force.  It is thus also 

difficult, if not impossible, to assess the impact on routinization, but a very cautious proposal 

could be that the operation likely had a positive impact on the process, as the operation 

mostly appears to have been perceived as a success. As we saw, wartime experience had 

tremendous impact in Vietnam and the earlier stages of routinization. It is less obvious that 

this was the case here, but we may at least suggest that it may have reinforced the existing 

push towards routinization. 

 

Summary: Operational effectiveness and the relevance of tactical air power 

These pages have argued that Paveway offered the U.S. Air Force a high increase in opera-

tional effectiveness. The operational effectiveness was especially visible and tied to four areas: 

The operational experience in Vietnam, the renewed relevance of tactical air-to-ground mis-

sions, the Paveway as a force multiplier, and the sudden accessibility of a wide range of new 

targets, even bordering the on strategic. The increase of operational effectiveness was indeed 

a ‘military benefit’ that pushed the Air Force to pursue Paveway, and PGMs more broadly, 

further.   

 

Simplicity and user support  

Operational effectiveness was not the only military benefit that Paveway offered. Research 

indicates that what I term ‘simplicity’ is a recurring theme throughout Paveway routinization 

and that it is consistently articulated as a positive feature of the system. I argue that the sim-

plicity of the Paveway system drove the users, the aircrew and the commanders, to support 

the Paveway. which in turn fostered and pushed routinization. This argument also touches 

upon and refutes the ‘culture argument’ reviewed in section 5.2: On the one hand that the 

Air Force allegedly continuously dismissed and discarded Paveway due to a fighter culture 

of emphasizing the pilot skills of delivering bombs manually, and on the other – or directly 

opposite – hand that the Air Force had a cultural inclination to (over)emphasize technology 

and thus rather recklessly push towards integrating this new and shiny smart weapon without 

much thought or consideration. My analysis finds none of this to be true, but rather that 1) 

aircrews and commanders ‘liked’ it, and 2) that the Air Force undertook a fundamental ra-

tional assessment of the Paveway as a weapon system which was easy to use and operate and 

which provided cherished advantages to the aircrew.  
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Weldon Word, the inventor of Paveway, has explained that the mantra behind the 

entire development program of Paveway was to keep it simple: “Of course, in the beginning 

we had a much bigger problem, how do you even get it to work”, but the developers “knew 

they had to keep it simple,” Word has stated in an interview.
642

 And so, simplicity became 

the basic philosophy of the entire system, as I also described in the introduction. This strategy 

clearly paid off: Gillespie has argued that Paveway was popular “among warfighters” due to 

its simplicity.
643

 In the professional discussion, it was highlighted that the Paveway could be 

operated by “average soldiers,” and for instance it actually only required crews to undergo 10 

hours of training in ground school to gain proficiency with the Pave Spike pod.
644

 Internal 

evaluation reports noted that compared to the Walleye bomb, Paveway was “more accurate, 

far less expensive, and it was simpler and more available,”
645

 so field commanders preferred 

it to the Walleye.
646

 Simplicity also translated into other benefits: Studying PGM employment 

in Vietnam, a RAND report concluded that the air crew assessed the Paveway to be a far 

more “flexible and usable weapon system” compared to the Walleye.
647

 Airmen at the lower 

operating levels have been described as “clearly appreciate[ing] the advantages of precision 

guidance and advocated greatly expanded reliance upon Paveway...” 
648

 An intelligence officer 

assigned to the 8th TFW during the initial testing of Paveway in Vietnam, noted “how quickly 

the greater accuracy of laser guided weapons came to be accepted, and even taken for granted 

by aircrews.”
649

 Surely, there were also some concerns. For instance, reflecting on Operation 

Linebacker, General Vogt stated that “many people” (whoever they were) rejected the use of 

Paveway in high threat areas because the designating aircraft (which had to stay and illuminate 

the target) was highly vulnerable to enemy antiaircraft fire.
650

 This naturally makes sense and 

was one of the two main vulnerabilities of the system (the other being the weather), but it is 

in fact close to being the only negative evidence - or evidence pointing towards some kind of 

‘resistance’ - that I find. Further, this specific problem was rather quickly solved as improve-

ments in the pods, Pave Knife and Pave Spike, meant that they could be carried on the 

delivery aircraft. This will be elaborated in the section on the ‘technological environment.’ 
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As we saw in the beginning of the analysis, it is also evident that Paveway was connected to 

the larger debate about the impact of revolutionary technology on warfare, so it is safe to 

assess, as David Mets does, that even though the public may have been relatively unaware of 

the potential entailed in even the earliest PGMs used in Vietnam, “those weapons made a 

substantial impression inside the services.”
651

 This impression was definitely a positive one.  

In the literature review, we saw that Barry Watts argues that the accuracy and le-

thality of Paveway “threatened to devalue the manual dive-bombing skills that had long been 

at the heart of social status in Air Force F-100, F-105, and F-4 units” which is why the Air 

Force fighter community dismissed, ignored or discounted the potential value of LGBs be-

tween 1972 and Desert Storm. This, according to Watts, stemmed directly from aircrew 

culture.
652

 Not only do I find no expression of this view or sentiment in my sources, but I also 

find that indeed the employment of Paveway required skill sets equal to those of the manual 

dive-bomb.  The ‘smart’ part of the Paveway did not remove the need for the pilot and 

Weapons System Officer (WSO) to be skilled aircrew members. First, internal Air Force 

evaluations and assessment of the Paveway program very early on (1968) noted that the “De-

livery of Pave Way [sic] munitions requires considerable skills.”
653

 In his end of tour report, 

Commander of the 8th Tactical Fighter Wing, Colonel Killpack, also described the tactical 

maneuvers needed to deliver the Paveway in different scenarios, for instance in low altitude 

and in multiple attacks, etc.
654

 Killpack reviewed and recounted different types of maneuvers, 

such as the ‘tear drop’, ‘race track’, 90 degree/270 degree maneuver, and the climb/dive 

maneuver. Delivery tactics simply had to be developed with Paveway.
655

 This clearly indicates 

that tactical pilot skills were indeed still necessary to illuminate the target and drop a ‘smart’ 

bomb. Aircrews were also required to undertake continuous tactical innovation, as for in-

stance working with Forward Air Controllers, changing tactics as they went, incorporating 

new equipment to ease the delivery, etc.
656

 The literature is filled with fascinating accounts of 

on-site tactical innovation and low-level solutions made by the officers in the field; for in-

stance, the designator pod Pave Spike did not come with a manual and consequently officers 
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relied on their own ability to make it work.
657

 So despite the fact that Paveway was a simple 

technology and fairly easy-to-use weapon, commanders were well aware of the basic skills air 

crews still needed. The pilot was not reduced to a ‘dumb’ pilot simply hitting a button to 

deliver a ‘smart’ bomb, there was still a need for tactical expertise and individual innovation. 

For instance, the pilot had to maneuver the aircraft as to not make the aircraft structure mask 

the designating beam. Accounts of the tactical maneuvers the pilots and their WSOs contin-

ued to develop as new equipment in the form of for instance guidance kits and designator 

pods arrived, clearly indicate that basic ‘warrior’ skills were needed. The system required and 

encouraged fascinating new training procedures and innovations, practicing and developing 

e.g. low-altitude deliver tactics, experimenting with release angles, altitudes, pushing techno-

logical boundaries.
658

 I have also seen former Pave Spike operators describe how the WSO 

“had to work very hard” to track the target.
659

  

In sum, I find no evidence the Paveway was perceived as a threat to the individual 

pilot fighter skills and identity. On the contrary, during Vietnam, a small story illustrates the 

enthusiasm and pride which the aircrew put in the delivery of Paveway: Kimball, a Captain 

doing the photographic review and assessment of Paveway battlefield damage, in an interview 

recounted working with the pilots when assessing the battle damage results, which included 

reviewing the CEP. Kimball relates that “You could get just about as heated an argument 

going on a Pave Way  [sic] mission over an error of five to ten feet as you could with an 

average pilot on their 500 feet. Whether or not your score was accurate.”
660

 Naturally, as 

Anderegg has also argued, some skeptics existed in the form of “old school pilots” who 

thought that the manual dive bombing was the “only reliable way to get the job done.” He 

further argued that many of those skeptics eventually became convinced of the advantages of 

Paveway when they received training to employ it.
 661

 I have not been able to establish whether 

this last part is true, but I find that indeed, the simplicity runs through the Paveway as its main 

bloodline, leading commanders and air crew to appreciate it. Still, the simplicity of the system 

and technology – while being an advanced weapon – required ‘traditional’ aircrew skills to 

get the job done. Hence, the routinization of Paveway did not all of a sudden make individual 
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skill irrelevant nor eliminate the need for skilled pilots and WSOs. I find no evidence that 

Paveway threatened the culture of the Air Force, nor the tactical air forces specifically. Nei-

ther do I find evidence that the Air Force was blindly seduced by the technological allure of 

Paveway as an ‘advanced’ weapon. Rather, the Air Force appears to have taken a rational 

approach to Paveway as a ‘neutral’ technology that turned out to offer high value while being 

simple enough to appreciate. 

 

A conducive technological environment  

The technological environment of Paveway also appears as a factor in routinization. This 

touches upon several interrelated notions, as it is both an area where we can trace a clear 

organizational prioritization of Paveway and thus a push for routinization, but also that the 

technological environment which Paveway entered into appeared as a (military) benefit for 

the Air Force due to its relative simplicity.  

As noted in the introduction to the chapter, the 1970s and 1980s military discourse 

was characterized by a technological zeitgeist and a general push towards capitalizing on the 

technological development. The Air Force undertook ongoing technological modernization 

of its force to counter Warsaw mass: For instance, it modernized the tactical fighter force by 

introducing the F-15 and F-16 and by replacing the A-4 with the A-19. The evolution of an 

Air Force precision strike capability thus speaks into a broader technological modernization 

agenda of which the implementation of Paveway was only a smaller part. Not everybody was 

happy with the U.S. pursuit of advanced technology which was materialized, for instance, in 

the development of the expensive F-15 fighter aircraft and a new main battle tank for the 

Army, M1 Abrams. The Defense Reform Movement, also called The Military Reform 

Movement, was a group of highly visible critics associated with journalist James Fallow and 

Air Force officer John Boyd. They criticized the pursuit of high-tech weapons, arguing that 

they were too expensive and vulnerable. Instead, the movement argued for a strategy on 

relying on cheaper and more simple - which were assumed also to be more reliable - weapons 

and platforms. For instance, they disputed the procurement of F-15, arguing that the more 

simple (and cheaper) F-16 should be the sole new fighter aircraft.
662

 As the movement gained 
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traction, also with some politicians in Congress, some may argue that this worked as a coun-

terforce to the routinization of Paveway. But it actually appears as if Paveway was ‘immune’ 

to this debate and with that the public, and political, influence. Paveway was in fact never 

truly a high-profile project. This appears contradictory, because it came to be part of both 

the Second Offset Strategy as well as the broader ‘technological zeitgeist’. But Paveway was 

de facto everything the Reform Movement would have wanted: it was effective (as illustrated 

above), reliable, cheap and simple; it possessed all the characteristics that the movement ac-

tually pleaded for. I have not been able to trace any signs that Paveway was part of the Reform 

discussion, either for or against. But the point is here that one of the big benefits of Paveway 

was exactly these ‘low-key’ qualities of technological simplicity and cost – and this, perhaps 

more importantly, also concerned the technologies needed for its employment, not consid-

ering the aircraft itself.   

During the Vietnam War, research and development engineers “burned the mid-

night oil” to improve Paveway.
663

 In the period after Vietnam it appears to have been a fairly 

high organizational priority to not only maintain Paveway as part of the inventory - by buying 

large numbers - but also improving the system and its capability,
664

 notably in the areas of 

accuracy and of overcoming operational challenges connected to its employment: the vulner-

ability in certain kinds of weather and the risk associated with the need for a designator air-

craft. Research indicates that if viewed from a budget perspective, the Air Force clearly and 

consistently prioritized Paveway. Despite congressional cutbacks in the 1974 budget, the Air 

Force diverted resources from other programs to keep Paveway alive.
665

 By 1978, TAC had 

30.000 laser-guided bomb kits and was procuring more at the rate of about 10.000 packages 

a year.
666

 Reports from the United States Government Accountability Office (GAO), which 

made observations and recommendations on weapon systems as well as the services’ budget 

requests, including its ammunition procurement and production base programs for each fis-

cal year, never reported any issues, concerns or reservations regarding the Paveway program. 

To compare, during the same period, GAO continuously made comments and issued cri-

tique of the Army AH-64 Apache helicopter program (agreed, this was a much larger scale 

than Paveway), but also on smaller items such as the Army Hellfire missiles. As GAO re-

ported on relevant concerns and issues to Congress and the Department of Defense, it also 
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for instance in 1985 recommended that Congress did not meet the Army request of 22.1 

million dollars to procure Bigeye bombs due to technical issues.
667

 Also for illustration, the 

Air Force in 1979 deleted funds for its procurement of a laser-guided Maverick missile due 

to a failure of demonstrating its effectiveness.
668

 We do see minor occurrences of GAO rec-

ommendations to reduce the Air Force ammunition budget request for ‘low-level laser 

guided bombs’ in 1980s, but this was caused by the fact that the supplier was unable to meet 

the Air Force demand,
669

 or that the ammunition budget transcended the transition between 

fiscal years due to a delay in production.
670

 This indicates that the Paveway program was 

smooth and regarded as being both economically and militarily feasible. Interestingly, the 

first time the Air Force cancelled the planned procurement of Paveway III in 1985, this was 

due to rising costs of the bombs.
671

 This further accentuates that the cost – the dollar price – 

of the weapon was one of its ultimate benefits (this will be treated in the next section).  

If we look at the further technological development of Paveway, it evolved into 

three generations within 18 years. As accounted for in section 5.1, the improvements of the 

bomb sought to increase accuracy and range, and where the second generation was a ‘cleaned 

up’ version of the quickly developed original one, the third generation was drastically more 

technologically complicated, for instance it had an autopilot that could guide the bomb until 

it found the laser aim, and it was also more difficult for the crew to handle.
672

 As this study 

does not deal with Paveway III, it is more important to notice that the technological develop-

ment also included improvements in Paveways ‘technological environment’, i.e. the support-

ing technologies required for its employment. As mentioned several times earlier, the system 

had two inherent vulnerabilities. First was the issue that Paveway was essentially a ‘day 

weapon’, and could only function properly in clear weather. Second was the vulnerability of 

the need for a designator aircraft to constantly hover over and point a laser beam at the target 
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until impact. This made the designator aircraft vulnerable to anti-aircraft fire and thus effec-

tively eliminated use in high-threat environments. A 1968 Air Force study indicated that en-

emy ground fire hit these aircraft two to three times as often as aircraft delivering conventional 

bombs.
673

 However, technological development of the system would solve that rather easily.  

First, concerning the designator problem: “Proper tracking of the target with the 

laser beam is the key to accurate LGB delivery.” 
674

 This was the unmistakable and unavoid-

able truth of Paveway, and needless to say, it required a laser designator. The original ZOT, 

also called White Lightening, designator was used by the WSO in the backseat of a F-4D 

designator aircraft.
675

 The WSO would manually point at and illuminate the target, so the 

strike aircraft could release the bomb to home in on the target. Already by 1970, the ZOT – 

which had been reported as rather difficult to use and maintain - was replaced by the Pave 

Spot (carried by OV-10s) and the Pave Knife (for F-4s) designator pods. The Pave Knife was 

truly a beneficial development, as it was a self-contained designator system, thus eliminating 

the need for a separate designator aircraft. An internal Air Force analysis concluded that:  

“aircraft with these pod systems can designate targets for delivery of their 

own LGBs as well as for LGBs delivered from other strike aircraft. Such 

systems afford the attacking aircraft the flexibility to employ evasive ma-

neuvers prior to and immediately after bomb delivery. These systems 

were developed to meet the requirement for a self-contained laser desig-

nator and bomb delivery system on a high performance aircraft capable 

of high threat employment.”
676

  

Pave Knife was carried in the belly of the strike aircraft and was still operated by the WSO 

in the backseat. Pave Spike quickly followed and was basically an improvement of Pave Knife 

as it was lighter and smaller. It was further improved as the Pave Tack, which could also be 

carried by F-111s. This latest version was used in the Gulf War and was retired with the F-

111 in 1996. It appears striking how easily and quickly the vulnerability of the requirement 

for the designator aircraft was fixed, considering how big the vulnerability really was to the 

entire system and the operational effectiveness. However, development was taken even fur-

ther.  
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In 1973, the Air Force assessed that even though Paveway was not theoretically 

restricted from night operations, “the problems of exact target identification by both the illu-

minating and bombing aircraft have rendered it essentially a day weapon.”
677

 When General 

Creech took over command of Tactical Air Command in 1978 (-1984), he brought with him 

an increased push for the technological environment, so to say. It has been noted by his 

colleagues that Creech had a vision of creating “all day, all night, all weather, precision, stand-

off, interoperable forces,” while he also enjoyed “a pretty free hand” when it came to Air 

Force equipment issues and procurement.
678

 Of special interest to this project is the fact that 

one of Creech’s primary projects was the development of a tactical air night-attack capability, 

which in turn led to the development of the LANTIRN (Low Altitude Navigation and Tar-

geting Infrared for Night) system. LANTIRN would solve important shortfalls in TAC’s night 

fighting and precision-munition delivery. The LANTIRN system is a combined navigation 

and targeting pod system, physically consisting of two external pods that were fitted to F-15E 

and F-16C aircraft. The navigation pod is equipped with infrared and terrain following radar 

sensors which, as explained by Lieutenant Colonel James Slife, permitted “safe, under-the-

weather, low-altitude operations while the targeting pod allowed identification and laser des-

ignation of point targets from low and medium altitudes. Both pods performed equally well 

during the day or night.”
679

 This provided the Air Force with a round-the clock capability, 

important e.g. for denying the enemy the sanctuary of darkness, where Soviet and Warsaw 

Pact forces were trained to operate at night. The point is here that with these developments 

in the technological environment, specifically the designator pods of Pave Tack and LAN-

TIRN, the Air Force acquired a low-altitude, all-weather and around-the-clock capability to 

deliver laser-guided bombs,
 680

  thus increasing the effectiveness of the Paveway system and 

the operational effectiveness of forces dramatically, while also minimizing the risk to own 

forces. LANTIRN is still used today. 

To me, it was not only the technical simplicity of Paveway (as discussed earlier), 

but also the simplicity of the ‘technological environment’ needed for its employment, which 

fostered routinization because it was a major benefit to the Air Force, both in economical 

and operational terms. Any airplane that could carry a general purpose ‘dumb’ bomb could 

drop the laser guided version because there were no electronic connections between the 
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aircraft and the bomb. Not even special armament modifications of the aircraft were re-

quired.
681

 Further, the designator pod neither required major modifications to the aircraft, as 

they were originally carried externally (although later versions could be carried inside as de-

scribed above). As such, the ‘technological environment’ of Paveway was rather simple, effi-

cient and cheap. Paveway was not dependent on some future technology to be developed, it 

already existed, and was continuously developed to increase effectiveness and minimize risk, 

which fostered even further routinization and thus illustrated a consistent organizational pri-

oritization and demand. Also, Colonel Killpack had noticed that a considerably increased 

use of LGB could be made with “only minimal equipment outlays”, and so “these aircraft 

would then be dependent upon the currently existing Laser equipment to drop their 

bombs.”
682

 Hence, the diffusion of Paveway throughout the tactical air forces was made easy 

due to this ‘simplicity’ of the technological environment. This indeed presented itself as a 

‘military benefit’ for the Air Force. The continued organizational prioritization led to contin-

ued technological development of the environment, which in turn maintained and enhanced 

its effectiveness, which again reinforced the organizational commitment to Paveway and thus 

its routinization into practice. 

 

More for less: The impact of cost-effectiveness  

The low cost of Paveway has been hailed as an essential factor for its success by many, and 

as a major factor for its proliferation within the Air Force.
683

 The evidence is convincing: The 

original 1968-price of a 750 pound bomb + seeker was 7.149$ but it dropped to only 4.100$ 

by 1971.
684

 Eventually, changes in materials and manufacturing techniques, along with large-

scale buys, pushed down prices even further.
685

 Paveway was cheaper than other guided mu-

nitions – a Paveway bomb was 3.000$ compared to Walleye’s 35.000$ (original price).
686

 This 

price tag was of course very high compared to unguided bombs, so the essential factor to 

consider is cost-effectiveness.  
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Paveway’s operational benefits and the following increase of operational effective-

ness also had a dimension rooted in cost-effectiveness. The cost-effectiveness was demon-

strated early from the first use in Vietnam. Here, the conclusion was that Paveway was clearly 

the most cost-effective weapon: Colonel Killpack asserted that during the Vietnam War, 

“LGB crews have turned in excellent performance, which marks the LGB as one of the more 

efficient and cost effective weapons of the war.”
687

 It also tied directly with the benefit of 

allowing tactical air forces to engage with new targets: Paveway could be used against routine 

targets such as truck formations. At the time, as we discussed earlier, there existed a miscon-

ception that laser-guided bombs were expensive and should thus only be used on highly lu-

crative or special targets. But the end-of-tour reports told a different story, as they highlighted 

that Paveway was the most cost effective weapon also against routine targets.
688

 Not only was 

it the accuracy of Paveway that allowed the engagement with new targets, but it was also the 

price.  Cost-effectiveness was also tied directly to the factor of Paveway being a force multi-

plier as discussed above. Force multiplication as a concept is not an economic consideration 

but solely takes into account whether or not a factor – in this case a weapon – enables the 

force to increase the effect. In the case of Paveway, there appears to be a clear economic 

incentive tied to the discussions of force multiplication. As we discussed earlier, sources differ 

when assessing just exactly how much more effective the Paveway was compared to ‘dumbs’ 

bombs, and assessments also differ when considering the type of target. A 1973 RAND study 

assessed LGBs to be 100-200 times as effective against very hard targets, and 20-40 times as 

effective against soft targets and area targets.
689

 General Vogt assessed LGBs to be around 

100 times as effective, and some analysts argued that Paveway was 15 times more effective 

specifically during Linebacker II.
690

 

As mentioned previously, Captain Kimball stated during the Vietnam War “you 

could do it with one bomb instead of going up with four aircraft fully loaded and hoping two 

bombs would hit something, which was far too often the case.”
691

 Such a scenario meant that 

you could spare the cost (and risk) of a couple of aircrafts and a large number of dumb 

bombs. Naturally, the Air Force was interested in the cost-effectiveness aspect. An internal 
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Air Force evaluation of Paveway utility and cost effectiveness early in the program clearly 

concluded that 

“the use of Pave Way [sic] Laser guided MK-84 bombs will enable Sev-

enth Air Force to destroy the same target spectrum with fewer sorties 

than with either [Walleye and free fall bombs] weapons compared. For 

the same number of sorties, over twenty times as many point targets can 

be hit with Pave Way than hit dropping groups of six free fall M-117s.”  

and further that Paveway would also be “cheaper in dollar costs and involve fewer losses than 

other systems compared.”
692

 The study found that Paveway reduced the total cost of hitting a 

target with a whopping 98% compared to free fall bombs (MK-84) and 93% compared to a 

M-117 free fall bomb.
693

 This included calculations on for instance the price of the bombs, 

the number of sorties required, and the number of bombs required. Another internal evalu-

ation report showed a similar conclusion and found that Paveway was far superior on both 

effectiveness and price. For instance, a 1970 report listed that the price of destroying a North 

Vietnamese AAA with Paveway cost 19.700$, but 38.650$ with a conventional ‘dumb’ 

bombs, when included calculations on cost per flying hour and expenses of maintenance and 

ground support.
694

 Other evaluation reports found that compared to the Walleye EOGB, 

Paveway was “more accurate, far less expensive, and it was simpler and more available.”
695

De-

fense analysts were also interested in the aspect of cost-effectiveness and argued that the price 

had become so low that it enhanced the cost-effectiveness compared to alternative weap-

ons.
696

   

As mentioned earlier, the inherent low-cost philosophy of Paveway was broken 

with the third generation, which is why Paveway II is still widely used to offer the most cost-

effective solution. The cost-effectiveness of the system has indeed proved to be one of its 

strongest benefits, thus truly enabling and supporting the force multiplication factor of Pa-

veway. As cost has increasingly been highlighted as its strong suit, it is reasonable to suggest 
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that it has indeed fostered the organizational prioritization and organizational push towards 

routinization. 

 

The strategic environment and providing strategic flexibility 

As should now be clear, Paveway offered the Air Force a wealth of military benefits ranging 

from increased operational effectiveness to a cost-effective way of employing tactical air 

power as a modern military means. The final factor I find to fall under the category of ‘mili-

tary benefits’, and thus push Paveway routinization, pertains to the military-strategic level. 

Essentially, despite concerns, Paveway was an effective military tool to employ in the prevail-

ing strategic environment and it supported the Air Force institutional role in the strategic 

environment. Second, Paveway and the emergence of a surgical strike capability provided 

the political decision makers with a tool to achieve strategic flexibility.  

Where the effectiveness of Paveway in Vietnam could not be disputed, sources and 

researchers indicate a concern about a lack of efficiency and utility of Paveway in the Euro-

pean scenario, the raison d’être of the Cold War U.S. military.
697

 As explained in section 5.1, 

the Second Offset Strategy sought to counter Warsaw mass with Western technology on the 

battlefields of Central Europe. For the Air For specifically, the European scenario amounted 

to a specific focus on the Fulda Gap, a lowland corridor between East and West Germany. 

Many military thinkers and planners believed the gap would be the prime site for a Warsaw 

Pact armored thrust into Central Europe.
698

 C.R. Anderegg has explained the magnitude of 

the problem in this scenario in such a flawless manner that I will quote in full length:  

“The Warsaw Pact outnumbered NATO forces in every category—fight-

ers, bombers, soldiers, tanks, missiles, SAMs [Surface to Air Missile], 

mess kits, and pup tents. Along the forward edge of the battle area, where 

the Warsaw Pact forces would be in direct contact with the NATO de-

fenders, the battle would be intense, with armor engaging armor, and a 

withering fire of mobile Pact SAMs and AAA [Antiaircraft Artillery] over-

head. Behind this first echelon, and stretching back over several kilome-

ters, would come the second echelon forces pressing forward to support 

their engaged troops in the FEBA [Forward Edge of Battle Area]. Air 

defenses for the second echelon were thought to be less intense than 
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those over the FEBA. Nevertheless, they were extremely formidable 

[and] even worse, these new systems were very mobile, and thus the War-

saw Pact forces could move them frequently.”
699

 

Tactical air power obviously had an important role as close air support for ground forces in 

the FEBA and as conducting interdiction missions in the second echelon. This scenario pre-

sented the tactical air forces with two problems: First that of the weather, second that of the 

Soviet overlapping fields of fire. The latter concerned the fact that aviators viewed the Soviet 

system as “overlapping fields of fire” for their SAMs, MiGs, and AAA, and the only possible 

way to stay alive was to go so low as to fly under the Soviets’ radar coverage to avoid detection. 

Anderegg has argued that flying low was the easy part, but “sooner or later someone had to 

kill the targets, and the LGB/Pave Knife system did not perform well at low altitude.”
700

 The 

first problem, however, appears in the sources to be the one causing the gravest concern: As 

explained in section 5.2 and mentioned several other places, the inherent vulnerability of 

Paveway was that it required line of sight and that bad weather such as clouds and humidity 

would reduce the beam. In 1980, one officer argued that  

“the weather in northern and central Europe has such an effect on air 

operations that it might almost be considered a part of the threat. Pilots 

familiar with flying in Europe hardly need reminding of the limitations 

that weather can impose, the subject being documented from many 

sources.”
701

 

As evident, the weather in Central Europe was by itself a common challenge to the employ-

ment of tactical air power in Europe. Further, the weather made target acquisition – which 

was based on line of sight – difficult.
702

 Some officers thus argued that specifically LGBs were 

not ideal weapons for battle in Central Europe.
703

 As argued by Barry Watts, some Air Force 

leaders did not believe in the efficiency of LGBs here.
704

 Watts uses this to argue that LGBs 

were discarded and ignored by the Air Force, which I believe to be an incorrect assessment. 

Though doubts existed, LGBs were in the professional debate clearly tied to the European 

scenario as part of a larger technological solution. Paveway had proved to be effective against 
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Soviet tanks in Vietnam,
705

 and one of the primary challenges in Europe was Soviet armor in 

the form of tanks, where LGBs then clearly had a place in order to avoid the resort to tactical 

nuclear weapons.
706

 Also, precision-guided munitions as a larger weapon category, for in-

stance in the form of the Maverick air-to-ground missile, was tied to the European scenario.
707

 

Paveway was then never meant as a standalone solution, but always part of the larger solution 

in battlefield interdiction and close air support missions, for instance together with area 

bombs and within a varied aircraft fleet (e.g. both A-10, F.16, F-15, F-4, and F-111).
708

 De-

fense analysts such as James Digby also clearly envisioned PGM’s broadly, and Paveway spe-

cifically, as an integral and unavoidable part of European NATO scenario against Soviet and 

Warsaw Pact forces from the early 1970s.
709

 Similarly, RAND also tied the use of LGBs to a 

European conflict scenario.
710

 During the 1980s, LGBs also came to take a center place as 

part of a larger technological ‘packaging concept’ to counter Warsaw follow-on forces in Eu-

rope when NATO approved the Long Term Planning Guideline for Follow-on Forces At-

tack (FOFA) in 1984; a concept that was strongly supported by the United States, and which 

was ultimately an effort to improve NATO conventional forces through the application of 

new technology.
711

 But even before this happened, the technological development of Paveway 

and pods as well as tactical innovations in bomb dropping came close to solving the challenge. 

As described earlier, the introduction of the LANTIRN navigation and designator pod pro-

vided the tactical air forces with a truly round-the-clock and all-weather Paveway deployment 

capability. LANTIRN was, however, not introduced until 1985, but in fact developments in 

the form of Paveway II and the Pave Tack pod effectively also helped mitigate the weather 

issue. Pave Tack used imaging infrared (IIR) to produce a TV picture for the crew, but the 

disadvantage was that it did not work well with the F-4 aircraft because it had to be carried 

externally, and was big and heavy, thus causing an enormous drag that slowed down the F–4 

in the target area.
712

 This was obviously a major deficiency. However, the F-111 was able to 
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carry the pod submerged in its bomb bay, making the F-111 and Pave Tack a “good mar-

riage”.
713

 Also, as the Paveway II had foldable wings, each aircraft could carry more bombs, 

and Paveway II also had an improved guidance system, thus enhancing the possible success 

of delivery and impact drastically. Tactical innovations also allowed employment of Paveway 

in low-altitude flight; pilots developed a “low-altitude loft delivery” that was both reliable and 

relatively easy to execute.
714

 According to Anderegg, the 414th Fighter Wing Squadron 

demonstrated such a flight for the Secretary of Defense, Harold Brown, and his entourage 

in 1978 with the result that most doubts about the viability of the LGBs and Pave Spike for 

combat in a low-altitude war against the Warsaw Pact vanished.
715

 

My argument is that Paveway was indeed tied to the European scenario as an effec-

tive weapon despite concern. Paveway was never supposed to be a standalone solution, but 

always entered as a part into the bigger technological package. Technological and tactical 

evolution assured that Paveway consistently remained an effective part of the solution despite 

its inherent problem of weather. Additionally, it can be noted that during the 1980s, voices 

increasingly argued that the Air Force should not only be able to fulfill its role in the Euro-

pean scenario, but that it should embrace and be ready for any mission anywhere, including 

missions that was now believed to be “more likely”, such as the punitive strike against Libya, 

limited and low-intensity conflict and counterterrorist operations – thus becoming an instru-

ment of power protection and power projection.
716

 As Paveway was such a versatile weapon 

it could support any such function. For instance, Secretary of Defense Brown also specifically 

connected employment of Paveway to a low-intensity conflict scenario.
717

 The Paveway thus 

supported the Air Force role in the strategic environment as it changed from the heart of 

Europe towards a more global perspective.  

As revealed in the literature review, the primary argument in the heart of Paul Gil-

lespie’s book on precision-guided munitions is that they have shaped national security policy 

and led to an increased use of military force to reach national security objectives. It is not the 

purpose of this study to discuss whether or not this is true, but I do find evidence that the 
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introduction of LGBs specifically, and PGMs more broadly, indeed ‘connected’ to the polit-

ical environment: It provided politicians with a means to exercise the use of military force 

differently and more widely as well as the means to achieve a strategic flexibility that was 

sought after in the 1970s and 1980s. This period indeed saw changes in the foreign policy 

and security policy agenda as it increasingly came to deal with arms control talks as well as 

rising power centers such as Japan and China. Thus, there was a general push away from the 

well-known bipolar world order of the first half of the Cold War.
718

 Added to this was the 

experience of Vietnam War which had claimed the lives of more than 55.000 US soldiers, 

for which reason there was a pronounced public aversion towards tolerating American casu-

alties. In this perspective, precision weapons translated into attractive policy options, as Gil-

lespie has argued.
719

 First, as described previously, Paveway provided a means to achieve 

military objectives while minimizing casualties as demonstrated in Vietnam. The ‘surgical 

strike’ capability also allowed targeting in more politically sensitive areas, as e.g. demonstrated 

in Libya, where the risk of collateral damage to civilians was higher, and to control escalation. 

As explained by the leading defense analyst on precision-guided munitions, James Digby, 

nine years prior to Operation Eldorado Canyon,  

“from the political viewpoint, perhaps the most important new capability 

is that precision weaponry offers great precision in the physical damage 

inflicted on the enemy, thus permitting a more exact convergence be-

tween political decision-making and military action. This makes for a bet-

ter chance of securing political objectives without the danger of escalation 

due to misunderstood military actions.”
720

 

At a RAND workshop in 1976, Digby had similarly noted that PGMs provided the beneficial 

possibility of disabling military targets without collateral damage, thus offering the political 

leadership a variety of military options to fit “the tone and intent of the political discourse.”
721

 

In this way, Paveway was at least perceived to offer the politicians a military means that could 

reflect and execute on their specific intention without risking American lives, civilian casual-

ties or other collateral damage. Of course, this was only an ideal picture, as the experience in 
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Libya had shown. The same RAND report also noted that precision weapons reduced the 

need to use nuclear weapons in certain cases, (and also helped slow the spread of nuclear 

weapons).
722

 This idea was also reflected elsewhere; as mentioned previously, the working 

group on the Long Range Research and Development Planning Program in the 1970s had 

highlighted precision-guided munitions (not specifically Paveway) as an alternative to nuclear 

destruction and the protection of Western Europe, as it concluded that ”Near zero miss non-

nuclear weapons could provide the National Command Authority with a variety of strategic 

response options as alternatives to massive nuclear destruction.”
723

 This perception was still 

key to strategic analysis during the late 1980s: The high profile commission in charge of 

making a broad security policy and strategic review, Commission on Integrated Long-Term 

Strategy, chaired by Albert Wohlstetter and Fred Iklé, argued that in some cases precision 

weapons could substitute nuclear weapons: “The precision associated with the new technol-

ogies will enable us to use conventional weapons for many of the missions once assigned to 

nuclear weapons.”
724

 Also, discussions in Air University Review indicate that LGBs and laser 

technology (among other kinds of “high technology”) led to a blurring of the traditional 

boundary between both tactical and strategic weapons and tactical and strategic targets.
725

 This 

notion also falls in line with historian Brian Laslie’s observation that in the decades after 

Vietnam, the separation between ‘strategic’ and ‘tactical’ use of air power gradually disap-

peared, and roles and missions eventually combined.
726

 He argues that developments in tech-

nology and training (training being Laslie’s focus) diminished the need for separate tactical 

and strategic commands, and instead, the concept of  ‘theater air war’ mentality rose and 

replaced this traditional division between strategic and tactical missions. Laslie argues that the 

mental part of this transition constituted changes in training towards so-called ‘realistic train-

ing’ and Red Flag exercises (which are outside the scope of this study), but the technological 

part was represented by the Air Force’s new fighters, the F-15 and F-16 in the mid 1970s, 

which were designed specifically for ‘air superiority’,
727

 and where the differentiation between 
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the terms of tactical and strategic eventually became meaningless. It appears that the intro-

duction of Paveway into the Air Force further supported and fostered this move towards 

blurring the lines between a strategic and tactical mission and target, for instance by allowing 

tactical weapons to destroy strategic targets and achieving strategic effects. The conceptual 

basis for this kind of ‘strategic’ thinking about tactical air power so to speak, came with Air 

Force Colonel John Warden in the late 1970s and 1980s, when he formulated visions about 

how conventional airpower could take the lead in winning wars, and not simply be relegated 

to supporting ground operations, as was envisioned in the AirLand Battle doctrine (as dis-

cussed above). Central to Warden was that with the advent of the modern technology of 

stealth and precision, conventional air forces could be used for strategic attack against critical 

nodes in the enemy’s system and center of gravity.
728

 The point is here that eventually air 

power theory would also reflect this change in the potential of air power that came with, 

among other things, the introduction of precision-guided munitions, and translate it into the 

form of intensive, strategically targeted air strikes that would have effects beyond the battle-

field; the precision strategic air campaign.
729

 The Gulf War is often interpreted as a validation 

of Warden’s theory and concept, though sceptics appear.
730

 

Indeed, it is no wonder, as Gillespie has assessed, that an increasing demand for 

precision-guided munitions would come from both civilian and military high-level policymak-

ers in the decades after Vietnam.
731

 Precision-guided munitions, as a broader category, appear 

to have offered policy makers a flexible response which minimized collateral damage and 

which could even diminish the risk of nuclear war or replace nuclear weapons. Essentially, 

Paveway was simply a really attractive weapon seen from the military-strategic and political 

perspective. Without archival access it is difficult to assess the degree and effect of a top-

down demand and push for routinization, but at least research can cautiously suggest that 
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Paveway specifically, and indeed PGMs more broadly, offered policymakers a long sought 

strategic flexibility and the promise of directly tying, or tailoring, military action to political 

intention. Logically, it is difficult not to assume that some pull has been made from above, 

which must at minimum have strengthened military leaders’ belief about the feasibility of 

these weapons as it helped portray the Air Force as a modern and relevant instrument of 

power. As seen from a military-strategic perspective, Paveway continuously ‘supported’ or 

had a relevant place in the Air Force role in the strategic environment, also when it shifted 

towards a more globally oriented focus. As seen from the political-strategic perspective, Pa-

veway, and indeed more broadly PGMs, seem to offer an effective, cheap and publicly ac-

ceptable means to achieve national security objectives. 

 

5.4 Chapter conclusion: Cui Bono? The U.S. Air Force 

The Gulf War of 1991 became the ultimate showcase for military technology;
732

 both the new 

and conspicuous kind such as the F-117 Nighthawk stealth aircraft, but also the kind that had 

actually existed for decades, including the laser-guided bomb Paveway. The Gulf War was 

not Paveway’s baptism of fire, rather it can be taken as an event which symbolize the mani-

festation of a successful implementation process. Having been introduced in the late 1960s 

during the Vietnam War, Paveway was by no means a new technology. The history between 

the first employment in Vietnam and the showcase of its effectiveness in the Gulf War is the 

story of routinization of Paveway – and with that also the story of the Air Force as an institu-

tion which successfully routinized a technological innovation into its practice over a period 

of 20 years.  

Where studies on the U.S. Air Force and precision-guided munitions have tended 

to interpret this rather long period of time as a sign that the Air Force was slow to recognize 

the promise of laser-guided bombs and thus, with a fair amount of reluctance and antipathy, 

was more or less forced to integrate them into its practice, this analysis has found that the 

integration of Paveway appears as an ideal case of routinization. The analysis showed that at 

no point did the Air Force falter in its commitment to Paveway. On the contrary, the analysis 

revealed that the routinization of Paveway was a rather straight-forward process without major 

obstacles. From the initial operational use of Paveway, the Air Force as an institution and the 

practice community within it were fast to recognize the potential of Paveway; specifically its 

potential to increase the operational effectiveness of the tactical air arm as well as the Air 
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Force more broadly. That 20 years would pass between these two symbolic events of first use 

and of final manifestation does not automatically mean that the routinization process was 

either slow or failed. Routinization is a long process which may often span decades and/or 

see a generational change in an officers corps. Second, the Gulf War is a rather fluid – but 

vivid - symbol of the ‘end’ of the Paveway routinization process, as the analysis found the Air 

Force commitment to the Paveway program to be consistent and without noticeable fluctua-

tions. It is difficult to give a definite answer as to when exactly Paveway was routinized. Per-

haps, one could even argue that Paveway was already routinized by the end of the Vietnam 

War, as the tactical air arm, represented by the 8
th

 Tactical Fighter Wing, appears to have 

fully embraced and fully incorporated Paveway into its practice by the time the bombing 

campaigns of North Vietnam were resumed in 1972. However, I found that even though the 

experience of Vietnam had such a pivotal impact on the routinization process that is difficult 

to exaggerate, and even though Paveway came to be articulated as part of the Second Offset 

Strategy, more drivers which continuously pushed the Air Force towards routinization 

throughout the period appeared from the sources.  

The analysis found that - similar to the Honest John case - ‘military matters matter’. 

But in this case, it was the ‘military benefits’ which Paveway offered that appear to be the 

main driver of how and why the Air Force prioritized the technology, which in turn led to its 

successful routinization. ‘Military benefits’ is a collective term for those advantages specifi-

cally tied to the military activity of waging war and employing the technology in field opera-

tions that grew directly from the inherent nature of Paveway. Specifically, the case analysis 

found that five such benefits pushed routinization. First, Paveway provided the Air Force 

with an intense increase of operational effectiveness. This was in the first place tied to the 

experience in Vietnam War where Paveway increased the operational effectiveness of tactical 

air operations drastically. But moreover, operational effectiveness also came from the fact 

that Paveway made tactical air-to-ground missions possible and relevant, that it acted as a 

force multiplier, that it allowed engagement with a wide range of new targets from low-value 

to high-value and high-risk targets, and finally that additional operational use in Libya further 

appears to have confirmed the Air Force assessment of Paveway as an effective and feasible 

weapon. Second, the simplicity of the Paveway system made the air community embrace it 

and push for its further integration. Paveway was rather simple to use, maintain and diffuse 

to other units, while still “allowing” – even requiring - the air crew to possess traditional pro-

fessional skills in order to employ it effectively. The ‘smart’ part of Paveway did not relegate 

the pilot nor the Weapon System Officer to becoming ‘dumb’ air crew members. Third, the 

technological environment of Paveway, i.e. the technology needed for its employment, was 

continuously prioritized and improved by the Air Force, which in turn meant that Paveway 
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remained a relevant and effective weapon. Technological solutions were developed to over-

come the two main vulnerabilities of the system; the risk associated with the need of a desig-

nator aircraft and the weather issue. Simplicity was also of main importance here, which made 

it fairly ‘easy’ and certainly feasible to develop solutions to these challenges. The fact that the 

technological environment needed for its employment was – beside the aircraft itself - never 

large-scale also played a role here. Fourth, the cost-effectiveness of the Paveway was a major 

benefit. The Paveway system was very cheap, both compared individually to other precision 

weapons, but also calculating cost related to effectiveness. In this way, Paveway was never a 

high-risk project as is otherwise often the case with ‘advanced’ technology. The Air Force 

simply had a very clear economic incentive to prioritize Paveway, especially during times of 

austerity and declining defense budgets (taken as % of GDP).  Fifth, and last, Paveway was - 

despite some concerns - an effective military means to support the Air Force role in the 

strategic environment, both in the traditional Cold War setting of Central Europe, but also 

when it changed to a more global perspective. Paveway provided political decision makers 

with a strategic flexibility as Paveway helped blur the traditional distinction between tactical 

and strategic targets and was even sometimes regarded as an alternative to nuclear arms.  

So cui bono? The Air Force simply and clearly gained a range of – extremely val-

uable - military benefits by integrating Paveway into its practice. These benefits were instant 

and they were tangible. If we are to raise the perspective, I find that routinization of Paveway 

promoted the manifestation and capability of tactical air power as an effective military means 

on the modern battlefield. It supported a transition away from the strategic air forces as being 

the institutional ‘number one,’ and thus established the tactical air forces as the modern and 

most effective air arm. By tapping into the technological agenda, the integration of Paveway 

also, albeit tacitly, allowed the Air Force to emerge not only as a modern military service but 

also one that could be employed independently to carry our political intentions by the use of 

military force in the global arena. It is important to note that I do not find evidence that this 

– an intra and/or inter-service competition for relevance – has been a driver in itself, as mili-

tary innovation theory would normally suggest (see Chapter 2). Instead, I see it as an effect 

derived from the routinization of Paveway. This is a crucial difference.  

Some may infer that this sounds almost too good to be true. Is the analysis not 

simply a listing of the good things about Paveway? Is it not just cherry-picking?  Readers may 

remember the long list of ‘military issues’ which effectively hindered the routinization of 

Honest John. Naturally, Paveway was also dependent on a range of military functions such 

as intelligence, reconnaissance, and logistics, as well as on ‘supporting’ technology, doctrine 

and organization. Paveway did not exist in a vacuum. However, the analysis found no evi-

dence that these circumstances amounted to issues in Paveway integration and employment. 
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The only two problems of concern were, as mentioned, the weather dimension and the des-

ignator aircraft; and these were solved eventually. Otherwise, the professional discussions did 

not show any complications or concerns tied to the debate on Paveway integration, and nei-

ther do internal Air Force reports nor evaluations reveal any such issues. Of course, one 

must assume that some challenges did occur when adjusting practice to a new technology, 

but as they do not appear in the empirical material, one must conclude that then they were 

at least not serious or significant enough to obstruct the routinization process or even spark 

a professional debate and/or institutional analytical treatment and attention. Indeed, Paveway 

routinization does appear as a very simple story.  

The case of Paveway integration then allows us, once again, to regard routinization 

as a highly ‘rational’ process. Considering the theories of Military Innovation Studies and 

research on the Air Force and technology, we remember that a large amount of the literature 

was highly devoted to the ‘culture argument’: Studies have claimed that the Air Force pos-

sessed a  cultural inclination to discard PGMs and LGBs because it threatened the pilot and 

fighter culture, while other studies have assumed the Air Force to be culturally prone to  be 

‘obsessed about technology’ and thus to blindly pursue Paveway because of its ‘high-tech’ 

scent. The case analysis refuted both arguments. Not everything that has to do with the Air 

Force’s approach to technology is necessarily rooted in a cultural disposition to be either ‘for’ 

or ‘against’. Admittedly, the Air Force had a strong belief, as well as interest, in the techno-

logical agenda, but this was no different from the other services or the wider defense-related 

and societal technological zeitgeist of the era. On the contrary, the Air Force proved to have 

a very rational ‘relationship’ to Paveway as a technology; and the Air Force approach to im-

plementation was based on sensible cost-benefit and operational analysis as well as a fair 

assessment of the benefits it could provide. There is no evidence that the Air Force as an 

institution or the aircrew either disregarded the potential of Paveway or overemphasized its 

benefits and needlessly pushed for routinization. The routinization process was a rational 

approach to the integration of a new piece of equipment – a technological innovation - that 

early on provided the Air Force with a wide range of benefits.  

Reflecting on technology and air warfare in 1979, Air Force General Poe II wrote: 

”To somebody who has the kind of responsibilities most of us in the Air Force have, tech-
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nological improvements have little charm until they’re shaken down into reliable, maintaina-

ble, and, most of all, available systems that will put bombs on the target.”
733

 This effectively 

sums up what I have spent the last 60 pages to argue, as this was exactly what the Air Force 

got when they received Paveway. And thus why it became an integrated part of its practice.  
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In 1953, Army Brigadier General Loper, chief of the Armed Forces Special Weapons Pro-

ject, bluntly questioned the utility of tactical nuclear weapons: “Show me how to use this 

weapon in tactical roles, if you can. It is not a tactical weapon.”
734

 Writing about precision-

guided munitions in 1967, Air Force Colonel Stoner wondered if the introduction of laser-

guided bombs had not led to a “revolutionary development in tactical air operations”.
735

 

These two quotes can be taken to illustrate the mood and outcome of the case studies pre-

sented in the preceding chapters of this thesis. Both of these two technological innovations 

came with what was seen as a revolutionary potential, but only one technology  –  the Paveway 

bomb – would actually come to constitute an innovation that had become a standard and 

highly valued part of Air Force practice.  

This thesis has examined the metaquestion of how technological innovations cease 

to be new - and what they become instead. By definition, an innovation is something new, 

and as such an innovation cannot be an innovation forever – at some point, it stops being an 

innovation and becomes something else. But what is this? And how does this happen? In the 

military domain, this general curiosity translates into a pressing empirical (or practical) as well 

as academic puzzle: Today, defense organizations are dealing with the challenge of puzzling 

out and coping with emerging technology, which is generally believed to present us with great 

opportunities for increased military effectiveness and strategic advantages. Meanwhile, the 

mere existence and adoption of new military technologies is no guarantee of their practical 

utility. They only come with intended benefits. New technology has to be well integrated in 

the organizational structure and practice before the operational and/or strategic advantages it 

offers can be gained, i.e. the military organization needs to possess the ability to integrate 

emerging technologies into its everyday practice. This acknowledgement force implementa-

tion of new technology to the center of our attention. The academic puzzle reflects this prac-

tical issue. As we anticipate (practice-oriented) academic research, and specifically the field 

of Military Innovation Studies, to help us provide conceptual answers to this concern, this 

thesis found academia to be in short supply of answers. Military Innovation Studies have not 
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studied innovation implementation specifically and thus cannot currently account for how 

innovations are incorporated into practice. The thesis set out to address this shortfall.   

Framing it as an issue of innovation implementation, the thesis has presented the 

concept of routinization, i.e. the process by which technological innovations are implemented 

into the organizational practice of the military organization and thus become part of its stand-

ard practice – and thus ceases to be a new and foreign objects to the organization. To illumi-

nate the concept with empirical evidence, the thesis examined the U.S. Armed Forces’ expe-

rience with implementing technological innovations. It asked how routinization of technolog-

ical innovations unfolded during the First and Second Offset strategies, inquiring into the 

drivers and dynamics of the process.  

This conclusion will draw out the broader lines of innovation routinization. It will 

focus on considering the perspectives and implications for our current understanding of mil-

itary innovation as well as the implications for existing and future research. As both the meth-

odological approach and empirical findings of the case studies have already been given much 

attention in these pages, it serves well to raise the perspective now. However, to build a sound 

background for doing this, I will briefly recapitulate both of these elements.   

Because routinization is an uninvestigated phenomenon of military innovation, the 

thesis employed an explorative approach based on a conceptual pre-understanding of the 

phenomenon drawn from existing literature, case studies and hermeneutical interpretive 

method. This approach indeed proved is worth. It allowed me to reevaluate the literature’s 

preconception of routinization, as well as its expectations as to how routinization unfolds, in 

light of the evidence emerging from the empirical material.  The dynamics of routinization 

turned out to be very different from what the literature expected, fostering a novel and path 

breaking conceptualization of routinization and thus also of military innovation in general. I 

will return to this in a moment. Further, this result accentuates the relevance of employing 

such an approach in Military Innovation Studies, where a large amount of existing research 

has departed from fixed theoretical positions. Indeed, we should let the empirical evidence 

speak and be willing to reinterpret and reevaluate our own preconceptions of how we under-

stand innovation.  

The thesis analyzed the U.S. Army’s effort to routinize the tactical nuclear artillery 

rocket Honest John as well as the U.S. Air Force’s routinization of the laser-guided bomb 

Paveway. As for the analytical findings, we found that Honest John was the Army’s first bid 

for a technology that would enable the Army to (re)gain its relevance and win on what it 

envisaged the modern battlefield to be. However, Honest John failed to deliver on the tactical 

and operational premises which the entire tactical nuclear concept was fundamentally based 
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upon. Or perhaps more precisely, the Army failed to devise the material and doctrinal inno-

vations that could allow and enable the employment of Honest John within this concept. Due 

to the large amount of unresolved military issues connected to its employment in field oper-

ations, Honest John could never deliver on the role it was originally prescribed. As the tactical 

nuclear battlefield changed with both technological advancements in, and increased political 

and military requirements for, precision, Honest John became obsolete. These findings led 

me to regard routinization as a ‘rational’ process in that it was driven strictly by issues tied to 

the military profession and the military activity of planning for and waging war – and not, for 

instance, politics, service identity or resources. When these issues were (partially) solved, it 

was too late. This also led me to regard routinization to be intimately tied with the implemen-

tation activities undertaken to support the integration of the technology as part of the ordinary 

and long-term professional development of the military organization whose purpose is to 

make technology, organization, doctrine and personnel come together as a whole. This was 

not done sufficiently, as implementation initiatives and actions did apparently not take into 

account nor allow for the changes necessary in these areas to accommodate Honest John 

fully – and vice versa. 

It was another story with the Air Force routinization of Paveway. The analysis 

showed that at no point did the Air Force falter in its commitment to Paveway. On the con-

trary, the analysis revealed that the routinization of Paveway was a rather straight-forward 

process without major obstacles. From the initial operational use of Paveway, the Air Force 

as an institution and the practice community within it were quick to recognize the potential 

of Paveway; specifically its ability to increase the operational effectiveness of the tactical air 

arm as well as the Air Force more broadly. On the conceptual level, I found that similar to 

the Honest John case, ‘military matters matter’.  But in this case, it was the ‘military benefits’ 

that Paveway offered which appear to be the main driver of how and why the Air Force 

prioritized the technology, which in turn led to its successful routinization. Specifically, the 

case analysis found that five benefits pushed routinization. These benefits were instant and 

they were tangible, and evidently they presented the Air Force with a clear incentive to push 

organizational practice towards revolving around these weapons.  

Unintendedly, and in the spirit of the explorative approach, this study thus ended 

up with one case of failed, or at least less successful routinization, and one of successful rou-

tinization. The curious thing then is that both cases point towards the same assessment: That 

routinization appears primarily as a ‘rational’ process , which is not only attentive to, by highly 

influenced by, the ‘military reality’ in which the technology deploys. So how can we concep-

tualize routinization and the drivers influencing the process? What does it mean for our 

understanding of the phenomenon of military innovation? How should research approach 
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the study of innovation? Recognizing routinization has important implications for Military 

Innovation Studies and our understanding of innovation.  

The thesis proposed to regard an innovation to have become routinized when it 

becomes “an accepted part of the system,” and a routinized technology is thus one that has 

achieved a certain organizational status and is perceived as being ‘standard’ or ‘normal.’ To 

make this more tangible, I proposed that a technology may be considered to be routinized 

at any given point in time if core elements of the innovation are maintained after the initial 

implementation support has been withdrawn and the technology is still ‘recognizable’ to the 

organization (i.e. it has not been modified into ‘something else’) and when adequate organi-

zational capacity to continue operating the technology is maintained.  Routinization then ob-

viously requires that we put on the high beam: Looking beyond innovation initiation and 

adoption, and turning focus towards the life of the innovation inside the service, requires a 

long-term analytical perspective. I have criticized Military Innovation Studies for taking im-

plementation as an ‘implicit assumption’ as it does not single out implementation as a decisive 

part of innovation, while being too focused on explaining drivers of what is essentially inno-

vation adoption.  With this, I also argued that the field currently presents a faulty, or at best 

incomplete, understanding of the phenomenon of military innovation.  

The first implication of this study relates to how we assess innovations. Studies on 

military innovation have tended to assess the success of innovation according to their scale, 

scope and impact. This has not been conducive for our understanding of military innovation, 

because it reflects a normative bias where we tend to value the ‘bigger’ innovations, or those 

which lead to larger-scale change, as somehow being ‘better’. One of the important contribu-

tions of this thesis is thus to provide scholarship – as well as practice – with an alternative way 

to assess military innovation, one that is inherently neutral and therefore also better.  Rou-

tinization can be employed as a term to assess the outcome of innovation, and to judge its 

success or failure according to whether it has become standard part of practice. This alone is 

an important and useful contribution.  

Routinization, however, is more than the outcome of innovation. It is a process in 

its own right, so consequently it is critical to discover the dynamics of the process with a 

specific view to identifying the forces driving the course of routinization. The thesis looked 

to both civilian and military innovation literature to gain an initial and pre-conditioning un-

derstanding of this. This undertaking provided us with the anticipation that routinization is 

driven by the degree to which the organization and the users (of the technology) prioritize 

the technology. And this, in turn, is driven by essentially three different factors: civil-military 

relations, organizational competition and culture. These three drivers were identified from 

the four traditional theoretical positions, or schools, within Military Innovation Studies. 
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Looking behind these very clear-cut explanations, I essentially found that existing literature 

explains military innovation as a function of ‘the extraordinary’. Collectively, the field has 

argued that forces other than effectiveness and efficiency are at play in innovation. It regards 

innovation as the product of, or a process influenced by, some kind of intensified clash or 

contest; either in the form of a strategic environment with increased rivalry, or in the form of 

pitched competition between services or branches to win funding, prestige and relevance, or 

as the organizational culture which either favors or discards the innovation. In other words, 

innovation is strictly tied to extraordinary circumstances and events which constitute a ‘pres-

sure’, and where such a ‘pressure’ needs to be present for innovation to happen. This also 

means that the ‘ordinary’ stands in the background: Innovation is rarely, if ever, explained as 

a ‘simple’ or ‘normal’ change process which occurs in the organization and is carried out as 

part of the usual professional development of the military organization. The literature would 

then expect routinization to be influenced by, and thus the result of, such ‘extraordinary’ 

elements, where increased competition on the strategic agenda, within the military organiza-

tion or between the services, or a pre-disposed cultural affection for the innovation, influence 

how the organization and users push for routinization. 

Recapitulating this conceptualization is important because it leaves us ready to raise 

the perspective even further. Both case studies clearly tied into these explanations,  but only 

when we looked at the cases as cases of innovation adoption. We learned that the Army 

fielded and adopted Honest John in order to remain a relevant service during the inter-ser-

vice competition for prestige and resources. As for Paveway, scholars have employed a cul-

tural explanation model to explain why the Air Force discarded and rejected precision guided 

munitions (which I, however, found to be a faulty analysis). The point is here that we can 

clearly see traces of these original innovation explanation models. But, and this is the decisive 

issue, these explanatory mechanisms all but disappear when we employ the long-term per-

spective and dive into examining implementation and routinization. This means that our 

conceptual pre-understanding of innovation could not explain and account for routinization, 

as I found no traces or expressions of these arguments in the empirical material. 

What emerged clearly instead should be conceptualized around four keywords; 

ordinary, military matters, rational, and context. First is context. As we initially assumed in 

the research strategy, context appears to bear significance in routinization, as the process is 

ultimately tied to the context in which the implementing organization exists. For instance, we 

found that changing national security strategies, changes in the presidential administration, in 

budgets allocations, and engagement in wars, etc. provide the overall impetus for the direc-

tion of service policies and organizational development. Context may then be said to help 
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obscure or push routinization, but it is outside the hands and thus control of the implement-

ing organization. This recognition is rather trivial as it is of no surprise to historians of military 

innovation, who have long argued that context is everything,
736

 but is nevertheless important 

to emphasize here.  

Second, routinization is driven by what I termed military matters. For Honest John, 

this was expressed as a plethora of military issues connected to its deployment in field oper-

ations and the activity of waging war that essentially led to loss of organizational priority as 

well as user support, which meant there was not a push for routinization. In the case of Pa-

veway, it was the military benefits tied to its employment that fostered a continuous and ro-

bust organizational prioritization and support from the users, the tactical air arm, which in 

turn led to smooth routinization. In this way, I have attached significant attention and value 

to the rather military-technical aspects of innovation and routinization, arguing that the mili-

tary matters actually matter when translating innovation into practice.  

Third, I argue that this aspect is intimately connected to the ordinary and funda-

mental task of undertaking the professional development of the military organization; syn-

chronizing materiel, organization, doctrine, and personnel into a holistic and capable fighting 

force. In other words, the continuous task of operating the military organization. This was 

most evident in the case of Honest John. Here, the routinization process was clearly tied to 

the issue of developing a ‘supporting environment’ for the Honest John to function. The 

implementation activities, or lack thereof, specifically aimed at Honest John tied to this 

broader and more fundamental task of long-term development and operation of the organi-

zation. Routinization is thus also the ordinary, long-term and evolutionary development pro-

cess with the aim of synchronizing the elements of materiel, organization, doctrine and per-

sonnel. This long-term synchronization proved (too) difficult to undertake in the Army case, 

but easy enough in the Air Force case.  

Fourth, these findings also led me to describe routinization as essentially a rational 

process. Rational should be seen in contrast to the ‘extraordinary’ drivers found within Mili-

tary Innovation Studies, and which constituted a pressure leading to innovation. Compared 

to the explanations we found there, routinization is more rational in nature as it deals exactly 

with assessing and synchronizing the technology integration in relation to the other essential 

 

 

736 See e.g. Geoffrey Till, “Adopting the Aircraft Carrier. The British, American, And Japanese Case Stud-

ies.,” in Military Innovation in the Interwar Period, ed. Williamson Murray and Allan R. Millett (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1996), 197–203; Murray in Murray and Millett, Military Innovation in the Inter-

war Period; MacGregor Knox and Williamson Murray, eds., The Dynamics of Military Revolution, 1300-

2050 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004). 
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elements, or building blocks, of the military organization. Rational because it is governed by 

‘reason’ rather than by organizational competition, civil military relations, or organizational 

culture and identity. Rational because the technology’s operational use and intended benefits 

now meet reality. Where a new technology may be adopted more in tune with the ‘political 

reality’, as was for instance the case with Honest John, the ‘military reality’ proves to emerge 

as the dominant paradigm and necessarily becomes of concern during implementation and 

routinization. 

This allows us to realize that there is a change in drivers during the innovation 

process. I have argued that we should regard innovation as a process consisting of several 

phases, and the implications of this argument now appear more clearly: Innovation adoption 

and innovation routinization are not driven and influenced by the same forces and neither 

are their causes and circumstances. There is a shift when the innovation process transitions 

from initiation and adoption to implementation. We should thus not regard innovation as 

one consistent process. It is dynamic. It is, in other words, complex. Therefore, it is also a 

difficult task to account for the entirety of the innovation process as it includes accounting 

for all the phases of it, including how and why the different factors interact at different points 

during the process, while also accounting for and conceptualizing the total sum of this. 

Furthermore, these insights allow us to reevaluate what kind of change process in-

novation is. What this means for the nature of routinization is that we are dealing with a 

change process that is evolutionary in nature and might very well exceed the immediate ca-

pacity of the institutional memory in question. Where the field of Military Innovation Studies 

has traditionally been engaged with revolutionary change, routinization represents a gradual 

development. It does not – generally – occur in great and swift strokes, but in incremental 

steps. This I even argue to be true if the technology itself has been defined as being ‘revolu-

tionary’ in nature, which both of technologies of the case studies were. This also means that 

‘innovation’ as a process is not only more long-term, but more evolutionary than we might 

otherwise understand it to be. This has implications for the entire ontology of the field, the 

way we measure and assess innovation, how we expect it to happen and unfold and ultimately 

how military organizations should confront it.  

Finally, these conclusions also contain an underlying criticism of the field of Mili-

tary Innovation Studies, as it appears to be too myopic while understating and diminishing 

the rational and ‘ordinary’ elements of military innovation. Because Military Innovation Stud-

ies have not employed the high beam and long-term perspective when studying innovation, 

they have neglected the issue of implementation. This naturally has the consequence that the 

field cannot account for routinization on the basis of existing innovation theories. This does 

not mean that we should discard the four traditional theoretical schools altogether, as they 
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do have explanatory power to elucidate why and how military organizations embark on inno-

vation, including adopting new technology. However, we must acknowledge the limitations 

in their ability to account for ‘military innovation’. The four schools have their eyes set on 

the extraordinary element; the strategy, the culture, the competition, the clash, the civilian 

intervention in military matters. Secondly, as the field studies military innovation, it naturally 

possesses a comprehensive understanding of the military domain. This means that the field, 

and the four schools, are geared to understand and analytically apply the more military tech-

nical aspects of military innovation. But the ‘military matters’ are rather something that is 

latent to the field and its explanations, as if it has not fully given acknowledgement to the role 

that the military part of military innovation plays. The extraordinary – and essentially ‘non-

military’ - elements receive too much attention when explaining innovation, while the rather 

ordinary element of making matters come to an end and synchronizing the elements of the 

military organization into a holistic fighting force is overlooked. The extraordinary is always 

embedded in the ordinary, and so innovation, and especially innovation implementation, is 

certainly also the long-term development of the military organization. Military Innovation 

Studies have been eager to make a (too) sharp distinction between what is seen simply as 

‘change’ and innovation. Perhaps more importantly, Military Innovation Studies do then not 

fully recognize or give evidence to the complexity of the innovation process. As this study 

shows, the complexity especially unfolds in the space between the point where the military 

organization adopts something new to the point when it has made it a standard part of prac-

tice, which is also where the extraordinary meets, or clashes with, the demands of the ordi-

nary. Collectively, this complexity is difficult to put on formula and therefore also difficult to 

conceptualize. By extending the routinization concept to the military domain we may not 

only reconceptualize assessment of innovations, but modify or at least expand our under-

standing of military innovation. We may regard military innovation as being even more com-

plicated than expected, but strangely enough also more rational and less dramatic, more tied 

to the military professional competency and less to politics, competition and culture, more 

embedded as part of the continuous development of the military organization, and perhaps 

just simply more ordinary. New technologies emerge all the time, so integration of innovative 

technologies in the military organizations is – at least in theory –a normal and integral task 

and part of the organization’s everyday business. Such ‘trivial’ processes should be seen as 

processes of constant organizational change which are, in turn, crucial for the overall success 

of innovation. 

Among its most important contributions, this thesis has provided a conceptual 

sharpening of the innovation literature. However, it is only a first step. As is always the case, 

the emergence of new knowledge leaves us with more unresolved questions than we initially 
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started with. This also means that there is a both a need and opportunity for future research 

to engage with the issue of routinization. First and most obviously, I argue that future inno-

vation research should include the study of routinization within its study of innovation. But 

as this thesis only provided us with an explorative and initial understanding and conceptual-

ization of routinization, future research should sharpen and refine this. This can for instance 

be done by employing case studies in a ‘controlled environment’, where the focus is on draw-

ing out the conditions for and dynamics of routinization success and failure in a more specific 

manner. Three of the most important questions that this thesis left out should be explored 

by future research: First, this study only hinted at the conceptual issue of the potential differ-

ence in the difficulty involved between implementing innovation which requires large changes 

in the ‘supporting environment’ and those which require lesser. The cases employed in this 

thesis showed that one innovation, which required less extensive change was successful, while 

the one that required more extensive change was a failure. It is an interesting notion that 

essentially we found the same drivers at play in both cases, just with opposite functions (i.e. 

the military issues and military benefits). The potential correlation between these conditions 

requires further investigation, as there is simply also a logical inclination to assume that tech-

nologies which require wide-scale change in other elements of the organization such as per-

sonnel and doctrine are more difficult to routinize, or at least set higher demands for the 

time perspective and extensiveness of the organizational implementation activities involved. 

Second, the findings of the case studies foster a question of the impact of operational use. As 

we know, tactical nuclear weapons were never employed in field operations, but Paveway was 

used extensively. This leaves us with the obvious question of what impact the actual use of 

the technology has on routinization. On the one hand, it is logical to assume that repetitive 

use fosters routinization, but on the other hand, field use could in fact also hinder routiniza-

tion as it may expose weaknesses of the system? The thesis does not currently provide an-

swers to this question. Third, and finally, is the schism between the organization and the 

users. This thesis found both units to be important for routinization, but evidence of both 

case studies spoke more towards the organization, i.e. found it to be primarily a top-down 

driven routinization process. Civil innovation literature, however, also extended theoretical 

power to the users. Recent military innovation scholarship has also turned towards focusing 

on the users and bottom-up innovation, and so there is an interesting room to explore here. 

As scholarship has demonstrated that innovation can indeed be driven from the bottom up, 

it leaves us to wonder: How much ‘power’ do the users possess in routinization? Is it primar-

ily and always a top-down process? How and to what extent can users influence the routini-

zation process?  
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In sum, the avenues for future research are broad. We should also prioritize an 

inquiry into what these findings mean for practice and policy. At the moment, this study alone 

gives rise to several insights that are very important and relevant for both practice and policy. 

For instance, it leads to the –perhaps unpopular - realization that when it comes to integrating 

new technology, military organizations should remain skeptical of the promised benefits 

which the technology can and will yield compared to the difficulties and risks that come with 

introducing a new technology into service delivery.  More specifically, it also leaves us with 

the realization that considerations of implementation and routinization should be more cat-

egorically included earlier in the innovation process in order to avoid routinization failure – 

and with that, also innovation failure. But this assessment represents a huge challenge for 

instance for current US efforts to develop new technology and for the Department of De-

fense’s attempts to reform the defense innovation environment and acquisition system. Both 

of these systems – the defense innovation environment and acquisition system - are by pro-

fessionals, politicians and analysts criticized for being outdated, too heavy, too inflexible and 

too ineffective to meet current security challenges. The environment that the Department of 

Defense aspires to create is focused on the notions of rapid acquisition, in-field prototyping, 

direct delivery to the soldier in the field, etc., thus removing a range of the procedures which 

are regarded as obstacles to efficient and effective procurement, such as extensive field testing 

and prolonged in-house R&D efforts. Viewed in this light, the conclusions presented here 

underscore the importance of all the things which takes time, are expensive and are generally 

regarded as being the root causes of inefficiency – but which basically ensue that the technol-

ogy works, that supporting functions and equipment are in place, that systems have gone 

through sound tests, that supporting operational concepts have been field tested, that con-

ceptual clarity about role and purpose is stream-lined, etc. This represents a difficult di-

lemma, as the findings of this thesis are then not in sync with the ‘spirit’ of the current defense 

innovation milieu. Such implications for practice and policy, and how we may mitigate these 

issues, deserve further scrutiny.  

Despite that fact that the Third Offset Strategy was officially, but quietly, discarded 

by the Trump administration during the writing of this thesis, the challenges of integrating 

and translating military technological innovations into practice persist. Technological innova-

tion has long been tied to a strategic imperative and may thus very well continue to be so in 

the future – whether or not this is pronounced in an official ‘Offset Strategy’. As military 

historian Williamson Murray has explained, the field of History and case studies research 

can “suggest the kinds of questions that military organizations and their leaders need to ask 
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before and as they attempt to change.”
737

 This thesis has cut the first sod to urge research, 

practice and policy to ask questions about the meaning, importance and challenges of inte-

grating innovations into organization practice – of routinizing innovations. The danger that 

such analyses may be boring, dry or uninspiring – as Stuart Griffin warned - only gives more 

credit to the argument of exactly why it may be necessary to divert specific time and attention 

to the issue of innovation implementation and routinization. 
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DANISH RESUMÉ  

 

Denne afhandling udforsker en konceptuel undren, som udgør både en praktisk og teoretisk 

problemstilling i militær innovation: Hvordan ophører teknologiske innovationer med at 

være nye? Den succesfulde militære anvendelse af ny teknologi afhænger i høj grad af, hvor-

vidt og hvordan den militære organisation formår at integrere teknologien i sin organisatori-

ske praksis. Denne erkendelse afslører vigtigheden af implementering. Forskningen om mi-

litær innovation har ikke specifikt undersøgt implementeringen af innovationer og kan derfor 

på nuværende tidspunkt ikke forklare, hvordan den proces udfolder sig. Afhandlingen adres-

serer derfor denne mangel. Som sit mest centrale bidrag introducerer afhandlingen koncep-

tet rutinisering (routinization); dvs. processen hvorved teknologiske innovationer bliver im-

plementeret og integreret i den militære organisation og dermed bliver en ubestridt del af 

organisationens standard praksis. Fordi der ikke eksisterer en decideret teori om rutinisering, 

anlægger afhandlingen en udtalt eksplorativ tilgang og analyserer to empiriske casestudier af 

det amerikanske forsvars erfaring med at implementere teknologiske innovationer under den 

første og anden såkaldte Offset Strategy. Afhandlingen afdækker, at implementering af inno-

vationer er drevet af helt andre faktorer end de, der gør sig gældende i de tidligere stadier af 

innovationsprocessen. Rutiniseringsprocessen er hovedsageligt drevet af militærfaglige for-

hold, især det vi kan kalde for henholdsvis militærfaglige udfordringer og militærfaglige for-

dele, som knytter sig direkte til anvendelsen af teknologien i militære operationer. Afhand-

lingen anser rutinisering for at være en særdeles rationel proces og vurderer den til at være 

tæt forbundet med – endda afhængig af – den fundamentale og ordinære opgave om at drifte 

og udvikle den militære organisation i et langsigtet perspektiv og dermed synkronisere de 

grundlæggende elementer af materiel, organisation, doktrin og personel. Ikke alene opfor-

drer afhandlingen forskningen om militær innovation til at beskæftige sig med implemente-

ring, den bidrager også med et nyt – og neutralt – koncept for, hvordan vi kan vurdere og 

bedømme udfaldet af innovationsprocesser. Derudover fremprovokerer den en justering af 

vores eksisterende forståelse af fænomenet ’militær innovation’. Afhandlingens konklusioner 

afføder også svære dilemmaer for den militære praksis og det politiske niveaus ambition om 

at skabe et agilt teknologisk innovationsmiljø. 


